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1Abstract
We investigate the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena in the bilayer quantum
Hall systems, triggered by the Nambu-Goldstone mode. They are essentially new
phenomena which cannot be described solely by spin or pseudospin degrees of free-
dom.
First, we present a systematic method to determine the symmetry breaking pat-
tern and to derive an eective Hamiltonian for the Nambu-Goldstone modes in the
total lling factor  = 2 bilayer quantum Hall systems. We then investigate the
dispersion relations and the coherence lengths of the Nambu-Goldstone modes, par-
ticularly with a careful analysis in the canted antiferromagnetic phase in the  = 2
bilayer quantum Hall systems. To explore possible emergence of gapless modes and
the associated interlayer phase coherence, we analyze the dispersion relations in the
limit of zero tunneling energy. We nd one gapless mode with the linear dispersion
relation in the canted antiferromagnetic phase.
Secondly, we investigate the mechanism of interlayer phase coherence induced
by the Nambu-Goldstone mode with a linear dispersion, the associated Joseph-
son supercurrent, and its eect on the Hall resistance in the bilayer quantum Hall
systems by employing the Grassmannian formalism. We show that the entangled
spin-pseudospin phase coherence develops in the canted antiferromagnetic phase,
while pure pseudospin phase coherence develops at  = 1. The Hall resistance in
the canted antiferromagnetic phase is predicted to become anomalous precisely as
in the  = 1 bilayer systems in the counterow and drag experiments. Furthermore,
in the canted antiferromagnetic phase it is shown that the total current owing in
the bilayer systems is a supercurrent carrying solely spins in the counterow ge-
ometry: All these phenomena in the canted antiferromagnetic phase occur only in
density-imbalanced congurations.
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5Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Spin and Pseudospin Degrees of Freedom
Spin is the fundamental degree of freedom in the quantum theory. It provides enormously
rich phenomena such as ferromagnet [1, 2], spin Hall eect [3]-[7], and anomalous Hall eect
[8]. Furthermore, in the recent years, the new type of engineering called spintronics is actively
investigated [9, 10]. Spintronics is an attempt to use both spin and charge degrees of freedom,
where the spin acts as an information carrier, and to construct the devices using its coherence.
It has functional advantages over the conventional electronics, where the charge degree of
freedom has been only used. Many attempts have been conducted, for instance, the study of
long-range spin current using the proximity eect between ferromagnet and superconductivity
[11], the current carried by magnons [12], and furthermore, the manipulation of nuclear spins
in the semiconductor quantum Hall (QH) systems [13, 14].
By adding another type of physical degree of freedom called pseudospin, which plays an
equivalent role to spin, the systems show much richer physics. For example, xthe pseudospin
in a bilayer QH systems as a bilayer semiconductor, is the layer degree of freedom, whereas
the pseudospin in monolayer graphene is the valley degree of freedom, which are the two
inequivalent corners of the rst Brillouin zone. Also, the pseudospin in iron phthalocyanine
(FePc) on Au(111) is the orbital degree of freedom. These examples are listed in Table 1.1.
What is remarkable is that the systems possessing both spin and pseudospin exhibit the
properties which cannot be described only in terms of spin and pseudospin. As seen in Table
1.1, SU(4) quantum Hall ferromagnet in monolayer graphene is the ground state, where the four
energy levels are degenerated owing to the Landau lling factor, and SU(4) isospin (spin-valley)
direction is spontaneously polarized [15]-[18]. SU(4) Kondo eect occurs due to the SU(4)
symmetry of the Hamiltonian in the system, which leads to much higher Kondo temperature
compared to the one in spin SU(2) Kondo eect [19]. The spin Josephson supercurrent will be
discussed in detail in chapter 5 of this thesis. When such phenomena are realized, it seems that
spin and pseudospin are coupled in complete harmony, and behave as a new type of physical
degree of freedom, the entangled spin-pseudospin.
As seen in Table 1.1, the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena can be seen in many systems,
showing various novel phenomena. The physical systems showing the interplay between the
spin and layer can also be seen in many other strongly correlated systems, for instance, bilayer
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System Pseudospin Entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena
Bilayer QH system Layer Spin Josephson supercurrent
Monolayer graphene Valley SU(4) QH ferromagnet
Iron phthalocyanine (FePc) on Au(111) Orbital SU(4) Kondo eect
Table. 1.1 Examples of the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena in various systems
possessing spin and pseudospin degrees of freedom.
graphene [39, 40, 41], bilayer systems of ultracold atoms [42, 43], and neutron spin systems
in the neutron star forming the alternative layer structure [44, 45]. Taking together, it is
interesting to study the mechanism of entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena as a universal
problem of quantum many-body problems in strongly correlated systems.
1.2 Physics of Bilayer Quantum Hall systems
In this thesis, we investigate the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena in the bilayer QH sys-
tems, especially triggered by the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) mode as an SU(4) isospin wave. We
show schematic illustration of the bilayer QH system in Fig. 1.1. This is because, as we explain
later on, the QH systems present various rich and beautiful phenomena induced by the NG
mode, which are well worth studying theoretically, and furthermore, there is much possibility
to be tested experimentally. Moreover, both theoretical and experimental developments of re-
cent related topics, such as topological insulators [20]-[32] and QH eect in graphene [33]-[38],
are still being made. Based on these facts, the bilayer QH system can be considered as one of
the most suitable system to study the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena.
As is well known, QH eect is one of the great discoveries of macroscopic quantum phe-
nomena in the two-dimensional electron systems [114, 115], which can be compared with the
discovery of superconductivity. It is not only interesting in the condensed matter physics, but
also deeply connected to the concepts developed in particle and nuclear physics [59], for exam-
ple, the emergence of the skyrmion excitations [46], which leads to the realization of nontrivial
spin texture and electron density modulation [47]-[53].
Particularly, physics of the bilayer QH systems are enormously rich owing to the intralayer
and interlayer phase coherence controlled by the interplay between the spin and the layer
(pseudospin) degrees of freedom [59, 60]. The interlayer phase coherence is a novel phenomenon
in the bilayer QH systems [54, 55, 59, 67], where it is enhanced in the zero tunneling gap
limit, SAS ! 0. For instance, at the lling factor  = 1 there arises a unique phase,
the spin-ferromagnet and pseudospin-ferromagnet phase, which has been studied well both
theoretically and experimentally. One of the most interesting phenomena is the Josephson
tunneling between the two layers [62]-[68], whose rst experimental indication was obtained in
Ref. [70]. Quite recently, careful experiments [71]-[73] were performed to explore the condition
for the tunneling current to be dissipationless.
Other examples are the anomalous behavior of the Hall resistance reported in counterow
experiments [74, 75] and in drag experiments [76, 77]. They are triggered by the Josephson
supercurrent within each layer [78, 79]. These phenomena are triggered by the NG mode
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Fig. 1.1 The schematic illustration of the bilayer QH systems. This gure is adapted
from Refs. [59, 125]. Here we note that the gure on the right-hand side originates from
the wafer; R195, K. Muraki NTT-BRL.
describing a pseudospin wave. Here we show the experimental data due to [74, 75, 76, 77]
in Figs. 1.2-1.5, and summarize the content of these data since they are important data,
motivating the works of this thesis. Let us focus on the region where the total lling factor 
takes 1 in Figs. 1.2-1.5, since the aim of these experiments is to study the QH eects in bilayer
systems at  = 1 where the interlayer phase coherence is spontaneously developed. To do this,
the Hall and diagonal resistances were measured under various geometries, as shown in Fig.
1.6. There are three types of geometries, the standard geometry, the counterow geometry,
and the drag geometry. In the standard geometry, the same amount of the currents with the
same direction are applied to both layers [Fig. 1.6 (a)]. In the counterow geometry, the
currents are applied to both layers, with the same amount but in the opposite direction [Fig.
1.6 (b)]. In the drag geometry, the current is applied to one of the layers [Fig. 1.6 (c)]. The
striking behaviors of the QH eects can be seen clearly in the counterow (the bottom part of
Fig. 1.2 or the right part of Fig. 1.3) and the drag geometry shown in Fig. 1.4. These three
gures were obtained in the systems where the electron density in the front layer is equal to
the one in the back layer (density-balanced conguration). The results shown in Fig. 1.5 are
the Hall resistances in the drag geometry in the density-imbalanced conguration. We denote
the electron density in the front layer as f0 whereas that in the back layer as 
b
0 .　
First, let us take a look at the data of the counterow geometry shown in the bottom part
of Fig. 1.2 or 1.3 at  = 1: What is interesting is that not only the diagonal resistivity Rxx
but also the Hall resistivity Rxy vanish. On the other hand, in the drag geometry shown
in Fig. 1.4, even though the current is injected to the back layer and the Hall voltage or
the Hall resistance is measured in the front layer, the non-vanishing Hall voltage or Hall
resistance are detected (the conguration B in Fig. 1.4). Moreover, it has been reported in
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Fig. 1.2 The experimental data for the longitudinal and Hall resistance versus the mag-
netic eld (or the total lling factor ). The experiment was conducted in the condition
T = 50 mK, f0 = 
b
0 = 2:54 1010 cm 2, and SAS  0:1 mK. The top gure is the data
in the standard geometry, while the bottom gure is the one in the counterow geometry.
This gure is taken from [74].
Ref. [76] that the Hall voltage measured in the conguration B and D, where the Hall voltage
was measured in the layer with the current injection, were equivalent. By taking account of
these experimental results, it can be considered that when the interlayer phase coherence is
spontaneously developed in the bilayer QH systems, the Hall voltage in one layer becomes
equivalent to the one in the other layer, as we discuss again in section 3.4 and subsection 5.2.1.
To understand the physics of bilayer QH systems in the presence of the interlayer phase
coherence, there is a description due to the exciton condensate [68, 69, 136]. In this description,
it is considered that supercurrent generated by the exciton condensate ows so that the Hall
voltages in the front and back layer become equivalent. Although this description provides
simply the explanation of the realization of the two Hall voltages becoming equivalent, it still
remains as the picture for the explanation for the experimental results at this stage. On the
other hand, Ezawa et al., have established the quantitative description at  = 1 based on the
noncommutative quantum theory [59, 101, 102, 103, 134], by constructing the eective theory
of the interlayer phase eld and the canonical conjugate density-imbalanced eld as a NG
mode, which is responsible for the creation of the interlayer phase coherence [78, 79]. They
analyzed the QH eect in the presence of the interlayer phase coherence, and calculated the
Hall resistivity in a concrete mathematical formalism.
On the other hand, the phases arising at  = 2 are quite nontrivial. According to the one-
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Fig. 1.3 The experimental data for the longitudinal and Hall resistance versus the mag-
netic eld (or the total lling factor ). The experiment was conducted in the condition
T = 30 mK and f0 = 
b
0 = 2:75 1010 cm 2. The left gure is the data in the standard
geometry. On the other hand, the right gure is the data in the counterow geometry.
This gure is taken from [75].
body picture we expect to have two phases depending on the relative strength between the
Zeeman gap Z and the tunneling gap SAS. One is the spin-ferromagnet and pseudospins-
inglet phase (abridged as the spin phase) for Z > SAS; the other is the spin-singlet and
pseudospin ferromagnet phase (abridged as the pseudospin phase) for SAS > Z. Interest-
ingly, at  = 2 a canted antiferromagnetic phase (abridged as the CAF phase) emerges as an
intermediate phase of the spin and pseudospin phase. This is a novel phase where the spin
direction is canted coherently and makes antiferromagnetic correlations between the two layers
[80, 81]. The previous authors investigated the phase diagram in terms of SAS-d plane (d de-
notes the layer separation), and the dispersions of intersubband spin-density-wave excitations
in the time-dependent Hartree-Fock method [80, 81]. They suggested that the emergence of the
CAF phase is due to the softening of the spin collective modes. Later on, various theoretical
studies for  = 2 QH states have been done [82]-[90].
The experimental evidence of the CAF phase was rst suggested by Pellegrini et al., using
inelastic light scattering spectroscopy [91, 92]. They have investigated the softening of the
spin excitation mode, and its relation to the quantum phase transition. Subsequently, the
experimental study for the  = 2 bilayer system as well as the verication of the existence
of the CAF phase were obtained through capacitance spectroscopy and magnetotransport
measurements [93]-[98]. The ground state structure of the  = 2 bilayer QH systems has been
investigated based on the SU(4) formalism [99]-[104]. The expectation values of the SU(4)
isospin operators are the order parameters, in terms of which an anisotropic SU(4) nonlinear
sigma model has been derived to describe low-energy coherent phenomena [99].
The eective Hamiltonian for the NG modes has not been derived before. Although there
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Fig. 1.4 The experimental data for the longitudinal and Hall resistance versus the mag-
netic eld (or the total lling factor ) in the drag geometry. The open circles denote the
current injection whereas the solid circles the voltage measurement. The curve A denotes
Rxx in the conguration where current was injected in both layers. The curves B and
C denote Rxy and Rxx, respectively, in the conguration where the current was injected
in the layer opposite to the one where the voltage measurement was performed. The
curve D denotes Rxy in the conguration where current injection and voltage measure-
ment was performed in the same layer. The experiment was conducted in the condition
f0 = 
b
0 = 2:6 1010 cm 2, and SAS  0:1 mK. This gure is taken from [76].
are some results with the use of Grassmannian elds in the spin and pseudospin phases [99], no
attempts have been made in the CAF phase. On the other hand, experimentally, a role of a NG
mode has been suggested by nuclear magnetic resonance in the CAF phase [105, 106, 107, 125].
It is an urgent and intriguing problem what kind of NG modes emerges in the CAF phase,
since if gapless modes emerge in the CAF phase as well as in the  = 1 bilayer QH system,
the possibility of the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena, owing to the interlayer phase
coherence is thoroughly expected.
1.3 Outline
In this thesis, we study the eective theories for NG modes and the associated Josephson
supercurrent in  = 2 bilayer QH systems to explore the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena
in the bilayer QH systems. We do these by extending the theory established by Ezawa et al.,
[78, 79] based on the noncommutative quantum theory [59, 101, 102, 103, 134] to  = 2. We do
not follow the physical picture of exciton condensation. The reason is that since this description
remains rather qualitative for the explanation of the experimental results, it is not clear how
to apply it to obtain quantitative results in the case of a complicated ground state structure
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Fig. 1.5 The experimental data for the longitudinal and Hall resistance versus the total
lling factor  in the drag geometry. The experiment was conducted in the condition
f0 : 
b
0 = 2 : 1. As d=lB increases, the Hall resistance in the front layer R
f
xy changes
from RK to 3RK=2, since the QH state changes from  = 1 bilayer QH state to f = 2=3
monolayer QH state. This gure is taken from [77].
at  = 2: Indeed, the extension of the description of the exciton condensation to  = 2 has
not been established yet. On the other hand, the theory established in [59, 101, 102, 103, 134]
can be applied not only to  = 1 but also to  = 2. By taking account of the dierence
of the ground state structure such as the expectation values of the SU(4) isospins, we can
clearly extend the theory for  = 1 constructed in [78, 79] to  = 2. In this way, we can
construct the eective theory for NG modes at  = 2, described in terms of the interlayer
phase eld # and the canonical conjugate eld . Then the development of the interlayer
phase coherence and the associated QH eects can be clearly understood. In addition, the
SU(4) formalism used in [59, 101, 102, 103, 134] enables us to construct the entangled spin-
pseudospin phenomena shown in chapter 5. The construction of the eective theory of the
NG mode is also supportable from the experimental point of view, since the existence of the
NG mode in the CAF phase has been pointed out from the experimental results of nuclear
spin relaxation using the resistively-detected nuclear-magnetic-resonance (RD-NMR) in Refs.
[105, 106, 107, 125]. As a result, we have derived the new phenomena in the CAF phase such
as entangled spin-pseudospin phase coherence, the associated QH eects, and spin Josephson
supercurrent. These phenomena have not been observed yet, since they are all realized at the
density-imbalanced conguration, whereas the experimental data for  = 2 QH eects shown
in Figs. 1.2-1.4 are the data in the density-balanced conguration.
We rst develop a generic formalism to determine the symmetry breaking pattern and to
derive the eective Hamiltonian for the NG modes in  = 1 and 2 bilayer QH systems. The
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(a) Standard Geometry (b) Counterflow Geometry
R
(c) Drag Geometry
Fig. 1.6 The schematic illustrations of the in-plane current in three dierent geometries.
(a) In the standard geometry, the current injected to front layer ow in same direction
with same amount with the one ow in the back layer. (b) In the counterow geometry,
the current injected to the front layer ow with same amount but in opposite direction
to the one ow in the back layer. Consequently, the net current becomes zero. (c) In the
drag geometry, the current is injected only to the one of the layer. This gure is adapted
from Ref. [59].
symmetry breaking pattern for  = 1 reads
SU(4)! U(3); (1.1)
and there appear six NG modes, while for  = 2
SU(4)! U(1)
 SU(2)
 SU(2); (1.2)
and eight NG modes emerge in each phase; the spin phase, the pseudospin phase, and the
CAF phase. The corresponding NG modes in the two phases (spin/CAF or pseudspin/CAF)
match smoothly at the phase boundary. All the modes are actually gapped except along the
phase boundaries due to explicit symmetry breaking terms. It is important if gapless modes
emerge in the limit Z ! 0 or SAS ! 0, where the spin coherence or the interlayer coherence
is enhanced. Gapless modes are genuine NG modes associated with spontaneous symmetry
breaking. Naturally we have gapless modes in the spin phase as Z ! 0 and in the pseudospin
phase as SAS ! 0. We nd one gapless mode with the linear dispersion relation in the CAF
phase as SAS ! 0.
We then investigate the interlayer phase coherence, the associated NG modes, its eective
Hamiltonian, the Josephson supercurrent provoked by these NG modes, and its eect on the
Hall resistance in the bilayer QH system at  = 1; 2, by employing the Grassmannian formalism.
This thesis is organized as follows [Fig. 1.7]:
 In chapter 2, we rst overview the quantum mechanical theory of QH eect in the mono-
layer systems. The key concept to understand the QH eect is the Landau quantization.
We also overview the physics of bilayer QH system. The new physical quantities such as
pseudospin, interlayer tunneling energy, and the imbalanced parameter and bias voltage
are introduced. We also present an overview of Landau level projection formalism and
SU(4) eective Hamiltonian, which is the basic Hamiltonian for NG modes.
 In chapter 3, we study the NG-mode spectrum and the associated Josephson supercur-
rent in  = 1 bilayer QH systems. We rst review the ground state structure in  = 1.
By taking account of them, we derive an eective Hamiltonian for the NG modes. We
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introduce a complex-projective (CP3) eld to analyze the  = 1 bilayer QH systems.
The CP3 eld emerges when composite bosons undergo Bose-Einstein condensation [59].
We then discuss the SU(4) symmetry breaking pattern and make perturbative analysis
of the NG-mode spectrum, such as the dispersion relations and the coherence lengths.
We study the dispersions and the coherence length in the limit SAS ! 0, to explore a
possible emergence of the interlayer phase coherence. We nd that the NG mode as a
pseudospin wave mode has linear dispersion relation and its coherence length diverges
in the zero tunneling gap limit. All the other modes are gapped.
We next analyze the nonperturbative phase coherent phenomena developed by the NG
mode having linear dispersion, where the phase eld #(x) is essentially classical and
may become large, which is necessary to analyze the associated Josephson supercurrent.
We then show that the Josephson supercurrent ows within the layer when there is
inhomogeneity in #(x). We show the anomalous behavior of the Hall resistivity in the
counterow and drag geometries, which was also studied in [78]. Finally, we compare
our results with the experimental data obtained in [74, 75, 76, 77].
 In chapter 4, where the main results of this thesis are shown, we study the NG-mode
spectrum and the associated Josephson supercurrent in  = 2 bilayer QH systems. We
begin from reviewing the ground state structure in  = 2 based on Ref. [104]. There
are three phases; the spin phase, the pseudospin phase, and the CAF phase. Then
we discuss the SU(4) symmetry breaking pattern and the NG-mode spectrum, such as
the dispersion relations and the coherence lengths for all three phases. There are two
approaches for doing this; the Grassmannian formalism and the nonlinear representation
[130, 131]. In this chapter we adopt the Grassmannian formalism since one-body states
occupied by the electrons and the emergence of the associated excitation modes can be
seen clearly. Furthermore, it provides us with a clear physical picture and enables us
to describe nonperturbative phase coherent phenomena in the bilayer QH systems. The
analysis in terms of the nonlinear representation is discussed in Appendix C. The basic
eld in  = 2 is the Grassmannian eld consisting of two CP3 elds. In particular, we
carefully investigate NG-mode spectrum in the CAF phase. We study the dispersions
and the coherence lengths in the limit SAS ! 0, to explore a possible emergence of the
interlayer phase coherence in the CAF phase. We nd one coherent mode having the
linear dispersion with divergent coherence length.
 In chapter 5, we analyze the nonperturbative phase coherent phenomena developed by
the NG mode having a linear dispersion, described in terms of the density dierence
eld (x) and its canonical conjugate eld #(x), by retaining solely this gapless mode.
We show that the entangled spin-pseudospin phase coherence is developed by this phase
eld, and R-spin operators play the key role for the creation of entangled spin-pseudospin
phase coherence. We also study the associated Josephson supercurrent. We then study
the QH eect in the presence of the Josephson supercurrent, concretely, its eect on
the Hall resistivity in each layer in the counterow and drag geometries. The derivation
of the basic formulas for the currents in the QH systems from the quantum-mechanical
theory in the noncummutative geometry is shown. The Josephson supercurrent in the
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Fig. 1.7 The content of this thesis. It consists of six chapters.
CAF phase leads to the same formula of the anomalous Hall resistivity for the counter-
ow and drag geometries as the one at  = 1. Interestingly, the total current owing
in the CAF phase is a Josephson supercurrent carrying solely spins in the counterow
geometry. We also remark that the Josephson supercurrent ows both in the balanced
and imbalanced systems at  = 1 but only in imbalanced systems at  = 2. We note
that the impurity eect is not included in this thesis, when we discuss the QH eect.
 In chapter 6, we summarize our results and discuss future problems.
 In appendices, we present the basic physical quantities and their numerical values in
QH systems, the wave functions in the symmetric gauge, the properties of group SU(4),
quantum theory in noncommutative geometry, and the calculation of NG modes in the
nonlinear representation.
Several remarks are in order here. (i) The summation is taken for indices denoting spatial
coordinates and SU(4) isospins, which are repeated twice. (ii) We call the current carried by
the interlayer phase eld as \ Josephson supercurrent". This terminology is motivated by the
fact that this current is induced to decrease the phase dierence, just like the dc-Josephson
eect in the usual superconductivity, (iii) We only discuss the integer bilayer (or monolayer)
QH systems, concretely at the total lling factor  = 1 or 2. (iv) In our calculation the
impurity potential is not included, although it is responsible for formating the plateau.
We make further comments on remarks (ii) and (iii). We would like to focus on rich and
interesting phenomena owing to the collective excitation modes possessing spin or pseudospin
in integer QH systems, simply by neglecting the impurity eects which generate the Hall
plateau. There are two reasons. One is that so far in quantum theory [59, 101, 102, 103, 134],
it is possible to make a mathematically rigorous treatment to derive an eective Hamiltonian
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for NG modes only in the absence of impurities. Second is that the phenomena which we have
studied in this thesis may be expected to be realized even if impurities are included and the Hall
plateau is generated, just as various intralayer coherent phenomena hold experimentally in the
monolayer systems with impurities. Indeed, various interlayer coherent phenomena intrinsic
to the bilayer systems are known experimentally to emerge in samples with impurities.
(v) Sections 4.2 through 4.6 in chapter 4, chapter 5, and Appendix C, are the original part of
this thesis, the NG modes in  = 2 bilayer QH systems, the entangled spin-pseudospin phase
coherence, the Josephson supercurrent and the associated QH eects, the spin Josephson su-
percurrent in the CAF phase, and the calculation of NG modes in the nonlinear representation.
They are written based on author's papers [108, 109, 110, 111], which were collaborated with
Dr. Yoshimasa Hidaka, Prof. George Tsitsishvili, and Prof. Zyun F. Ezawa. In order to
understand our original part well, in chapter 3 we present the discussions on the NG mode and
the Josephson supercurrent in the  = 1 bilayer QH systems, based on the previous works, in
particular [59, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. It is because the works of the QH eects in the presence
of the entangled spin-pseudospin phase coherence in the CAF phase are motivated by the QH
eects in the presence of the interlayer phase coherence at  = 1:
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Chapter 2
Quantum Hall Eect
In the classical Hall eect, the Hall resistivity shows a linear behavior as a function of the
external magnetic eld. What has been found experimentally in the 20th century, was, how-
ever, totally dierent behavior. When a high magnetic eld is applied to the two-dimensional
electron systems, the diagonal resistivity vanishes, and at the same time, the Hall resistivity
is quantized as 1/(lling factor) times the von Klitzing constant RK = h=e
2, with formating
the plateau. This is called the quantum Hall (QH) eect. In this chapter, we review the basic
features of monolayer and bilayer QH systems. The key concept for understanding the QH
eect is the Landau quantization.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.1 we review the quantum mechanical theory
for monolayer quantum Hall systems. Then we review the basic features of the bilayer QH
systems in section 2.2. The description of this chapter is based on [54, 57, 58, 59, 61]
2.1 Quantum Hall Eect in the Monolayer Systems
2.1.1 Classical Hall Eect and Quantum Hall Eect
Classical Hall Eect
We consider the motion of electrons according to the classical electrodynamics. When the
electrons are moving with velocity v in an two-dimensional xy plane in the presence of a
magnetic eld B = (0; 0; B?) with B? > 0, applied to the z direction, and an electric eld
E applied perpendicular to B, the equation of motion for electron with mass M is given by
M
dv
dt
=  e(E + v B): (2.1)
At rst, let us consider the electron motion without the electric eld. As is well known, electron
shows a circular movement which is called the cyclotron motion, where the frequency is given
by !c = eB?=M . By decomposing the coordinate of the electron into the central and relative
coordinate as x =X +R, and denoting the radius of the cyclotron motion as R0, the motion
of electron is expressed as
x = (x; y) = (X;Y ) +R0 (cos!ct; sin!ct) : (2.2)
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Fig. 2.1 The schematic illustration of the integer QH eect. According to the classical
Hall eect, the Hall resistivity Rxy is proportional to the magnetic eld B? with the
vanishing diagonal resistivity Rxx, as indicated by thin line. However in a actual systems
where an high magnetic eld applied, the Hall and diagonal resistivity, Rxy and Rxx show
drastically dierent behavior (the solid lines); the Hall resistivity Rxy is quantized with
formating an series of plateau, whereas the diagonal resistivity Rxx vanishes with the
Schubnikov-de Haas oscillations. This gure is taken from [59].
We next consider the case where the electric eld is also applied to the system. The velocity
of the electron becomes
v =

  Ey
B?
;
Ex
B?
; 0

+R0!c (  sin!ct; cos!ct; 0) : (2.3)
The new type of velocity with the magnitude jEj=B? arises due to the presence of the electric
eld. It is called the drift velocity. The motion of electron is given by the sum of drift and
cyclotron motion. We see that the current J ows in a direction perpendicular to the electric
eld E. This is due to the Lorentz force e(v B):
From now on, we consider the static current, dv=dt = 0, owing in the system with homo-
geneous density (x) = 0. Then the electric current J =  e0v is expressed in terms of the
magnetic and electric eld as
J = (Jx;Jy) =

e0
B?
Ey; e0
B?
Ex

: (2.4)
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Since the electric current only exists in the xy plane, the electric eld E and current J
satisfy the relations,
E = RJ ; (2.5)
or writing explicitly,
Ex = RxxJx +RxyJy; Ey = RyxJx +RyyJy; (2.6)
with Rxx = Ryy and Rxy =  Ryx. R is called the resistivity tensor. Comparing (2.4) and
(2.6), we obtain
Rxx = Ryy = 0; Rxy =  Ryx =  B?
e0
: (2.7)
Consequently, the resistivity Rxy (=  Ryx) is proportional to the magnetic eld B?, as shown
in Fig. 2.1.
Experimentally, as shown in Fig. 2.2, the Hall resistivity and the diagonal resistivity are
measured in the following way; we apply homogeneous current Jtot to the system along the x
axis, and measure Vx and Vy: Here we denote the distance between electrode 1 and 2 by L,
and the width of the sample by W . The electric current density J and the electric eld E are
given by
Jx = Jtot
W
; Jy = 0;
Ex =
V12
L
=
Vx
L
; Ey =
V13
W
=
Vy
W
; (2.8)
where we have taken the current owing into the x direction. Then, when Ex and Ey are
measured, the Hall and diagonal resistivity are determined from the equations
RHall 
EyJx
 (= jRxyj = jRyxj); Rxx  ExJx : (2.9)
Quantum Hall Eect
In the previous argument, we have shown that the Hall resistivity is a linear function of the
perpendicular magnetic eld B? in an homogeneous density 0: However, strikingly dierent
behavior has been discovered experimentally. As shown in Fig. 2.1, it shows the following two
intriguing features and is called the QH eect:
(i) the Hall resistivity is quantized as
RHall =
RK

; (2.10)
with RK = h=e
2  25812:807
, which is called the von Klitzing constant.  is called the
Landau lling factor, whose meaning will be discussed in detail later on. Roughly speaking,
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Fig. 2.2 The schematic illustration on the measurement of the Hall and diagonal resis-
tivity RHall and Rxx, respectively. By injecting the homogeneous electric current Jtot, we
measure V12 = Vx = Ex=L and V13 = Vy = Ey=W: Then the Hall and diagonal resistivity
are determined from the relations RHall = jEy=Jxj (= jRxyj = jRyxj) and Rxx = Ex=Jx.
This gure is adapted from Ref. [58].
it describes the number of occupied Landau levels and characterizes the quantum Hall state.
Moreover, the at region is formed with a focus on the lling factor for each value, and as a
result, a series of plateau is created.
(ii) The diagonal resistivity vanishes at the magnetic eld taking the value of the lling
factor , with the Schubnikov-de Haas oscillations.
Historically the classical Hall eect was investigated in [112]. Then about hundred years
later, the quantum theory of the Hall eect has been studied by Ando [113]. Subsequently,
the integer QH eect was discovered by von Klitzing experimentally in 1980 [114], and soon
later, the experimental discovery of the fractional QH eect was done by Tsui, Strormer and
Gossard in 1982 [115], and the theoretical explanation were given by Laughlin [116, 117].
Jain introduced the concept called composite fermion in order to understand the physics of
fractional QH systems [118] (for fractional QH eect, see also [54, 119]). On the other hand,
Halperin studied the edge eect of the QH systems [120], and subsequently, the QH eect
was studied from the topological point of view with the formula called the TKNN invariant
[121, 122]. Haldane has studied the QH eect without Landau levels in the two-dimensional
lattice systems [123]. With these studies as a starting point, the study of condensed matter
physics from the topological point of view has made a great progress. Furthermore, previous
studies led to the birth of topological insulator with time-reversal symmetry (quantum spin
Hall systems), where gapless helical edge states exist, and is distinguished from the ordinary
insulator [20]-[32]. Another important topic related to the development of the QH physics is
the discovery of the unconventional QH eect in graphene [33]-[38]. Its o-diagonal resistivity
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Fig. 2.3 The energy spectrum of the electrons in the two-dimensional system. Due to
the Fermi statics, one electron can only occupy one quantum state, or more precisely,
two electrons with dierent spin components can occupy an one-energy levels. (a) When
B? = 0, the density of states shows continuous spectrum. All the energetic states up
to the state with Fermi energy are occupied. The density of state is D() = M=2~2,
which is constant. Taking account of spin degres of freedom, it becomes D() = M~2.
(b) When the magnetic eld is applied (B? 6= 0), the Landau levels are created, and the
density of states becomes discrete spectrum, D() = DS(   EN ), with DS = 1=2l2B ,
which is nothing but the density of Landau sites, and EN = N~!c + (1=2)~!c, the Nth
Landau level. (c) In actual samples, the Landau levels are broaden since some electrons
are trapped by the impurity potential. The dark shaded region represent the localized
states, where as light shaded region represents the extended states. The Hall plateau is
formed due to this impurity eect. This gure is taken from [59].
is given by Rxy = 4e2=h(N +1=2), where N is the Landau level index, and the Landau level
in graphene is proportional to
p
N: The factor 4 corresponds to the internal degree of freedom
for electrons, spin and valley. Compared to the conventional one, the term 2e2=h arises since
the zeroth Landau level is the half-lled state. The QH eect in graphene is induced by the
massless Dirac fermions exhibiting the linear dispersion.
2.1.2 Two-dimensional Electrons in Monolayer Systems
The two-dimensional electron system is realized by the GaAs/AlGaAs hetero-junction by using
the molecular beam epitaxy. Between these two semiconductors where the thickness is about
20  100 A, there exists potential V (z) which attracts the electrons to the surface, and the one-
body energy of electron in the z direction is quantized. When the energy dierence between the
ground state and rst excited state is large enough compared to the thermal and interaction
energy, the electrons remain in the ground state, and therefore the motion of electrons in the
z direction is inactive and electrons are trapped into the two-dimensional xy plane.
In this chapter, we consider the free electron gas for the simplicity, and introduce the
Coulomb interactions in subsection 2.2.4. The density of states for the free electrons in two
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dimension without electromagnetic eld is given by
D()d =
M
2~2
; (2.11)
with M the eective (band) mass for electron. It is a constant in the two-dimensional system
as shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). Electrons occupy the state up to the Fermi level with the energy F,
which is determined by the electron density 0 and the density of state (2.11) as
F =
2~2
M
Z F
0
D()d =
2~2
M
0: (2.12)
Here we have ignored the spin degrees of freedom. When they are taken into account, the
density of states for free electrons becomes twice larger than (2.11). The two-dimensional
electrons show the continuous spectrum.
In the eld theoretical representation, we denote the electron eld operator as 	(x) =
( "(x);  #(x)); where " represents the up-spin whereas # the down-spin. The physical opera-
tors in this system are density operator and spin operators. They are expressed as a bilinear
combinations of 	(x), given by
x(x) = 	
y(x)	(x) =
X
=";#
 y(x) (x) = "(x) + #(x); (2.13)
Sx(x) = 	
y(x)
x
2
	(x) =
1
2
( y"(x) #(x) +  
y
#(x) "(x)); (2.14)
Sy(x) = 	
y(x)
y
2
	(x) =
1
2i
( y"(x) #(x)   y#(x) "(x)); (2.15)
Sz(x) = 	
y(x)
z
2
	(x) =
1
2
( y"(x) "(x)   y#(x) #(x)) =
1
2
("(x)  #(x)); (2.16)
where "(#)(x) describes the electron density with up (down) spin, and a are the Pauli ma-
trices,
x =
 
0 1
1 0
!
; y =
 
0  i
i 0
!
; z =
 
1 0
0  1
!
: (2.17)
The spin operators Sa(x) satisfy the SU(2) algebra
[Sa(x); Sb(y)] = iabcSc(y)(x  y); (2.18)
where abc is the SU(2) structure constant. The above algebra is derived from the anti-
commutation relation f (x);  (y)g = i(x   y). The total one-body Hamiltonian in
this system consists of the kinetic term HK and the Zeeman term HZ,
H = HK +HZ; (2.19)
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with
HK =
1
2M
X
=";#
Z
d2x y(x) ( i~r+ eA(x))2  (x); (2.20)
HZ =  Z
2
Z
d2x ("(x)  #(x)) =  Z
Z
d2xSz(x); (2.21)
where A(x) is the vector potential for the magnetic eld, and is the Z is the Zeeman gap,
Z = jgBBj: (2.22)
Here g is the g-factor in a semiconductor, which is about g   0:44 in the GaAs semicon-
ductor. It becomes much smaller compared to the one in the vacuum g = 2 due to its band
structure (see also Appendix A.1).
2.1.3 Landau Quantization
We consider quantum mechanical motion of the electrons in the two-dimensional system with
the external magnetic eld. Here we present the argument based on the rst quantization.
The kinetic Hamiltonian in such a system is given by
HK =
1
2M
 
2x +
2
y

; (2.23)
where the covariant momentum i with i = x; y is given by
x   i~@x + eAx; y   i~@y + eAy; (2.24)
with Ai being the vector potential. It generates the magnetic eld B = (0; 0; B?) as
B? =  jk@jAk: (2.25)
By taking account the fact that the electrons have cyclotron motion, we decompose the coordi-
nate x = (x; y) into the guiding-center X = (X;Y ) and the relative coordinate R = (Rx; Ry)
as
x  X +Rx y  Y +Ry; (2.26)
Rx =   y
eB?
; Ry =
x
eB?
: (2.27)
The guiding-center and relative coordinate satisfy the commutation relations
[X;Y ] =  il2B ; [x;y] = i
~2
l2B
;
[X;x] = [X;y] = [Y;x] = [Y;y] = 0: (2.28)
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We see that the guiding center (X;Y ) and the covariant momentum (x;y) or the relative
coordinate (Rx; Ry), are independent variables. Furthermore, the coordinate with dierent
components do not commute, which is totally dierent from the ordinary quantum theory,
where the coordinate and momentum make the canonical conjugates.
Here we have introduced the quantity
lB =
r
~
eB?
: (2.29)
This is called the magnetic length. It gives the fundamental scale to the QH systems. The
corresponding Coulomb energy E0C is
E0C =
e2
4lB
; (2.30)
where  is the background dielectric constant in GaAs semiconductors. The physical quantities
having the dimension of length and energy are expressed in the unit of lB and E
0
C. For the
typical values, see Appendix A.1.
We analyze the equations of motion for the guiding center (X;Y ) and the relative coordinate
(Rx; Ry) to see the quantum mechanical motion of the electrons. First, from the Hamiltonian
(2.23) and the commutation relations (2.28), the Heisenberg equations of motion for the guind-
ing center are given by,
dX
dt
=
dY
dt
= 0: (2.31)
Therefore, no motion of electron exists for the guinding center and stays at the initial coordi-
nate. The guiding center represents the central coordinate of the cyclotron motion. However,
from (2.28), we see that a striking dierence between the classical and quantum mechanical
motion; there is an uncertainty for the guiding-center coordinate (X;Y ). The position (X;Y )
cannot be determined at least with the area 2l2B .
We next consider the equations of motion for the relative coordinate R. By applying the
same analysis given for the guinding center, we obtain the Heisenberg equations of motions
dRx
dt
= !cRy;
dRy
dt
=  !cRx; (2.32)
where !c is the cyclotron frequency !c = eB?=M: By denoting the integration constants for
Rx;y as R
0
x;y, and introducing the complex variable R  Rx + iRy, the solution for (2.32)
becomes
R(t) = R0e i!ct (2.33)
where R0 = R0x+ iR
0
y. As in the case of the classical one (2.2) or as shown in Fig. 2.4 (a), the
relative coordinate R makes cyclotron motion around the guiding-center coordinate X with
the cyclotron frequency !c. Note that, however, the quantum mechanical cyclotron motion
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Fig. 2.4 Cyclotron motions for electrons. (a) In the classical theory, the electrons makes
cyclotron motion around the guiding center X and the relative coordinate R shows the
circular motion with the cyclotron frequency !c = ~=Ml2B = eB?=M: (b) In the quantum
theory, although electrons make cyclotron motion around the guiding center as in the
case of classical ones, the big dierence is that the guiding-center coordinates X and Y
do not commute, and therefore, the electron position has minimum uncertainty with the
area 2l2B . It moves as forming concentric circular. This gure is adapted from [59].
for the electron is completely dierent from the classical one, due to the uncertainty of the
guiding-center coordinate X, as shown in Fig. 2.4 (b).
We next derive the energy spectrum of the electrons. From (2.28) we see that there are two
independent canonical conjugate coordinates, (X;Y ) and (Rx; Ry). Thus, we can introduce
two pairs of annihilation and creation operators similar to the ones in harmonic oscillator,
a =
lBp
2~
(x + iy); a
y =
lBp
2~
(x   iy)); (2.34)
b =
1p
2lB
(X   iY ); by = 1p
2lB
(X + iY ); (2.35)
and from (2.28), they satisfy the commutation relation
[a; ay] = [b; by] = 1; (2.36)
with all others being zero. From the creation operators ay and by, we construct the quantum
states
jN;ni =
r
1
N !n!
(ay)N (by)nj0i; aj0i = bj0i = 0; (2.37)
and due to (2.36), these states jN;ni satisfy the orthonormal completeness condition
hN 0; n0jN;ni = NN 0nn0 ;
X
n;N
jN;nihN;nj = 1: (2.38)
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By using the creation and annihilation operators a and ay, the kinetic Hamiltonian (2.23) is
described as
HK = ~!c

aya+
1
2

; (2.39)
and therefore, the energy levels of the state jN;ni becomes
EN = ~!c

N +
1
2

: (2.40)
The energy spectrum (2.40) is called the Landau level*1. Here the energy ~!c=2 in (2.40)
represents the zero-point energy. The energy spectrum becomes discrete in the presence of
the magnetic eld as shown in Fig. 2.3 (b). Here we note that in the real samples, there
are impurities. Then some electrons are trapped by these impurities, and the Landau levels
are broaden. As shown in Fig. 2.3 (c), they are divided into the localized states which are
represented as the dark shaded region and the extended states, represented as the shaded
region. As a result, the Hall plateau is created.
When we include the Zeeman eect, the energy spectrum (2.40) becomes
EN = ~!c

N +
1
2

 Z
2
: (2.41)
Thus, one Landau level is separated into two energy levels, having the same Landau index.
For each Landau level there exists a degeneracy called the Landau site in the Nth Landau
level. In other words, when there are N Landau sites for each Landau level, there are N
degenerated states, jN; 0i, jN; 1i, . . . , jN;Ni, for each Landau level, which are created by the
operator by from the vacuum j0i: As we see from (2.35), the guiding-center coordinate contains
the information of the Landau site.
We calculate the number of Landau sites or the degeneracy in each Landau level. As we have
discussed previously, the energy spectrum of the electrons without external magnetic eld is
continuous, where the density of states is constant, D() =M=2~2. When the magnetic eld
is applied, the energy spectrum becomes discrete, which is nothing but the series of Landau
levels. The degeneracy of the energy of the states for electrons are bundled into each Landau
level with the width ~!C. Therefore, the density of Landau sites (the number of quantum
states per unit area for each Landau level)  is
 = ~!C 

M
2~2

=
1
2l2B
; (2.42)
which indicates that one Landau site occupies the area 2l2B . The density of Landau sites 
*1 We use the italic index N for the Landau level index, while the regular style index N for group index.
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can also be written by using the Dirac ux quantum D  2~=e as
 =
eB?
2~
=
B?
D
: (2.43)
We can also express that the density of the states is equal to the number of Dirac ux quantum,
which pierce the unit area in the system. One Landau site attaches one Dirac ux quantam.
By using the density of Landau sites , the Landau level lling factor is dened by
 =
0

= 2l2B0 =
2~0
eB?
: (2.44)
It represents the number of Dirac ux quantam attached to one electron. For example  = 2
QH state is the state which is occupied by the N = 0 Landau levels with both up and down
spin, and the corresponding energy given by ~!c=2  Z=2 and ~!c=2 + Z=2, respectively.
In this case, two electrons occupy one Landau site. On the other hand, in the  = 1 QH state,
N = 0 Landau levels with all the same spin component are occupied, where the energy level
is given by ~!c=2 Z=2. One electron is occupying one Landau site.
2.1.4 Quantum Hall Eect
As we have seen in the previous argument, quantum mechanically, an electron makes cyclotron
motion around the guiding center in the presence of the magnetic eld. When the electric eld
is also applied into the system, the drift motion and the corresponding electric current are
induced. It is the Hall current .
The kinetic Hamiltonian in the presence of the constant magnetic and electric eld is given
by
H =
1
2M
(2x +
2
y) + exEx + eyEy: (2.45)
We analyze the problem in the Landau gauge instead of symmetric gauge, since the angular
momentum for the z component does not conserve anymore due to the electric eld*2. The
gauge potential in this gauge is given by
Ax = B?y; Ay = 0; (2.46)
and correspondingly, the covariant momentum becomes
x =  i~ @
@x
+
~
l2B
y; y =  i~ @
@y
: (2.47)
From now on we consider the system where the electric eld applied to the y direction. Then
*2 For the discussion of symmetric gauge, see Appendix A.2.
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by denoting pi =  i~@i and setting Ex = 0; Ey = E, the Schrodinger equation is given by"
(px + eBy)
2
2M
+
p2y
2M
+ eEy
#
EN (x) = E(kx)
E
N (x): (2.48)
Since the Hamiltonian in (2.48) does not contain the variable x, it represents the momentum
conservation in the x direction, and therefore, the wave function EN (x) can be written in the
form EN (x) = e
ikxxEN (y). Furthermore, we see that the Hamiltonian is equivalent to that for
the harmonic oscillator. It can be rewritten in the form
H =
p2y
2M
+
M!2c
2
(y   yE)2 + eyEE + (eElB)
2
2~!c
; (2.49)
with yE =  kxl2B   eE~!c l2B. Therefore the wave function in the presence of the electric eld is
EN (x) =

1

 1
4

1
2NN !lB
 1
2
exp(ikxx)exp

  (y   y
E)2
2l2B

HN

y   yE
lB

; (2.50)
where HN (x) is the Hermite polynomial,
HN (x) = ( 1)Nexp(x2) d
N
dxN
exp( x2): (2.51)
The eigenvalue of the energy for (2.50) is given by
E(kx) = ~!c

N +
1
2

  eEl2Bkx  
M
2

E
B
2
: (2.52)
The rst term in (2.52) describes the kinetic energy due to the cyclotron motion, the second
term the potential energy due to the electric eld, and the third term representing the kinetic
energy with the drift velocity E=B: Especially, in the lowest Landau level we have
E0 (x) =

1p
lB
 1
2
exp(ikxx)exp

  (y   y
E)2
2l2B

: (2.53)
We evaluate current density Jk(x) in the system with the homogeneous electron density 0
in the lowest Landau level. By using the covariant momentum (2.47) and denoting the electric
current for one electron as Jk, the relation between the current Jk and the current density
Jk(x) is given by
hJkiE =
Z
d2xE0 (x)Pk
E
0 (x) =
Z
d2xhJk(x)iE ; (2.54)
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with
hJx(x)iE = eE
B?
jEk (x)j2  
e~p
Ml3B
(y   yE)exp

  (y   y
E)2
l2B

;
hJy(x)iE = 0: (2.55)
By performing the spatial integral in (2.54) with using (2.55), the expectation value for the
current Jk becomes
hJkiE =
Z
dyhJxiE = eE
B?
: (2.56)
Thus, in the system with homogeneous density, the current density becomes
hJxiE = e0
B?
E; (2.57)
which agrees with (2.4). The above result can be also obtained from the equations of motion
for the guiding center,
i~
dX
dt
=   i~
B?
Ey =   i~
B?
E; i~
dY
dt
=
i~
B?
Ex = 0: (2.58)
By using the above equations, we obtain
hJxiE =  e0

dX
dt

E
=
e0
B?
E; hJyiE =  e0

dY
dt

E
= 0: (2.59)
The drift velocity of the electron is due to the motion of the guiding center.
In a quantum state where the electron density is homogeneous, and moreover, the (lowest)
Landau level is completely lled, we have (x) = 0 = =2l
2
B , and the current density (2.57)
becomes
J totx = 
e2
h
E: (2.60)
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2.2 Bilayer Quantum Hall Systems
QH systems composed of two layers are called the bilayer QH systems. We call these two layers
as front and back layers. The Hall current in the bilayer QH system is given by
Ji =
X
=f;b
J i =
e2
2~
ijEj ; (2.61)
where  = 2l2B0 is the total lling factor as the bilayer system with the total electron
density, 0 = 
f
0 + 
b
0 , and E
Hall
y is the electric eld of the \bilayer" system. A big dierence
between the bilayer system and the monolayer system is the addition of a new internal degree
of freedom, the layer degree of freedom, or, pseudospin. The integer  QH states in bilayer
systems are realized by the electrons possessing the pseudospin, and the bilayer system as a
total system, where the electrons in the front and back layers are strongly correlated, shows
the QH eect as if it were the monolayer system. Since electrons in the front and back layers
are indistinguishable, we treat the electrons in the bilayer QH systems as the two-dimensional
electrons having pseudospin internal degree of freedom. In Fig. 2.5, we show the schematic
illustrations of the  = 1 bilayer QH states. They represent electrons with magnetic ux
attached. Here 0 is the variable dened by
0  
f
0   b0
f0 + 
b
0
; (2.62)
where 
f(b)
0 denotes the electron density in the front (back) layer. The variable 0 describes
the dierence of the electron densities between front and back layers. It is called the density-
imbalanced parameter.
What we can observe are the electron densities for the front and back layer f0 and 
b
0 , which
are an average of the number of electrons in the front (back) layer), by injecting the current
to each layer. We shown the schematic illustration of the electric circuit in the bilayer QH
systems in Fig. 2.6.
The variable z does not appear in the algebraic structure and the electrons in the bilayer
QH systems satisfy the commutation relation [X;Y ] =  il2B. On the other hand, the layer
separation d appears in the Coulomb Hamiltonian between the electron in the front layer and
the one in the back layer (see Eq. (2.105)).
The realization of QH state is determined by the competition between the intra and interlayer
Coulomb energy and the tunneling gap SAS, or more accurately, by the ratios SAS=E
0
C and
d=lB . We present the diagonal resistivity and the phase diagrams as SAS=E
0
C-d=lB plane
in the bilayer QH system in Fig. 2.7. Moreover, the bilayer QH state is stable against the
alteration of the density dierence between two layers, or namely the imbalanced parameter
0; as is shown in the experimental data Fig. 2.8. It represents the data for the Hall resistances
in the total lling factor  = 2=3, 1, and 2 bilayer systems. Here nt, nf, and nb denotes the
total electron density, the electron density in the front layer, and the electron density in the
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D
σ0=0
E
σ0=1/2
Fig. 2.5 The schematic illustrations of  = 1 QH states. Here all electrons are in the
up-spin states are denoted by red disks, while an arrow indicated one unit of magnetic
ux. In the bilayer QH systems, electrons in both the front and back layers are attached
to magnetic ux indicated by an arrow. (a)  = 1 QH state at 0 = 0: (b)  = 1 QH
state at 0 = 1=2: This gure is adapted from [59].
back layer, respectively*3. We see that the Hall resistances is stabilized under the change of
the dierence between electron-density in the front and that in the back layer.
There arises various basic quantities which do not exist in monolayer systems; for instance,
the layer separation d, the interlayer Coulomb interactions  e2=4d and the tunneling in-
teraction energy ( SAS). Each Landau level now possesses four energy levels, and by the
competition among the above quantities, it leads to the realization of various QH states.
The electron number densities in the two layers can be independently controlled by applying
the bias voltages. In other words, the lling factor for each layer f(b) = (1  0)=2 can be
controlled by the bias voltage under the condition f + b = .
Therefore physics of bilayer QH systems becomes extensively rich compared to the monolayer
one.
2.2.1 Two-Dimensional Electrons in Bilayer QH Systems and Pseu-
dospin
Electrons in Bilayer QH Systems
The electron eld  (x) has now two types of index, the spin index ("; #), and the pseudospin
index (f,b). It is convenient to combine these two types of index, and consider the electron
eld with four components, 	(x) = ( f"(x);  f#(x);  b"(x);  b#(x)). We call this four internal
*3 In this thesis, we use the notations 0, f0, and 
b
0 , as the total electron density, the electron density in
the front layer, and the electron density in the back layer, respectively
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Fig. 2.6 The schematic illustrations of the Hall currents in the bilayer QH systems. The
currents are injected in each layer independently. Then the diagonal and Hall resistivity
for single layer, for example front layer, are measured. This gure is adapted from Ref.
[59].
degrees of freedom, the SU(4) isospin.
There are two types of basis which generate the SU(4) algebra, the Hermitian matrices a
(a = 1; : : : ; 15), or  spina , 
ppin
a , and 
spin
a  ppinb with a; b = 1; 2; 3. Their explicit form is given
in Appendix A.3. Here by denoting the Pauli matrices as a, we use the basis (A.27)-(A.29),
or
 spina =
 
a 0
0 a
!
; (2.63)
ppinx =
 
0 12
12 0
!
; ppiny =
 
0  i12
i12 0
!
; ppinz =
 
12 0
0  12
!
; (2.64)
 spina 
ppin
x =
 
0 a
a 0
!
;  spina 
ppin
y =
 
0  ia
ia 0
!
;  spina 
ppin
z =
 
a 0
0  a
!
;
(2.65)
for the rest of the argument in this section, since the physical operators are directly described
with the bilinear combinations of  (x) and  y(x) generated by these basis. There are 16
physical operators in this system, associated with U(1) and SU(4) generators,
(x) = 	y(x)	(x); Sa(x) =
1
2
	y(x) spina 	(x);
Pa(x) =
1
2
	y(x)ppina 	(x); Rab(x) =
1
2
	y(x) spina 
ppin
b 	(x); (2.66)
where  is the total electron density, Sa describes the total spin, Pa represents the pseudospin
operator, which will be discussed later in details. Here the generators  spina and 
ppin
a denote
those for spin and pseudospin operators, respectively. (We use the same notation as given in
[59, 108, 109, 110, 111].) The operator Rab are the peculiar operators of SU(4), which do not
exist in SUspin(2)SUppin(2). It has both spin and pseudospin index, and transforms as a spin
under SUspin(2) and as a pseudospin under SUppin(2). We call it the R-spin operator. It plays
an essential role in the realization of the CAF phase in  = 2, which is discussed in chapter
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4. Furthermore, it plays an important role for the emergence of the entangled spin-pseudospin
phenomena in the bilayer QH systems.
From now on, we study  = 1 bilayer systems with spin degrees of freedom frozen to see
clearly the role of the pseudospin.
We briey show the one-body Hamiltonian of the bilayer QH systems. First, the kinetic
term in the bilayer QH systems is given by
HK =
1
2M
X
=f;b
Z
d2x y(x)(x   iy)(x + iy) (x) +
N
2
~!; (2.67)
where  (x) denotes the electron eld at layer  (= f;b); and the covariant momentum is
k =  i~@k + eAk with k = 1; 2.
Besides the kinetic term (2.67), the one-body Hamiltonian for the electrons in the bilayer
systems contains the Zeeman term, the tunneling interaction term, and the bias term. The
details of them will be discussed later on. The tunneling interaction and bias terms are the
new terms which arise from the addition of the pseudospin. They are summarized as the
pseudo-Zeeman term. Combining the Zeeman and pseudo-Zeeman terms we have
HZpZ =  
Z
d2x(ZSz +SASPx +biasPz); (2.68)
with the Zeeman gap Z, the tunneling gap SAS, and the bias voltage bias = eVbias.
The total one-body Hamiltonian is
H = HK +HZpZ: (2.69)
Pseudospin
In  = 1 with spin frozen, the electron has two components, 	 = ( f;  b); and the pseudospin
density operator is expressed as
Px(x) = 	
y(x)
x
2
	(x) =
1
2
( yf (x) b(x) +  
y
b(x) f(x)); (2.70)
Py(x) = 	
y(x)
y
2
	(x) =
1
2i
( yf (x) b(x)   yb(x) f(x)); (2.71)
Pz(x) = 	
y(x)
z
2
	(x) =
1
2
( yf (x) f(x)   yb(x) b(x)) =
1
2
(f(x)  b(x)); (2.72)
with a the Pauli matrices, and (x) =  
y
(x) (x) with  =f,b, describing the electron
density in layer : Pseudospin operators satisfy the SU(2) algebra
[Pa(x); Pb(y)] = iabcPc(y)(x  y): (2.73)
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Fig. 2.7 The experimental data for the diagonal resistance versus the magnetic eld. The
solid line represents the data for the sample with the barrier thickness db = 31A while
the dotted line represents the one for the sample with the barrier thickness db = 40A.
The lling factor  = 1 bilayer QH state is realized only for sample with narrower barrier
thickness. The inset is the phase diagram in terms of d=lB and SAS=E
0
C, showing
whether the bilayer electronic state is in  = 1 bilayer QH state or not. The interlayer
coherence is considered to be developed at SAS=E
0
C ! 0 with d=lB smaller then 2. This
gure is taken from [56].
By using Px;y, we introduce the raising and lowering operators for pseudospin as
P+(x)  Px(x) + iPy(x) =  yf (x) b(x); P (x)  Px(x)  iPy(x) =  yb(x) f(x): (2.74)
Let us consider the physical meaning of the pseudospin operators. At rst, from (2.72),
we see that 2Pz implies the density dierence between the two layers. It corresponds to the
density dierence between the electrons with dierent spins 2Sz in the case of spin operator.
The meaning of Px;y become clear by using the operators (2.74) as follows. From (2.74), we
see that the operator P+(x)[P (x)] transfers one electron at x in the back (front) layer to the
front (back) layer. They correspond to the spin operator S+(x)[S (x)], which ips down (up)
spin to up (down) spin. We see that the pseudospin plays essentially an equivalent role as the
spin, although its physical meaning is dierent. It can be considered that up-spin corresponds
to the front layer whereas down-spin corresponds to the back layer.
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Fig. 2.8 The experimental data for the Hall resistance of  = 2=3; 1; 2 bilayer QH state.
The QH states are realized for the various values of the imbalanced parameter 0: This
gure is taken from [93].
2.2.2 Tunneling Gap and Tunneling Interaction Term
We rst consider the case when the electron density in the front layer is equal to the one in the
back layer (f = b), which we call the density-balanced conguration. When the two layers
become close enough, then the wave function of electron in one layer starts to overlap with the
wave function of electron in the other layer, and makes tunneling between two layers. Then
there arise two energy levels called the symmetric and antisymmetric state. The ground state
is a symmetric state whereas the excited state is an antisymmetric state. The symmetric and
antisymmetric eld operators,  S and  A are described in terms of  f;b(x) as
 S(x) =
 f(x) +  b(x)p
2
;  A(x) =
 f(x)   b(x)p
2
: (2.75)
By using (2.75), the pseudospin operators (2.72) can be written in the form
Px(x) =
1
2
( yS(x) S(x)   yA(x) A(x)) =
1
2
(S(x)  A(x)); (2.76)
Py(x) =
i
2
( yS(x) A(x)   yA(x) S(x)); (2.77)
Pz(x) =
1
2
( yS(x) A(x) +  
y
A(x) S(x)): (2.78)
As shown in Fig. 2.9 (a), the energy gap between these two states is called the tunneling gap
denoting SAS. The typical values of SAS are shown in Appendix A.1.
As in the case of the Zeeman term, the emergence of the tunneling gap SAS between the
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Fig. 2.9 The schematic illustrations of one-body energy levels of electrons in a bilayer
QH systems. There arise two energy levels. (a) For balanced conguration f = b,
the ground state is the symmetric state whereas the excited state is the antisymmetric
state. The tunneling gap SAS is the energy gap between the symmetric state and the
antisymmetric state. (b) When the bias voltage bias is applied, the electrons form the
imbalanced conguration f 6= b. Then the symmetric state and the antisymmetric
state turn into the bonding state and the antibonding state, respectively. The energy gap
between these two states is BAB =
p
2SAS +
2
bias.
two states is expressed by the tunneling interaction term. The corresponding Hamiltonian is
represented as the dierence between the electron number of symmetric and antisymmetric
states NS and NA,
HT =  1
2
SAS(N
S  NA) = 1
2
SAS
Z
d2x( yA A    yS S): (2.79)
Using (2.76), the tunneling interaction term can also be written in terms of the pseudospin
operator as
HT =  SAS
Z
d2xPx(x): (2.80)
2.2.3 Bias Term and the Imbalanced Parameter
In the bilayer QH systems, the electron densities in the dierent layers are independently
controlled by the bias voltages. As a result, we can create the situation such that the electron
density in the front layer is inequivalent to the one in the back layer (f 6= b), which we
call density-imbalanced conguration. The creation of density-imbalanced conguration is
expressed by the bias term,
Hbias =  1
2
bias(N
f  Nb) =  bias
Z
d2xPz(x): (2.81)
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By adding the tunneling interaction term (2.80) to the above bias terms, it is organized as the
pseudo-Zeeman term
HpZ  HT +Hbias = 1
2
Z
d2x
 
 yf
 yb
!y  bias  SAS
 SAS bias
! 
 f
 b
!
=  
Z
d2x(SASPx(x) + biasPz(x)) =  
Z
d2xPZ P : (2.82)
Here PZ = (SAS; 0;bias) and P = (Px; Py; Pz): We call PZ the pseudo-Zeeman eld,
which has the magnitude BAB =
p
2SAS +
2
bias: We see that when the system is in the
balanced conguration, bias = 0, the pseudomagnetic eld points to the x axis, and corre-
spondingly, the pseudospin is polarized into the x axis. When the bias parameter becomes
nite, it leads to the imbalanced conguration. Then the psedospin starts to be tilted and to
be polarized into the z direction.
In order to describe the density-imbalanced conguration, there is a convenient variable
called the imbalance parameter 0. This is dened as the normalized density dierence between
the front and back layers, taking its value from  1 to 1. It is described in terms of f;b0 as
(2.62), or
0 =
f0   b0
f0 + 
b
0
: (2.83)
As we see later in chapter 3 and 5, the interlayer phase coherent phenomena are described in
terms of this imbalance parameter and its conjugate phase.
The pseudospin conguration in the ground state is expressed in terms of the imbalance
parameter 0. To see this, we introduce the normalized pseudospin operator Pa dened by
Pa = Pa: The normalized pseudospin operator Pa in the ground state is represented by
P0x =
p
1  20
2
; P0y = 0; P0z =
0
2
: (2.84)
By substituting (2.84) into the pseudo-Zeeman term (2.82), and minimize this Hamiltonian
with respect to 0, we obtain the relation
bias =
0p
1  20
SAS: (2.85)
Then by using the above relation, the pseudospin-Zeeman term is expressed in terms of BAB
by diagonalizing the 2 2 matrix in (2.82). It is diagonalized as
1p
2
 p
1 + 0
p
1  0p
1  0  
p
1 + 0
!y  bias  SAS
 SAS bias
! p
1 + 0
p
1  0p
1  0  
p
1 + 0
!
=
 
 BAB 0
0 BAB
!
: (2.86)
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Let us introduce the new basis, the bonding and antibonding states,
 B(x) =
r
1 + 0
2
 f(x) +
r
1  0
2
 b(x);  A(x) =
r
1  0
2
 f(x) 
r
1 + 0
2
 b(x);
(2.87)
which correspond to the symmetric and antisymmetric state in the imbalanced conguration,
respectively. Then the pseudo-Zeeman term (2.82) are described in terms of the bonding and
antibonding operators (2.87) as a diagonalized form
HpZ =
1
2
BAB
Z
d2x

 yA(x) A(x)   yB(x) B(x)

: (2.88)
The energy gap BAB is a one-body energy gap between the bonding and antibonding states,
presented in Fig. 2.9 (b).
Experimentally, the tunneling gap is measured by the minimum value of the dierence
between the densities in the bonding state and anti-bonding state, which is determined by the
Fourier analysis of Schbnikov-de Haas oscillations (see for example [124, 125]).
2.2.4 Landau-Level Projection Formalism and SU(4) Eective
Hamiltonian
QH state is realized by applying the high magnetic eld to the two-dimensional electron sys-
tems. When the magnetic eld is large enough, for example, about 10 [T], the cyclotron energy
~!c becomes larger than the Coulomb energy E0C (see Appendix A.1). Thus, the excitations
across the Landau levels become suppressed, and electrons are conned to a single Landau
level. Here we investigate the electrons in the QH systems conned to the lowest-Landau level.
Such electrons are constructed by the lowest-Landau level projection formalism [127, 128].
As we have seen, electrons in the lowest-Landau level are labeled by the Landau site j0; ni,
or
j0; ni = 1p
n!
(by)nj0i; n = 0; 1; : : : N   1; bj0i = 0; (2.89)
where b and by obeying the commutation relation [b; by] = 1. They assign the Landau site
j0; ni. The quantum states jni satisfy the completeness conditionX
n
jnihnj = 1: (2.90)
The creation and annihilation operators b and by are related to the guiding-center coordinate
as Eq. (2.35), or
b =
1p
2lB
(X   iY ); by = 1p
2lB
(X + iY ); (2.91)
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obeying the commutation relation
[X;Y ] =  il2B : (2.92)
On the other hand, the other creation and annihilation operators, a and ay, designate the
Landau-level index, and are related to the relative coordinate (Rx; Ry): Therefore since the
Landau-level index is xed, especially to N = 0, and the relative coordinate is independent
variable from the guiding-center coordinate, as shown in Eq. (2.92), the position of electrons
conned to the lowest-Landau level is practically described by the guiding-center. Such elec-
trons are expressed by some sort of lattice theory labeled by the Landau-site index n with
minimum certainty 2l2B , implying that the position of electrons cannot be precisely deter-
mined. What is observed experimentally, on the other hand, is the classical elds which is an
function of the position x = X + R: Since our goal is to evaluate the classical elds f(x),
we must have some prescriptions so that the corresponding physical operators, for instance
the electron density operator and SU(4) isospin operator, are constructed in terms of the non-
commutative quantum theory characterized by (2.92). Here we briey present the quantum
theory in the noncommutative plane (2.92) and the corresponding prescription given by Refs.
[59, 101, 102, 103, 134]. Then by following their formalisms, we show the eective Hamilto-
nian for NG modes (2.141). For the details of the formalism and the derivation of the eective
Hamiltonian for NG modes, see Appendix B. We note that some formulas are written repeat-
edly with ones given in Appendix B, so that readers can understand the essence of the the
lowest-Landau level projection formalism and see the detailed derivation in Appendix B.
The electron eld operator projected to the Nth Landau-level is given by (B.30), or
	N;(x) =
X
n
hxjN;nicN;(n); (2.93)
where  denotes the index for isospin. Here we note that a summation is not taken for the
Landau-index N: The creation and annihilation operators cN;(n) and c
y
N;(n) satisfy the anti-
commutation relation fcN;(n); cN;(m)g = nm . We next construct the density and SU(4)
isospin operators projected to the Nth Landau level, since the physical operators in the QH
systems are expressed in terms of them. They are
N (x) = 	
y
N;(x)	N;(x); IN;a(x) = 	
y
N;(x)

a
2


	N;(x); (2.94)
with a the SU(N) generators. The Fourier transformation of operators (2.94) are
N (q) = FN (q)^(q); IN;a(q) = FN (q)I^a(q) (2.95)
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where
^(q) =
1
2
hnje iqX jmi(m;n); I^a(q) = 1
2
hnje iqX jmiIa(m;n); (2.96)
(m;n) = cyN;(n)cN;(m); Ia(m;n) = c
y
N;(n)

a
2


cN;(m): (2.97)
and
FN (q) = hN je iqRjNi = LN

l2Bq
2
2

e 
l2Bq
2
4 ; (2.98)
with LN (x) being the Laguerre polynomial. Eqs. (2.96) and (2.98) are called the bare density
operators and the Landau-level form factor, respectively. In particular, for the lowest Landau
level N = 0 it becomes
F0(q) = e
  l
2
Bq
2
4 : (2.99)
The bare density operators (2.96) satisfy the algebra (B.36), or
[^(p); ^(q)] =
i

^(p+ q) sin

l2B
2
p ^ q

;h
^(p); I^a(q)
i
=
i

I^a(p+ q) sin

l2B
2
p ^ q

;h
I^a(p); I^b(q)
i
=
i
2
fabcI^c(p+ q) cos

l2B
2
p ^ q

+
i
2
dabcI^c(p+ q) sin

l2B
2
p ^ q

+
i
2N
ab^(p+ q) sin

l2B
2
p ^ q

; (2.100)
where fabc and dabc are the structure constants for SU(N) algebra. We call the algebra (2.100)
the W1(N) algebra [102, 103, 134]. In the Landau-level projection formalism, the Hamiltonian
of the systems is expressed in terms of the bare density or the isospins. Then the dynamics
for the physical operators is represented by the Heisenberg equation of motion
i~
d
dt
ON = [ON ;HN ] ; (2.101)
where ON and HN are the projected operator and Hamiltonian to the Nth Landau level,
respectively, expressed in terms of the the bare density or the isospins, which is calculated by
using the algebras (2.100). The electric current is calculated in this procedure, which is shown
in chapter 5.
Finally, we go on to derive the eective Hamiltonian for the NG modes. First, we summarize
the terms of the Hamiltonian in the bilayer QH systems. The total Hamiltonian in the bilayer
QH systems is given by
H = HK +HC +HZpZ = HK +H
+
C +H
 
C +HZpZ; (2.102)
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where HZpZ is composed of the Zeeman term, the tunneling interaction term, and the bias
term given by (2.68) or
HZpZ =  
Z
d2x(ZSz +SASPx +biasPz); (2.103)
and the Coulomb term
HC =
1
2
X
;=f,b
Z
d2xd2x0V (x  x0)(x)(x0); (2.104)
where (x) = y(x)(x) is the electron density in layer , and the Coulomb potentials
V (x) are given by
V (x) = V (x)  V (x) = e
2
4jxj ;
V fb(x) = V bf(x)  V d(x) = e
2
4
pjxj2 + d2 : (2.105)
For later convenience, we introduce the potentials and their Fourier transformation,
V (x) =
1
2
[V (x) V d(x)];
V (q) =
e2
4jqj ; V
d(q) =
e2
4jqje
 qd; V (q) =
e2
8jqj (1 e
 qd): (2.106)
The Coulomb interaction (2.104) is decomposed into the SU(4)-invariant and SU(4)-
noninvariant terms
H+C =
1
2
Z
d2xd2yV +(x  y)(x)(y) = 
Z
d2q( q)V +(q)(q); (2.107)
H C = 2
Z
d2xd2yV  (x  y)Pz(x)Pz(y) = 4
Z
d2qPz( q)V  (q)Pz(q); (2.108)
where
V (x) =
e2
8
 
1
jxj 
1pjxj2 + d2
!
; (2.109)
with the layer separation d. Here we used the subscript + for the SU(4)-invariant, while for
the SU(4)-noninvariant, we used the subscript  :
Since the Landau level is quenched to the lowest-Landau level, the kinetic term becomes
just a constant, and can be neglected. The actual total Hamiltonian is composed of the
Coulomb terms, and the Zeeman and pseudo-Zeeman terms. The SU(4)-invariant term H+C
becomes the dominant among the other terms, which are SU(4) non-invariant, and therefore,
they can be regarded as perturbation terms. Thus, it is enough to consider that the system
has (approximate) SU(4) symmetry. Thus, we use the SU(4) formalism to investigate the
physics of bilayer QH systems. As we show in the chapter 3, 4 and 5, the results obtained
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from the SU(4) formalism seems to have good qualitative agreements with the experimental
results, where R-spin operator plays a role, which does not exist in the SU(2)spin  SU(2)ppin,
especially in the canted antiferromagnetic phase. Indeed, we can see clearly the mechanism of
entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena by adopting the SU(4) formalism.
We next show the Coulomb Hamiltonian projected to the lowest Landau level. First for the
monolayer SU(N) QH systems, the Coulomb interaction in the eld-theoretical representation
is given by
HC =
1
2
Z
d2xd2x0(x)V (x  x0)(x0) = 
Z
d2qV (q)( q)(q); (2.110)
where the Coulomb potential V (x) and its Fourier transformation V (q) given by
V (x) =
e2
4jxj ; V (q) =
Z
d2x
2
e2
4jxje
 iqx =
e2
4jqj ; (2.111)
respectively. The Coulomb interaction takes place just in the single layer. By using (2.110)
and the bare density operator (2.94) with N = 0, we have
HC = 
Z
d2qV (q) (F0( q)^( q)) (F0(q)^(q)) = 
Z
d2qVD(q)^( q)^(q); (2.112)
where
VD(q)  V e0 (q) = V (q)F0( q)F0(q) =
e2
4jqje
  l
2
Bq
2
2 : (2.113)
In the real space, it is described in terms of the modied Bessel function I0(x) as
VD(x) =
e2
p
2
8lB
I0

x2
4l2B

e
  x2
4l2
B : (2.114)
The potential (2.113) is the eective Coulomb interaction in the lowest-Landau level. We
analyze the Coulomb interaction among the electrons in the lowest-Landau level given by
(2.113). In (2.112), we omitted the Landau-level index N = 0 from the bare density operators.
Hereafter we omit the index N = 0 from the bare density operators.
In the short distance limit jxj ! 0, we have
VD(x)! e
2
p
2
8lB
=
r

2
E0C; (2.115)
describing the non-locality of the electrons in the lowest-Landau level, whereas in the long
distance limit jxj ! 1, (2.114) becomes
VD(x)! e
2
4jxj ; (2.116)
which is the ordinary Coulomb potential.
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The projected Coulomb Hamiltonian in the bilayer QH systems is given by
HC = 
Z
d2qV +D (q)^( q)^(q) + 4
Z
d2qV  D (q)P^z( q)P^z(q); (2.117)
where the potentials V D (q) are
V D (q) =
e2
8jqj

1 e jqjd

e 
1
2 l
2
Bq
2
: (2.118)
In the real space, they become
V D (x) =
e2
p
2
16lB
I0

x2
4l2B

e
  x2
4l2
B  e
2
8
Z 1
0
e 
1
2 l
2
Bk
2 kdJ0 (kjxj) ; (2.119)
with J0(x) the Bessel function of the rst kind.
We consider the classical Coulomb Hamiltonian. It is given by [101, 102, 103]
Hcl = hjHCji = HclD +HclX : (2.120)
The classical Coulomb Hamiltonian is decomposed into the direct and exchange forms. First,
for the monolayer systems, the direct and exchange forms are
HclD = 
Z
d2qVD(q)^
cl( q)^cl(q); (2.121)
HclX =  
Z
d2kVX(k)

I^cla ( k)I^cla (k) +
1
2N
^cl( k)^cl(k)

; (2.122)
where VX is the exchange potential,
VX(q) =
l2B

Z
d2ke il
2
Bp^kVD(k); VX(x) =
1
2
Z
d2peipxVX(p); (2.123)
which become
VX(q) =
e2
p
2lB
4
I0

l2Bp
2
4

e 
l2Bp
2
4 ; VX(x) = 2V (x)e
  x2
2l2
B ; (2.124)
for the lowest-Landau level. We see that when all the spins are polarized into the same direc-
tion, the spin conguration I^cla (k) becomes homogeneous, implying I^
cl
a (k) / (k): Moreover,
the exchange potential VX(k) takes maximum at k = 0: Therefore, the Coulomb Hamiltonian
is minimized when all the spins align in the same direction, and consequently, the exchange
term plays the key role for the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
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The direct and exchange forms of bilayer QH systems are
HclD = 
Z
d2qV +D (q)^
cl( q)^cl(q) + 4
Z
d2qV  D (q)P^
cl
z ( q)P^ clz (q); (2.125)
HclX =  

2
Z
d2pV dX(p)[S^
cl
a ( p)S^cla (p) + P^ cla ( p)P^ cla (p) + R^clab( p)R^clab(p)]
  
Z
d2pV  X (p)[S^
cl
a ( p)S^cla (p) + P^ clz ( p)P^ clz (p) + R^claz( p)R^claz(p)]
  
8
Z
d2pVX(p)^
cl( p)^cl(p); (2.126)
with
V X (p) =
p
2e2`B
8
I0(`
2
Bp
2=4)e `
2
Bp
2=4  e
2`2B
4
Z 1
0
dke 
1
2 `
2
Bk
2 kdJ0(`2B jpjk); (2.127)
VX = V
+
X + V
 
X ; V
d
X = V
+
X   V  X : (2.128)
Here, I0(x) is the modied Bessel function, and J0(x) is the Bessel function of the rst kind.
We comment that a similar Hamiltonian has been derived based on the Schwinger boson mean-
eld theory [126]. When the SU(4) isospins are spontaneously polarized, with the homogeneous
conguration, driven by the exchange Coulomb interaction, four energy levels are degenerate
into  energy states in the ground state. Such state is called the SU(4) QH ferromagnet.
The expectation value of the Coulomb Hamiltonian in (2.120) is taken by the state
ji = eiW j0i; (2.129)
where W is an arbitrary element of the W1(N) algebra, and j0i given by
j0i =
Y
n

cy(n)
(n) j0i: (2.130)
Here (n) in (2.130) takes either 0 or 1, describing that the state with isospin  at site n is
occupied or not. eiW is the local rotation for the isospins since it depends on the Landau-site
n, and therefore, (2.129) represents the many-body state where the isospins are polarized into
certain direction. The simplest example is the SU(2) QH ferromagnet in the monolayer QH
systems, where all the spins are aligned in the same direction. Furthermore, the state (2.129)
also describes the low-energy excitation modes. For instance, NG modes as the isospin waves,
which are the perturbative excitation modes around the ground state.
We derive the eective Hamiltonian for the NG modes by making the derivative expansion,
or equivalently, the momentum expansion for the exchange term [101]. This is because the
exchange interaction VX(x) is a short-range potential, so that it becomes good approximation
to make the derivative expansion for VX(x). This is the term which induces the symmetry
breaking and the associated NG modes.
We rst discuss in the case of the monolayer SU(N) QH system to clearly understand the
procedure for the derivation of the eective Hamiltonian. Its exchange Coulomb Hamiltonian
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in the momentum space is given by (2.122). We expand the exchange potential VX(p) as
VX(p) = VX(0)  2Js
2
p2 +O(p4); (2.131)
where  = 0= is the density of states, and
VX(0) = 4l
2
BX: (2.132)
The parameter Js describes the spin stiness, and for the lowest Landau level we have
Js =
1
8
X =
1
16
p
2
E0C: (2.133)
Substituting (2.131) into (2.122) and performing the Fourier transformation with retaining the
rst nontrivial term, we have the eective Hamiltonian
HeX =
2Js
2
Z
d2x

@iI^
cl
a (x)@iI^
cl
a (x) +
1
2N
^cl(x)^cl(x)

: (2.134)
As a result we derived the SU(N) nonlinear sigma model,
HeX = 2Js
Z
d2x@iIa(x)@iIa(x); (2.135)
where Ia(x) is the normalized isospin density given by Ia(x) = Ia(x): Hamiltonian (2.135)
represents the exchange interaction between isospins Ia(x): Especially for N= 2, by including
the Zeeman term in (2.135), we obtain the SU(2) eective Hamiltonian for the monolayer QH
systems
HeX = 2Js
Z
d2x@iSa(x)@iSa(x) Z
Z
d2xSz(x); (2.136)
which describes the dynamics of spin wave.
With the similar analysis, we can derive the eective Hamiltonian for the bilayer QH systems
with spin. The exchange interactions V (p) are short ranged, and therefore, we make the
derivative expansion for them. The exchange Coulomb potential V X (p) is expanded as
V X (p) = V

X (0) 
2Js
2
p2 +O(p4); (2.137)
with
Js = J
+
s + J
 
s ; J
d
s = J
+
s   J s (2.138)
Jds = Js
"
 
r
2

d
`B
+

1 +
d2
`2B

ed
2=2`2Berfc

d=
p
2`B
#
; (2.139)
X =
1
2
h
1 ed2=2`2Berfc

d=
p
2`B
i
X : (2.140)
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Then for the later analysis of NG modes, we set ^cl(p) = 0, S^
cl
a (p) = Sa(p), P^ cla (p) =
Pa(p), and R^clab(p) = Rab(p). Taking the nontrivial lowest order terms in the derivative
expansion and including the HZPZ term, we obtain the SU(4) eective Hamiltonian density
He = Jds
 
(@kSa)2 + (@kPa)2 + (@kRab)2)

+ 2J s
 
(@kSa)2 + (@kPz)2 + (@kRaz)2

+ [cap(Pz)2   (+X    X)
0@ (Sa)2 + (Pa)2+ X
a;b=x;y;z
(Rab)2
1A
  2 X
 
(Sa)2 + (Raz)2
  (ZSz +SASPx +biasPz)]; (2.141)
where the irrelevant constants are neglected and
 D =
d
4`B
E0C; cap = 4
 
D   2 X : (2.142)
This Hamiltonian is valid at  = 1; 2 and 3. It is to be remarked that all potential terms
vanish in the SU(4) invariant limit, where perturbative excitations are gapless. They are the
NG modes associated with spontaneous breaking of the SU(4) symmetry. They get gapped in
the actual system, since the SU(4) symmetry is explicitly broken. Nevertheless we call them
the NG modes. We use (2.141) as the basic Hamiltonian for the study of the NG modes in the
SU(4) QH ferromagnet.
In this thesis, we treat only the type of the states (2.129) where the lowest Landau levels are
lled by electrons to describe \ integer QH states". Thus the total lling factor  is limited to
integer values. In this way, we can calculate the expectation values of physical quantities in
a mathematically rigorous way, and derive the eective Hamiltonian, the equations of motion
for the expectation values of SU(4) isospins or electric currents, the existence of the CAF
phase, the Josephson current and the associated QH eects, and the Josephson supercurrent,
as shown in chapters 3,4, and 5. Although the analysis of impurity eects are beyond the
scope of this thesis, these phenomena may expected to be realized in the realistic systems with
impurities.
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Chapter 3
Nambu-Goldstone Modes and
the Josephson Supercurrent at
 = 1
An interlayer phase coherence develops spontaneously in the bilayer quantum Hall systems at
the lling factor  = 1, driven by the pseudospin wave as a NG mode with a linear dispersion in
the zero tunneling-interaction limit. Then its phase eld provokes a Josephson supercurrent in
each layer, which is dissipationless as in superconductor. The Josephson supercurrent aects
the Hall resistance leading to its anomalous behavior.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.1, we discuss the ground state in  = 1
bilayer QH systems. In section 3.2, we derive the eective Hamiltonian for the NG modes. By
taking account of the NG-mode spectrum such as the dispersions and coherence lengths, in
section 3.3, we study the interlayer phase coherence developed by the psedudospin wave as a
NG mode showing the linear dispersion. Then we analyze the Josephson supercurrent induced
by the interlayer phase eld. In section 3.4, we present the anomalous behavior of the Hall
resistivity in the counterow and drag geometries, driven by the Josephson supercurrent. We
then compare our theoretical results with the experimental ones reported by [74, 75, 76, 77].
The description of this chapter is based on [59, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 110].
3.1 Ground state structure
We introduce the CP3 eld based on the composite boson theory. An electron is converted
into a composite boson by acquiring a ux quantum in the QH state. The CP3 eld emerges
when composite bosons undergo Bose-Einstein condensation. The dimensionless SU(4) isospin
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densities are given by [59]
Sa(x) = 1
2
ny spina n;
Pa(x) = 1
2
nyppina n;
Rab(x) = 1
2
ny spina 
ppin
b n; (3.1)
where n is the CP3 eld of the form n(x) =
 
nf"; nf#; nb"; nb#
t
.
At  = 1, the ground state is the bonding state with up-spin, where all the electrons belong
to the unique one-body state. In the bonding-antibonding representation, the corresponding
CP3 eld is described by
(nB"g ; n
B#
g ; n
A"
g ; n
A#
g ) = (1; 0; 0; 0); (3.2)
and in the layer representation, it becomes
0BBB@
nf"g
nf#g
nb"g
nb#g
1CCCA = 1p2
0BBB@
p
1 + 0 0
p
1  0 0
0
p
1 + 0 0
p
1  0p
1  0 0  
p
1 + 0 0
0
p
1  0 0  
p
1 + 0
1CCCA
0BBB@
nB"g
nB#g
nA"g
nA#g
1CCCA =
0BBBBB@
q
1+0
2
0q
1 0
2
0
1CCCCCA ;
(3.3)
where 0 is the imbalanced conguration. The values of the isospin elds in the ground state
are described in terms of the imbalanced conguration 0 as
Sga =
1
2
az; Pga =
1
2
q
1  20ax + 0az

; Rgab =
1
2
az
q
1  20bx + 0bz

; (3.4)
and all others being zero, giving a unique phase. The ground state is invariant under U(3)
transformation, and the symmetry breaking pattern becomes SU(4)!U(3), so that the target
space becomes
CP3 = SU(4)=U(3) = U(4)=[U(1)
U(3)]; (3.5)
which is called the complex-projective (CP) space.
From (3.4) and (2.141), the ground state energy in  = 1, denoting E=1g , is expressed in
terms of 0 as
E=1g = 0
 
=1cap
0
2
2
 SAS
p
1  20
2
 bias0
2
!
; (3.6)
where
=1cap = 4(
 
D    X): (3.7)
The constant term which does not depend on 0 has been neglected in (3.6). By minimizing
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Fig. 3.1 In the bilayer QH systems, the lowest Landau level contains four energy levels
separated by Zeeman and tunneling gap, due to two degrees of freedom of spin and pseu-
dospin. We can consider two cases; (a) SAS > Z and (b) SAS < Z: In both cases,
all the electrons occupy the up-spin symmetric (bonding) states in the balanced (imbal-
anced) congurations at  = 1. Therefore,  = 1 shows the unique phase. There exist
three small uctuations as the NG modes, s, p, and r, which are the excitations to the
down-spin symmetric state, up-spin antisymmetric state, and down-spin antisymmetric
state, respectively. Correspondingly, the excitation gaps are the Zeeman energy Z, the
tunneling gap SAS, and the sum of Zeeman and tunneling gap Z+SAS. This picture
is taken from [110].
the energy (3.6) with respect to 0, the bias voltage bias is determined as
bias =
0p
1  20
SAS + 0
=1
cap : (3.8)
3.2 Eective Hamiltonian for the NG modes
From the previous section, we see that the symmetry breaking pattern is given by (3.5), and
therefore three complex NG modes emerge, which are described by the CP3 elds*1. This also
agrees with the one-body picture shown in Fig. 3.1. Since the ground state is up-spin bonding
state jB "i, there exist three types of excitation modes: (i) the excitation mode from jB "i to
jB #i with the excitation gap given by Zeeman gap Z; (ii) the excitation mode from jB "i to
jA "i with the excitation gap given by tunneling gap SAS; (iii) the excitation mode from jB "i
to jA #i with the excitation gap given by the sum of Zeeman and tunneling gap Z +SAS.
Therefore, it is a good approximation to consider the NG modes as perturbative excitations
around the ground state. In order to study the NG-mode spectrum, we rst parameterize the
*1 For the parametrization of the isospin elds in terms of NG modes in nonlinear representation, see
Appendix C.
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bonding-antibonding state as
nB" =
q
1  jsj2   jpj2   jrj2; nB# = s; nA" = p; nA# = r; (3.9)
with the commutation relationsh
i(x); 
y
j (y)
i
=  10 ij(x  y); (3.10)
required to satisfy the SU(4) algebraic relation. The uctuation mode s describes the spin
wave which is an excitation mode from jB "i to jB #i, p the pseudospin wave an excitation
from jB "i to jA "i, and r the R-spin wave an excitation from the ground state to the highest
level jA #i [Fig. 3.1]. The transformation from the bonding-antibonding eld to the layer eld
is given by
0BBB@
nf"
nf#
nb"
nb#
1CCCA = 1p2
0BBB@
p
1 + 0 0
p
1  0 0
0
p
1 + 0 0
p
1  0p
1  0 0  
p
1 + 0 0
0
p
1  0 0  
p
1 + 0
1CCCA
0BBB@
nB"
nB#
nA"
nA#
1CCCA : (3.11)
The isospin elds can be expressed in terms of the excitation elds i. Since we consider i
being small uctuations around the ground state, we expand the eld (3.9) in terms of i as
(nB"; nB#; nA"; nA#) =

1  1
2
 jsj2 + jpj2 + jrj2 ; s; p; r+ : : : ; (3.12)
and we have
nf" =
r
1 + 0
2

1  1
2
(jsj2 + jpj2 + jrj2)

+ p
r
1  0
2
; nf# = s
r
1 + 0
2
+ r
r
1  0
2
;
nb" =
r
1  0
2

1  1
2
(jsj2 + jpj2 + jrj2)

  p
r
1 + 0
2
; nb# = s
r
1  0
2
  r
r
1 + 0
2
:
(3.13)
We then set
i(x) =
i(x) + i#i(x)
2
; (3.14)
with i =s,p,r. Here 0i(x) is the number density of the excitation mode i and #i(x) is the
conjugate phase eld, satisfying the commutation relation
0
2
[i(x); #j(y)] = iij(x  y): (3.15)
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The isospin elds are expressed in terms of the CP3 eld (3.13) as,
2Sa =

s +
1
2
(pr + #p#r) ; #s +
1
2
(p#r   #pr) ; 1  2jsj2   2jrj2

;
2Pa =

px(s;p; r); #p   1
2
(s#r   #sr); pz(s; p; r)

;
2Rxa =

rxx(s; p; r); #r + 1
2
(p#s   #ps); rxz(s; p; r)

;
2Rya =

ryx(s; p; r); r   1
2
(sp + #s#p); ryz(s; p; r)

;
2Rza =

rzx(s; p; r); #p + 1
2
(s#r   #sr); rzz(s;p; r)

; (3.16)
with
px(s; p; r) =
q
1  20   0p   2
q
1  20
 jpj2 + jrj2  0
2
(sr + #s#r);
pz(s; p; r) = 0 +
q
1  20p   20
 jpj2 + jrj2+ p1  20
2
(sr + #s#r);
rxx(s; p; r) =
q
1  20s   0r  
0
2
(sp + #s#p) 
p
1  20
2
(pr + #p#r) ;
ryx(s;p; r) =
q
1  20#s   0#r +
0
2
(s#p   #sp) 
p
1  20
2
(p#r   #pr) ;
rxz(s; p; r) = 0s +
q
1  20r  
0
2
(pr + #p#r) +
p
1  20
2
(sp + #s#p) ;
ryz(s; p; r) = 0#s +
q
1  20#r  
0
2
(p#r   #pr) 
p
1  20
2
(s#p   #sp) ;
rzx(s; p; r) =
q
1  20   0p   2
q
1  20
 jpj2 + jsj2+ 0
2
(sr + #s#r);
rzz(s; p; r) = 0 +
q
1  20p   20
 jpj2 + jsj2  p1  20
2
(sr + #s#r): (3.17)
By Substituting Eq. (3.16) and (3.17) into (2.141), we obtain the eective Hamiltonian for the
NG modes Z
d2kHe =
Z
d2kHppin +
Z
d2kHmix; (3.18)
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with
Hppin = (1  
2
0)Js + 
2
0J
d
s
2
(@kp)
2 +
0
4
"
=1cap (1  20) +
SASp
1  20
#
2p
+
1
2
Jds (@k#p)
2 +
0
4
SASp
1  20
#2p; (3.19)
Hmix = J
+
s + 0J
 
s
2

(@k1)
2 + (@k#1)
2

+
0
4

Z +
1
2
SAS
p
1  0p
1 + 0

21 + #
2
1

+
J+s   0J s
2

(@k2)
2 + (@k#2)
2

+
0
4

Z +
1
2
SAS
p
1  0p
1 + 0

22 + #
2
2

 0
4
SAS(12 + #1#2); (3.20)
where constant terms have been neglected and change the variables in (3.20) as
s =
r
1 + 0
2
1 +
r
1  0
2
2; r =
r
1  0
2
1  
r
1 + 0
2
2; (3.21)
and Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) was used for =1cap and bias, respectively. We see that the pseu-
dospin mode is decoupled from other modes, and from (3.19) we have coherence lengths of the
interlayer phase eld #p and the conjugate eld p
#ppin = 2lB
s

p
1  20Jds
SAS
;
ppin = 2lB
s
 [1  20Js + 20Jds ]
=1cap (1  20) + SAS=
p
1  20
: (3.22)
We see that in the limit SAS ! 0, the coherence length of interlayer phase mode #p diverges
which implies that it is gapless, while that for p mode remains nite due to the capacitance
term =1cap . Indeed, the Hamiltonian (3.19) in the limit SAS ! 0 can be diagonalized as
Hppin =
Z
d2kEka
y
kak; (3.23)
Ek = 2
p
p#p (3.24)
where ak, 
p , and #
p
given by
ak =
0
4
 1
2
 

p
#p
 1
4
pk + i

#
p
p
 1
4
#pk
!
;
#
p
=
k2
0
Jds ; 
p =
(20J
d
s + (1  20)Js)
0
k2 +
=1cap (1  20)
2
; (3.25)
respectively, obeying the commutation relation,
h
ak; a
y
k0
i
= (k   k0). Eq. (3.24) shows the
linear dispersion.
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On the other hand, the two modes 1 and 2 are decoupled from (3.20) for SAS = 0, and
there exist no gapless modes in the Hamiltonian (3.20) unless Z 6= 0.
3.3 Interlayer Phase Coherence and Josephson
Supercurrents
In this section, we discuss the interlayer phase coherence at  = 1 bilayer QH systems. This is
one of the main topics of the present thesis. The QH states are considered to be incompress-
ible QH liquid states, where the total density is xed. Since Ntot = 0, we cannot expect the
emergence of macroscopic phase coherence for the monolayer systems. For bilayer systems,
although the total density remains xed, the density dierence is not xed in general. Thus,
we may expect the emergence of the macroscopic phase coherence described by the canonical
conjugate variable of the density dierence. As we have seen in Fig. 2.7, one of the elements
which determine if the system is in QH state or not is the ratio d=lB: On the other hand, the re-
alization of the bilayer QH state does not depend on the magnitude of SAS, or more precisely,
SAS=E
0
C. With d=lB small enough, the bilayer QH state is realized even for SAS=E
0
C ! 0,
and this is the region where the interlayer phase coherence is spontaneously developed.
To describe the interlayer phase coherence quantitatively, we focus on the gapless mode
in the limit SAS ! 0. We analyze the nonperturbative phase coherent phenomena, where
the phase eld #(x) is essentially classical and may become large. To see its physical picture
clearly, we parameterize the CP3 eld in terms of imbalanced eld (x) and its canonical
conjugate interlayer phase eld #(x) as
0BBB@
nf"(x)
nf#(x)
nb"(x)
nb#(x)
1CCCA = 1p2
0BBB@
ei#(x)=2
p
1 + (x)
0
e i#(x)=2
p
1  (x)
0
1CCCA : (3.26)
Then we have the isospin elds expressed as
Sz(x) = 1
2
; Pz(x) = Rzz(x) = 1
2
(x);
Px(x) = Rzx(x) = 1
2
p
1  2(x) cos#(x); Py(x) = Rzy(x) =  1
2
p
1  2(x) sin#(x);
(3.27)
with all others being zero. From (3.27) we obtain the eective Hamiltonian
He = J
d
s
2
(1  2(x))(@k#(x))2 + 1
2

Js +
2(x)
1  2(x)J
d
s

(@k(x))
2
+
0
=1
cap
4
2(x)  0
2

SAS
p
1  2(x) cos#(x) + bias(x)

: (3.28)
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The canonical commutation relation is given by
0
2
[(x); #(x)] = i(x  y): (3.29)
From (3.28) and (3.29), the Heisenberg equations of motion can be calculated as
~@t# =
2
0
@k(J

s @k) +
2Jds
0


(@k#)
2   1
1  2 (@k)
2

  cap(x) SAS(x) cos#(x)p
1  2(x) + bias; (3.30)
~@t =   2
0
@k(J
#
s @k#) +
p
1  2SAS sin#; (3.31)
with
J#s = (1  2)Jds ; Js = Js +
2
1  2 J
d
s : (3.32)
We analyze the solution for  and # in the ground state, which are the ground expectation
values of them. By setting hi = 0 and h#i = #0 = 0 in (3.30), we have
bias = cap0 +
SAS0p
1  20
; (3.33)
which agrees with (3.8). The bias voltage bias is determined by the equations of motion for
 and # in the ground state.
We now take SAS ! 0 in (3.28) and retain all the terms up to the second order in the eld
 and #, having
He = J
d
s (0)
2
(@k#(x))
2 +
Js (0)
2
(@k(x))
2 +
0
=1
cap
4
((x)  0)2; (3.34)
and therefore, by using the Heisenberg equations, we obtain the dispersion
Ek = jkj
s
2J#s (0)
0

2Js (0)
0
k2 + =1cap

; (3.35)
which agrees with (3.24). The emergence of the linear mode represents the U(1) spontaneously
symmetry breaking, due to its restoration in the limit SAS ! 0. For  = 1, it is the U(1)
symmetry generated by T0z. We can see this as follows: in the limit SAS ! 0, the eective
Hamiltonian (2.141) is invariant under the unitary transformation exp ( i#0T0z), describing
the U(1)T0z symmetry, while the ground state characterized by
Sgz =
1
2
; Pgz = Rgzz =
1
2
0;
Pgx = Rgzx =
1
2
q
1  20 cos#0; Pgy = Rgzy =  
1
2
q
1  20 sin#0; (3.36)
is not invariant under U(1)T0z . The order parameters (3.36) can be obtained from (3.27) by
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using the expectation values hi = 0 and h#i = #0. The interlayer coherence is spontaneously
developed due to the U(1)T0z symmetry breaking in  = 1 bilayer QH systems.
We now study the electric Josephson supercurrent carried by the gapless mode #(x). In
general the total current consists of three types of current; the Josephson in-plane current
J Josi , the Josephson tunneling current J Josz proportional to SAS, and the Hall current J Halli .
What has been argued in [79] is that in the case of  = 1, there exists interlayer voltage Vjunc
and thus no dissipationless tunneling current J Josz exists, as long as 0 6= 0. On the other
hand the Josephson in-plane current which is dissipationless does exist, even for 0 6= 0. Here
we assume 0 6= 0 and SAS = 0, so that there is no dissipationless tunneling current J Josz
between the two layers.
The electron densities are 
f(b)
e =  e0 (1=2 Pz) =  e0 (1 (x)) =2 on each layer. Tak-
ing the time derivative and using (3.31) we nd
@t
f
e =  @tbe =
eJ#s
~
r2#(x): (3.37)
The time derivative of the charge is associated with the current via the continuity equation,
@t
f(b)
e =  @iJ f(b)i . We thus identify J f(b)i = J Josi (x)+constant, where
J Josi (x)   
eJ#s
~
@i#(x): (3.38)
Consequently, the current J Josi (x) ows when there exists inhomogeneity in the phase #(x).
Such a current is precisely the Josephson supercurrent. Indeed, it is a supercurrent because
the coherent mode exhibits a linear dispersion relation.
3.4 Quantum Hall Eects
From section 3.1 to section 3.3, we have discussed the ground state structure of the bilayer
QH state, where the electric current is not applied to the QH system, and therefore, no Hall
electric eld is created in the system. From now on, we consider the QH state in the bilayer
system with the electric current. As we have seen in the previous argument, there emerge
3 complex NG modes, one gapless mode and two gapped modes. By taking account of this
fact, we expect that the gapless NG mode becomes the carrier of the electric current when the
interlayer phase dierence is created and becomes spatially inhomogeneous. Thus, the current
owing in the QH system consists of the quantum Hall current and the Josephson supercurrent
carried by the gapless NG mode*2
J f(b)i (x) = 
eJ#s
~
@i#(x) +
e2l2B
~
ijE
f(b)
j 
f(b)
0 : (3.39)
In this section, we discuss the quantum Hall eect in the presence of the interlayer phase
coherence. Concretely, we analyze the Hall resistivity aected by the Josephson supercurrent.
*2 The detailed derivation of the currents (3.39) is derived in subsection 5.2.3
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Then, in the end, we compare our theoretical results with the experimental results reported
in [74, 75, 76, 77]. To understand the discussion well, we rst discuss the QH eect when the
interlayer phase coherence is negligible.
In the system, the homogeneous current density J f(b)x is fed in to each layer. In the steady
state, the Hall electric eld E
f(b)
y is dynamically generated. Then the Hall current is given in
terms of E
f(b)
y by
J fx =

2RK
(1 + 0)E
f
y; J bx =

2RK
(1  0)Eby ;
f0 =
(1 + 0)
2
0; 
b
0 =
(1  0)
2
0; (3.40)
where  is the total lling factor which is equal to one in this case. All the dynamical variables,
E
f(b)
y , are determined by Eq. (3.40), and the Hall resistivity becomes
RfHall 
EfyJ fx
 = 2RK(1 + 0) ; RbHall 
EbyJ bx
 = 2RK(1  0) : (3.41)
On the other hand, when there exists the Josephson supercurrent, the total current is given
by (3.39). In this case, we have three dynamical variables, E
f(b)
y and @x#(x), so that, we need
the third equation to determine the dynamics. In this thesis, we introduce the third equation
motivated by the experimental results shown in Figs. 1.2-1.5. First, from the experimental
data in Fig. 1.4, which is the data of the drag geometry at the balanced conguration (0 = 0);
at the total lling factor  = 1, which is denoted as T = 1; we see that R
f
Hall = R
b
Hall = RK:
Thus by using the denition jRf(b)Hall = Ef(b)y =J f(b)x j, it implies that
Efy = E
b
y ; (3.42)
as reported in [76]. This is because the same amount of the currents were injected (J fx = J bx )
in both the front and back layer. On the other hand, from Figs. 1.2 and 1.3 in the counterow
geometry at 0 = 0, we see that at  = 1, the Hall resistivity in one of the layers is zero. In
such a situation, it may be considered that the Hall resistivity in both front and back layers
satisfy RfHall = R
b
Hall = 0; and thus, by using the condition for the current injection in the
counterow geometry J fx =  J bx ), the condition
Efy = E
b
y = 0; (3.43)
is realized. Consequently, from Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43), we may consider that when the inter-
layer phase coherence is developed in the bilayer QH system, the condition
Efy = E
b
y  Ey; (3.44)
is held. In the following argument, we analyze the Hall resistivity in the presence of the
Josephson supercurrent for various geometries, based on Eq. (3.39) with the condition (3.44).
We see later on that the result of  = 1 in the standard geometry at 0 = 0 in Fig. 1.2 and
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the left side of Fig. 1.3, and the one in Fig. 1.5, which is the data for the drag geometry at
0 = 1=3; can also be explained in such a way.
First, for the standard geometry [Fig. 1.6 (a)] at 0 = 0, where the same amount of current
is fed in both layers with the same direction, J fx = J bx ; and we have J Josx = 0. As a result, we
have Rfxy = R
b
xy = 2RK. By dening the \bilayer Hall resistance" Rxy as
Rxy  EyJ fx + J bx
=

1
Rfxy
+
1
Rbxy
 1
; (3.45)
we obtain the standard Hall resistance
Rxy = RK: (3.46)
The emergence of the Josephson supercurrent is veried when the Hall resistance shows dif-
ferent behavior from the standard one.
We next apply these formulas to analyze the counterow and drag experiments since they
occur without tunneling. In the counterow experiment [Fig. 1.6 (b)], we apply the current
Jin to both layers with the same amount but in the opposite direction. Since there is no
tunneling we have J bx =  J fx =  Jin. Hence, it follows from (3.39) and (3.44) that Ey = 0,
or
RfHall 
EfyJ fx
 = 0; RbHall 
EbyJ bx
 = 0: (3.47)
All the input currents are carried by the Josephson supercurrent, J Josx = Jin. It generates an
inhomogeneous phase eld that #(x) =  (~=eJ#s )Jinx.
In the drag experiment [Fig. 1.6 (c)], since the interlayer coherent tunneling is absent, no
current ows on the back layer, or J bx = 0. Hence, it follows from (3.39) and (3.44) that
Jin = J fx = (=RK)Ey, or
RfHall 
EfyJ fx
 = RK ; (3.48)
A part of the input current is carried by the Josephson supercurrent, J Josx = 12 (1   0)Jin.
The interesting point of the drag geometry is that although the electric current is not owing
in the back layer, the Hall electric eld Eby emerges, as reported in [76]. This is because there
exists the Josephson supercurrent in the back layer owing in the opposite direction to the one
in the front layer, and in order that the electric current in the back layer becomes zero, the
Hall current must be also owing so as to cancel out the Josephson current. As a result, the
Hall electric eld Eby also emerges with the same magnitude as the one in the front layer.
When the two QH systems become independent, the interlayer phase coherence is destroyed
and the interlayer phase is not dened. For each layer, the Hall current
J x =

RK
Ey ; J y = 0; (3.49)
is owing. Here f(b) = (1 0)=2 = (1 0)=2 is the lling factor in the front (back) layer.
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For instance, when 0 = 1=3, we have
RfHall =
3
2
RK: (3.50)
We observe  = 2=3 fractional QH eect in the front layer. The results (3.46), (3.47), (3.48),
and (3.50) are consistent with the results obtained in [74, 75, 76, 77] [see also Figs. 1.2-1.5].
Hence, it is appropriate to consider that the condition (3.44) is realized when the interlayer
phase coherence is developed in the bilayer QH systems.
We end this chapter by noting that there is another description of the interlayer phase
coherence which is considered to be physically equivalent to the pseudospin ferromagnetism
called the exciton condensation [68, 69, 136], where an electron in one layer and a hole in the
other layer form an electrically neutral boson and condensate. Such a state, for instance, in
the balanced conguration (0 = 0) is described by the wave function [69, 136]
jECi =
Y
k
1p
2

1 + ei'0cybkcfk

j~0i; (3.51)
where j~0i is the state where the lowest Landau level is occupied by all the electrons in the
front layer, and no electrons exist in the back layer. The operator cybkcfk in (3.51) describes
the creation operator of exciton with momentum k; hole with momentum  k is created in the
front layer while the electron with momentum k is created in the back layer. The phase '0 in
the (3.51) corresponds to the orientation-angle of the pseudospin #0.
It may be considered that the exciton condensate is not subjected to the force due to the
magnetic eld and the Hall electric eld, provided that the Hall electric eld in the front layer
is equal to the one in the back layer. When Efy 6= Eby ; exciton condensate make a motion so
as to cancel the mismatch between Efy and E
b
y ; and as a result, the exciton condensate gather
in the edge of the sample, realizing the situation Efy = E
b
y : Then the anomalous behavior
of the Hall resistivity which we have seen in the previous argument can be explained by the
supercurrent carried by the exciton condensate. It may be considered that the supercurrent
carried by the exciton condensate corresponds to the Josephson supercurrent (3.38). This is
because the electron which is a part of the exciton moves toward certain direction, say positive
x direction, while the hole which is a part of the exciton moves toward opposite direction and
in the dierent layer with those of the electron. Similarly, the Josephson supercurrent ow
such that the current carried by the interlayer phase eld ows along the positive x direction in
one layer while the one carried by the interlayer phase eld ows in the negative x direction in
the other layer, as shown in Eq. (3.39). Although the exciton-condensate description provides
a simple explanation for the realization of the condition (3.44), it still remains as merely a
qualitative picture, and therefore, lacks the ability to describe the QH eect quantitatively in
terms of the excitonic supercurrent.
On the other hand, the eective theory for NG modes shown in this chapter or in Refs.
[78, 79] provides the quantitative argument. By analyzing the dispersions of NG modes, it is
possible to construct the eective theory of the NG mode with the linear dispersion in terms of
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the imbalanced density and the canonical conjugate interlayer phase eld. Then the Josephson
supercurrent, the Hall currents, and the Hall resistance for each layer are calculable. It shows
clearly the creation of the interlayer phase coherence as shown in (3.26) and the associated
QH eects. Indeed the Hall resistances given in Eqs. (3.46), (3.47), and (3.48), match with
the experimental results shown in Figs. 1.2-1.5 at  = 1:
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Chapter 4
Nambu-Goldstone Modes at
 = 2
In  = 2 bilayer QH systems, there are three phases; the spin phase, the pseudospin phase,
and the CAF phase. The CAF phase shows the most intriguing features, where spins in each
layer have ferromagnetic correlations, whereas the spins between the layers are making the
antiferromagnetic correlations.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1, we discuss the ground-state structure;
the spin phase, the pseudospin phase, and the CAF phase, in  = 2 bilayer QH systems
based on Ref. [104]. In concrete, the phase diagram described by Z-SAS plane and the
expectation values of the SU(4) isospin densities are shown. The original works of this thesis
is written from section 4.2 to section 4.6 based on [110, 111]. In section 4.2, we construct the
Grassmannian formalism in order to construct the eective theories for NG modes. In section
4.3, we study the NG-mode spectrum such as the dispersion relations and coherence lengths in
the spin phase. In section 4.4, we study the dispersion relations and coherence lengths for the
NG modes in the pseudospin phase. In section 4.5, we rst study the eective Hamiltonian for
the NG modes in the CAF phase. Then we take the tunneling gap SAS ! 0 to seek for the
gapless modes. In section 4.6, by retaining only the gapless NG mode in the limit SAS ! 0,
we investigate the eective Hamiltonian for the NG mode up to O(3SAS).
4.1 Ground state structure
For  = 2, four out of two energy levels are lled up to the Fermi energy. Which two energy
levels are occupied depends on the relative strength between the Zeeman and tunneling energy.
In this section we present the essence of the ground-state structure for  = 2 following Ref.
[104]. We rst present the phase diagram as Z-SAS plane. Then we show SU(4) order
parameters, which are the ground-state expectation values of SU(4) operators. See Ref. [104]
for the detailed discussion.
In the ground state at  = 2, the Landau site n is occupied by two electrons. The corre-
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sponding wave functions can be expressed as
jg=2i =
 Y
n
1
2
g
!
cy(n)c
y
(n)j0i; (4.1)
where g is the complex 4  4 antisymmetric matrix, reecting the Pauli principle, and n
denoting the Landau-site index. The above states correspond to ji in (2.129) at  = 2: The
expectation values of the SU(4) isospins densities per one Landau site in the ground state are
S0a = hg=2jSa(n; n)jg=2i; P0a = hg=2jSa(n; n)jg=2i; R0ab = hg=2jSa(n; n)jg=2i;
Sa(n; n) = c
y
(n)

1
2
 spina


c(n); Pa(n; n) = c
y
(n)

1
2
 spina


c(n);
Rab(n; n) = c
y
(n)

1
2
 spina


c(n): (4.2)
We call the expectation values of SU(4) isospins as SU(4) order parameters. The SU(4) order
parameters satisfy the condition
(S0a)2 + (P0a)2 + (R0ab)2 = 1; (4.3)
which originates from the the incompressibility condition
(m;n)jg=2i = mnjg=2i: (4.4)
By using the the SU(4) order parameters (4.2), the ground-state Hamiltonian per Landau-site
is expressed as
~H0  H0

= cap(P0z )2   (+X    X)
 
(S0a)2 + (P0a)2 + (R0ab)2
  2 X  (S0a)2 + (R0az)2
  (ZS0z +SASP0x +biasP0z ): (4.5)
From now on, we neglect the irrelevant constant term    +X +  X and the term
   +X    X  (S0a)2 + (P0a)2 + (R0ab)2 since it also becomes constant due to Eq. (4.3).
As a result, the ground-state Hamiltonian reduces to the form
~H0 = cap(P0z )2   2 X
 
(S0a)2 + (R0az)2
  (ZS0z +SASP0x +biasP0z ): (4.6)
The Hamiltonian (4.6) is the one we are going to minimize. By minimizing this Hamiltonian
we obtain the variational equations
2Z =
2SAS
1  2  
4 X
 
20   22SAS

0
p
1  2 ; (4.7)
bias
SAS
=
4
 
 X + 2
2( D    X)

0
+
1p
1  2 ; (4.8)
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where  and  are real parameters satisfying
0    1; 0  jj  1; (4.9)
and
0 =
q
2SAS
2 +2Z(1  2)(1  2): (4.10)
Due to the minimization of the Hamiltonian (4.6), the parameters  and  are determined in
terms of the sample parameters such as the total density 0, the layer separation d, and the
tunneling gap SAS, through the above variational equations.
Let us determine the phase boundaries. It was shown that [104] there are three phases. They
are called the spin phase, the pseudospin phase, and the canted antiferromagnetic (CAF) phase.
We can show that the two phase boundaries are obtained by setting  = 0 or 1 in the Eqs.
(4.7) and (4.8). Then note that  is determined so as to satisfy (4.9).
First, by setting  = 0; we have
2SAS = 
2
Z + 4
 
XZ  
Z
2
bias
Z + 4
 
X
; (4.11)
which represents the spin-CAF phase boundary. Next, by setting  = 1, we have a set of
equations
SAS =
p
1  2

bias

  2cap

;
2Z =

bias

  2cap

bias

  8 D + 42 X

: (4.12)
which is mediated by the parameter : It represents the pseudospin-CAF phase boundary.
By using (4.11) and (4.12), we obtain the phase diagram for  = 2 bilayer QH state as the
Z-SAS plane. Here we show the phase diagrams for four dierent values of bias parameter
bias with setting d = lB in Fig. 4.1.
On the other hand the SU(4) order parameters are described in terms of three real variables
, , and ! as
S0z =
Z
0
(1  2)
p
1  2; P0x =
SAS
0
2
p
1  2; P0z =
SAS
0
2;
R0xx + iR0yx =  
SAS
0

p
1  2ei!;
R0yy   iR0xy =  
Z
0

p
1  2
p
1  2ei!;
R0xz + iR0yz =
SAS
0

p
1  2
p
1  2ei!; (4.13)
with all others being zero. The physical meaning of the ! is discussed later on.
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Fig. 4.1 The phase diagrams for  = 2 bilayer QH state, represented by Z-SAS plane
for four dierent values of bias parameter bias. Here the physical quantities having the
dimension of energy, such as Z,SAS, and bias is normalized in terms of Coulomb
energy E0C = e
2=4l2B : Every diagrams are taken as d = lB . The doted line in the
diagram for bias = 0 is the result of exact due to exact diagonalization in Ref. [86].
This gure is taken from [104].
As a physical variable it is more convenient to use the imbalance parameter dened by
0  P0z =
SAS
0
2; (4.14)
instead of the bias voltage bias. This is possible in the pseudospin and CAF phases. The
bilayer system is balanced at 0 = 0, while all electrons are in the front layer at 0 = 1 and in
the back layer at 0 =  1.
There are three phases in the bilayer QH system at  = 2. We discuss them in terms of 
and  by using the SU(4) order parameters (4.13) in the following. The schematic illustration
of the SU(4) isospin congurations for each phase are shown in Fig. 4.2.
When  = 0, we have
S0z = 1; (4.15)
and all others being zero. We see that only the z-component of the spin is polarized. For
 = 0; the spin phase is realized. From (4.6), the energy in the spin phase is
Espin =  (2 X +Z): (4.16)
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(a) Spin Phase (α=0) (c) Pseudospin Phase (α=1)(b) CAF Phase (0<α<1)
Fig. 4.2 The spin congurations in the front and back layers for each three phases. (a)
For  = 0, The ground state is the spin phase. All the spins in both layers align to the
positive z axis. (b) When  increases from 0, the CAF phase is realized. In this phase
not only the spin and pseudospin, but also the R-spin are polarized. As a result, the
spins in both layers start to cant and make antiferromagnetic correlations between the
two layers. (c) When  becomes 1 the ground state is in the pseudospin phase. The spins
in each layer are in a spin-singlet state so that the magnitude of the spin becomes zero.
Next when  = 1, the order parameters (4.13) becomes
P0x =
p
1  2; P0z =  = 0; (4.17)
and rest of all being zero. In this case, only the pseudospin is polarized. For  = 1; the ground
state is the pseudospin phase. The energy in the pseudospin phase is given by
Eppin = cap
2
0   (SAS
q
1  20 +bias0); (4.18)
where bias is given by (4.8) with  = 1, or
bias = 0SAS
 
2cap
0
+
1p
1  20
!
; (4.19)
Finally when  takes intermediate values (0 <  < 1), the ground state is the CAF phase. In
this phase from (4.13), we see that not only the spin and pseudospin but also some components
of the R-spin are non-vanishing. The imbalanced conguration can be created by a bias voltage,
as in the case of the pseudospin phase. The energy in the CAF phase is
ECAF = cap(P0z )2   2 X
 
(S0a)2 + (R0az)2
  (ZS0z +SASP0x +biasP0z ); (4.20)
with S0a ;P0a ; and R0ab given by (4.13).
Let us now focus on spin-properties of the CAF phase. From (4.13), when the phase transits
from the spin phase ( = 0) to the CAF phase (0 <  < 1), the R-spin starts to polarize,
and subsequently, the spins begin to cant coherently and make antiferromagnetic correlations
between the two layers. It can be veried from (4.13) with using the relation 2S fa = S0a +R0az
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ω
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(a) Front layer
Sa
f
=S(cosω,sinω)
ω
y
x
Sa
b
=-S(cosω,sinω)
(b) Back layer
Fig. 4.3 The schematic illustration of the in-plane spin component in the CAF phase,
given by the formula (4.21). The angle ! represents orientation angle of the in-plane spin
component. It is determined by the U(1) spin rotational symmetry breaking generated
by Tz0. Here we write S = (SAS=20)
p
1  2p1  2.
and 2Sba = S0a  R0az, that
S fx =  Sbx =
1
2
SAS
0

p
1  2
p
1  2 cos!;
S fy =  Sby =
1
2
SAS
0

p
1  2
p
1  2 sin!;
S fz = Sbz =
1
2
S0z : (4.21)
Therefore from (4.21) we see that the in-plane component of the spin in the front layer S fa is
anti-parallel to that in the back layer Sba , which describes the antiferromagnetic correlation
between the two layers. Hence it is called the canted antiferromagnetic phase. The meaning
of ! now becomes clear. It represents the orientation angle of the in-plane spin component as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Moreover, the order parameters (4.13) are obtained by
performing the rotation around z0 axis in the group space, exp[ iTz0!], to the ones at ! = 0,
and the ground-state energy does not depend on !. It implies that the CAF is the state where
the UTz0(1) spin rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken. Therefore, the angle is not
determined by the sample parameters but due to the spontaneous symmetry breaking. For
the rest of this chapter, we set ! = 0. It is the CAF phase that SU(4)-peculiarity is strongly
reected, since the R-spin ordering plays an important role for the realization of this phase.
The possibility of the emergence of the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena is expected for
the CAF phase. The study of the CAF phase is the main theme of this thesis.
The interlayer phase coherence is an intriguing phenomenon in the bilayer QH systems. Since
it is enhanced in the limit SAS ! 0, it is interesting to investigate the eective Hamiltonian
in this limit also at  = 2. We need to know how the parameters  and  are expressed in
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σ0=0
(a) Spin Phase (α=0) (b) CAF Phase (0<α<1) (c) Pseudospin Phase (α=1)
σ0=1/2 σ0=1
Fig. 4.4 The schematic illustration of the ground-state structure at  = 2 in the limit
SAS ! 0. Here red (blue) disks denotes the up-spin (down-spin) electrons while an
arrow indicates one unit of magnetic ux. In the bilayer QH systems, electrons in both
the front and back layers are attached to magnetic ux. (a) In the spin phase, all electrons
are in the up-spin states. It is realized at 0 = 0: (b) In the CAF phase, although the
in-plane components of the real spin vanish, the R-spin is still polarized. It is realized
at 0 < j0j < 1: Here we show the illustration of the CAF phase at 0 = 1=2: (c) In the
pseudospin phase, all electrons are at front (back) layer while the other layer becomes
empty. Here we show the illustration of the pseudospin phase at 0 = 1: This gure is
adapted from [59].
terms of the physical variables. The solutions are
 = 
s
1 

SAS
Z
2
+O(4SAS); (4.22)
with
0 ! SAS +O(3SAS); (4.23)
for (4.10), as we shall derived in (4.125). By using (4.14) we have
P0z = 0 = 2 +O(2SAS): (4.24)
The parameters  and  are simple functions of the physical variables SAS=Z and 0 in the
limit SAS ! 0. From (4.13), (4.22), (4.23), and (4.24), the SU(4) order parameters in the
limit SAS ! 0 for each phase are given by
Spin phase : S0z = 1; (4.25)
CAF phase : S0z = 1  j0j; P0z = 0;
R0xx = sgn(0)R0yy; R0yy =  
p
j0j(1  j0j); (4.26)
Pseudospin phase : P0z = 1: (4.27)
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The bilayer system becomes balanced in the spin phase and also near the spin-phase boundary
in the CAF phase, since we have 0 ! 0 as  ! 0 with all electron spins polarized into the
positive z axis. On the other hand, in the pseudospin phase and also near the pseudospin-phase
boundary in the CAF phase, one of the layers becomes empty since we have 0 ! 1 as ! 1.
For the CAF phase, from the phase diagram Fig. 4.1 and (4.11), we see that the CAF phase is
realized in the limit SAS ! 0 under the condition bias > 4 X ; and at the imbalanced-density
conguration 0 < j0j < 1: In the CAF phase, although the in-plane components of the real
spin vanish, the R-spin is still polarized, which are totally dierent characteristic from the
ones in the spin and pseudospin phase. In Fig. 4.4, we show the schematic illustration of
the ground-state structure at  = 2 in the limit SAS ! 0 in terms of electrons attached to
magnetic ux.
4.2 Grassmannian Approach
In this section, we present the analysis of the physical spectrum of NG modes by taking account
of the ground-state structure shown in the previous section.
We employ the Grassmannian formalism [59, 99, 109, 110] to make the physical picture
of this NG mode clearer and to construct a theory which is valid nonperturbatively. The
Grassmannian eld Z(x) consists of two CP3 elds n1(x) and n2(x) at  = 2, since there are
two electrons per one Landau site. From the Pauli exclusion principle, two CP3 elds ni(x)
and nj(x) satisfy the condition
nyi (x)  nj(x) = ij ; (4.28)
with i; j = 1; 2. Based on the above normalization, we construct a 4 2 matrix eld in terms
of two CP3 elds as
Z(x) = (n1;n2); (4.29)
satisfying the normalization condition ZyZ = 1: The above matrix eld Z(x) is the Grass-
mannian eld. We note that the two elds n1(x) and n2(x) cannot be distinguished quantum
mechanically since these two electrons belong to the same Landau site. Correspondingly, two
elds Z(x) and Z 0(x) become physically equivalent, and they are related by a local U(2) gauge
transformation U(x) as Z 0(x) = Z(x)U(x): The Grassmannian eld Z(x) is the dynamical
eld on the Grassmann manifold G4;2 dened by
G4;2 =
SU(4)
U(1)
 SU(2)
 SU(2) : (4.30)
The Grassmannian eld Z(x) is a new variable, which diers from just a set of two independent
CP3 elds, and described by eight real elds due to the normalization condition (4.28) or
ZyZ = 1:
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The dimensionless SU(4) isospin densities are given by
Sa(x) = 1
2
Tr

Zy spina Z

=
1
2
2X
i=1
nyi 
spin
a ni;
Pa(x) = 1
2
Tr

Zyppina Z

=
1
2
2X
i=1
nyi 
ppin
a ni;
Rab(x) = 1
2
Tr
h
Zy spina 
ppin
b Z
i
=
1
2
2X
i=1
nyi 
spin
a 
ppin
b ni; (4.31)
where ni consists of the basis ni(x) =
 
nf"; nf#; nb"; nb#
t
. The ground state is given by Eq.
(4.13), which we express in terms of the two CP3 elds ngi . It is straightforward to show that
it is given by ngi = U n
g
i with
U = exp

  i
2
ppiny ( +

2
)

exp

  i
2
 spinx 
ppin
y 

exp

i
2
 spiny 
ppin
x 

=
0BBB@
cos
(2+)
4 cos
 
2   sin (2+)4 sin +2   sin (2+)4 cos +2 cos (2+)4 sin  2
sin
(2+)
4 sin
 
2 cos
(2+)
4 cos
+
2   cos (2+)4 sin +2   sin (2+)4 cos  2
sin
(2+)
4 cos
 
2 cos
(2+)
4 sin
+
2 cos
(2+)
4 cos
+
2 sin
(2+)
4 sin
 
2
  cos (2+)4 sin  2 sin (2+)4 cos +2   sin (2+)4 sin +2 cos (2+)4 cos  2
1CCCA ;
(4.32)
where ,  , and  are given by
cos  
p
1  2; sin   ; cos  
p
1  2; sin    ;
cos   Z
p
1  2
0
p
1  2; sin   SAS
0
; (4.33)
and
ng1 = (1; 0; 0; 0)
t; ng2 = (0; 0; 1; 0)
t: (4.34)
We may introduce perturbative excitation modes i by introducing the two CP
3 elds ni = U ni
with
n1 =
0BBB@
1  12 j1j2   12 j3j2
1
 12y41   12y23
3
1CCCA ; n2 =
0BBB@
  12y14   12y32
4
1  12 j2j2   12 j4j2
2
1CCCA ; (4.35)
where we parameterize as
i(x) =
i(x) + i#i(x)p
2
; (4.36)
with i = 1; 2; 3; 4, obeying the equal-time commutation relations between i and j , orh
i(x; t); 
y
j (x; t)
i
=
2
0
ij(x  y); (4.37)
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or
[i(x; t); #j(x; t)] =
2i
0
ij(x  y): (4.38)
From (4.32), (4.33), and (4.35), the explicit forms of isospin densities Sca, Pca, and Rcab in terms
of i are given by
Ic0x = Re
h
y13 + 
y
42   y41   y23
i
; Ic0y = Im
h
y13 + 
y
42   y41   y23
i
;
Ic0z = j4j2   j3j2;
Icx0 = Re[1 + 2]; Icxx = Re[3 + 4]; Icxy = Im[3   4]; Icxz = Re[1   2];
Icy0 = Im[1 + 2]; Icyx = Im[3 + 4]; Icyy =  Re[3   4]; Icyz = Im[1   2];
Icz0 = 1 
4X
i=1
jij2; Iczx =  Re
h
y13 + 
y
42 + 
y
41 + 
y
23
i
;
Iczy =  Im
h
y13 + 
y
42 + 
y
41 + 
y
23
i
; Iczz = j2j2   j1j2: (4.39)
where we dened Ia0  Sa, I0a  Pa, Iab  Rab and the relation between I and Ic is
I0x =   cos  sin Ic0x + cos  cos  cos Ic0z   sin  cos  cos Icxx   sin  sin Icxz
  cos  cos  sin Icyy + sin  cos  sin Icz0;
I0y = cos Ic0y + sin Icyz;
I0z =   cos  cos Ic0x   cos  sin  cos Ic0z + sin  sin  cos Icxx   sin  cos Icxz
+ cos  sin  sin Icyy   sin  sin  sin Icz0;
Ix0 = cos Icx0   sin Iczx;
Ixx =   sin  cos Ic0x   sin  sin  cos Ic0z   cos  sin  cos Icxx + cos  cos Icxz
+ sin  sin  sin Icyy + cos  sin  sin Icz0;
Ixy = Icxy;
Ixz = sin  sin Ic0x   sin  cos  cos Ic0z   cos  cos  cos Icxx   cos  sin Icxz
+ sin  cos  sin Icyy + cos  cos  sin Icz0;
Iy0 = cos Icy0   sin Iczy;
Iyx =   cos  sin Ic0y   sin Icyx + cos  cos Icyz;
Iyy = cos  sin Ic0z   sin  sin Icxx + cos  cos Icyy   sin  cos Icz0;
Iyz = sin  sin Ic0y   cos Icyx   sin  cos Icyz;
Iz0 = sin  sin Ic0z + cos  sin Icxx + sin  cos Icyy + cos  cos Icz0;
Izx =   sin  sin Icx0   sin  cos Iczx + cos Iczz;
Izy = sin Icy0 + cos Iczy;
Izz =   cos  sin Icx0   cos  cos Iczx   sin Iczz: (4.40)
From (4.40), (4.39) and the equal time commutation relations (4.37), it can be veried that
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the SU(4) algebraic relation
[I(x; t); I(x; t)] = i(x  y)f;;00I00(y; t); (4.41)
is held. The commutation relations (4.37) or (4.38) are required so the SU(4) algebraic relation
(4.41) holds for Sa, Pa, and Sab.
As shown in Eq. (4.35) and Fig. 4.5, two lowest energy states are occupied at  = 2, denoting
the states j1i and j2i, and the rest of the higher energy states as j3i and j4i. Correspondingly,
four types of excitation modes could be considered; the excitations from j1i (j2i) to j3i and
from j1i (j2i) to j4i.
We use the isospin components (4.40) with the use of (4.39), and substitute them into the
eective Hamiltonian (2.141), or
He = Jds
 
(@kSa)2 + (@kPa)2 + (@kRab)2

+ 2J s
 
(@kSa)2 + (@kPz)2 + (@kRaz)2

+ 

cap(Pz)2   2 X
 
(Sa)2 + (Raz)2
  (ZSz +SASPx +biasPz) ; (4.42)
where the condition (4.3) was used and neglected the constant    +X    X. In this way we
obtain the eective Hamiltonian for i and is expressed in terms of parameter , which classies
the phases at  = 2. Thus the obtained eective Hamiltonian is valid in all three phases. See
Appendix C for the nonlinear representation for the isospin elds.
4.3 NG Modes in the Spin Phase
As an illustration we study the spin phase at 0 = 0, where the transformation (4.32) is given
by
U =
1p
2
0BBB@
1 0  1 0
0 1 0  1
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
1CCCA ; (4.43)
by setting ;  = 0. We note that
n =
0BBB@
nS"
nS#
nA"
nA#
1CCCA = Uy
0BBB@
nf"
nf#
nb"
nb#
1CCCA = Uyn; (4.44)
where
nS =
1p
2
(nb + nf); nA =
1p
2
(nb   nf); (4.45)
with  ="; #. The lowest-energy one-body electron state is the up-spin symmetric state, and
the second lowest energy state is the up-spin antisymmetric state. They are lled up at  = 2.
The perturbative excitations i are illustrated in Fig. 4.5 (a).
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Fig. 4.5 The lowest two energy levels are occupied, described by the two thick lines, in
the ground state at  = 2: Small four uctuations are the NG modes 1, 2, 3, and 4.
(a) For the spin phase 1 and 2 describe the uctuation from the up-spin symmetric
state to the down-spin symmetric state and from the up-spin antisymmetric state to the
down-spin symmetric state, respectively. Their energy levels are degenerated with the
Zeeman gap Z. On the other hand, 3 and 4, which are uctuations from up-spin
symmetric state to the down-spin antisymmetric state and from up-spin antisymmetric
state to down-spin symmetric state, having a energy gap ZSAS, respectively. (b) For
the pseudospin phase 1 and 2 describe the uctuation from the up-spin bonding state
to the up-spin antibonding state and from the down-spin bonding state to the down-spin
antibonding state, respectively. Their energy levels are degenerated with the tunneling
gap SAS. On the other hand, 3 and 4, which are uctuations from up-spin bonding
state to the down-spin antibonding state and from down-spin bonding state to the up-spin
antibonding state, having a energy gap SAS  Z, respectively. This picture is taken
from [110].
It follows from (4.31), (4.32), and (4.35) that the isospin densities are explicitly given in
terms of i(x) and #i(x) by
Sx = 1 + 2p
2
 ~1; Sy = #1 + #2p
2
 ~#1; Rxx = 1   2p
2
 ~2; Ryx = #1   #2p
2
 ~#2;
Ryy = 4   3p
2
  ~3; Rxy = #3   #4p
2
 ~#3; Rxz =  4 + 3p
2
 ~4; Ryz =  #4 + #3p
2
 ~#4;
Sz = 1 
4X
i=1
2i + #
2
i
2
= 1 
4X
i=1
~2i +
~#2i
2
; Px = ~3~4 + ~#3 ~#4; Py = ~4 ~#2   ~2 ~#4;
Pz =  

~2~3 + ~#2 ~#3

; Rzx =  

~1~2 + ~#1 ~#2

; Rzy = ~3 ~#1   ~1 ~#3; Rzz =  

~1~4 + ~#1 ~#4

:
(4.46)
Substituting them into (4.42), we obtain the eective Hamiltonian of the NG modes in terms
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of the canonical sets of ~i and ~#i as
Hspin = Hspin0 +HspinNG ; (4.47)
Hspin0 =  
0
2
 
2 X +Z

; (4.48)
HspinNG = Js
X
a=1;4
h
(@k~a)
2 + (@k ~#a)
2
i
+ Jds
X
a=2;3
h
(@k~a)
2 + (@k ~#a)
2
i
+
0Z
4
X
=1;4
h
~2a +
~#2a
i
+

0Z
4
+ 0
 
X
 X
a=2;3
h
~2a +
~#2a
i
  0SAS
2
h
~3~4 + ~#3 ~#4
i
+
0bias
2
h
~2~3 + ~#2 ~#3
i
: (4.49)
We see that (4.48) matches with the energy in the spin phase (4.16)0=2. The annihilation
operators are dened by
si (x) =
i(x) + i#i(x)p
2
; (4.50)
with
i  1=2 ~i; #i  1=2 ~#i; (4.51)
and they satisfy the commutation relations,

i(x; t); #j(y; t)

= iij(x  y); (4.52)
or h
si (x; t); 
sy
j (y; t)
i
= ij(x  y); (4.53)
with i; j = 1; 2; 3; 4.
The eective Hamiltonian (4.49) reads in terms of the creation and annihilation variables
(4.50) as
HspinNG =
4Js
0
X
a=1;4
@k
sy
a @k
s
a +
4Jds
0
X
a=2;3
@k
sy
a @k
s
a +Z
X
a=1;4
sya 
s
a + [Z + 4
 
X ]
X
a=2;3
sya 
s
a
+bias[
sy
2 
s
3 + 
sy
3 
s
2] SAS[sy3 s4 + sy4 s3]: (4.54)
The variables s2, 
s
3 and 
s
4 are mixing by SAS and bias.
In the momentum space the annihilation and creation operators are si;k and 
sy
i;k together
with the commutation relations, h
si;k; 
sy
j;k0
i
= ij(k   k0): (4.55)
For the sake of the simplicity we consider the balanced conguration with bias = 0 in the
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rest of this section. Then the Hamiltonian density is given by
HspinNG =
Z
d2k HspinNG ;
HspinNG = HspinNG;1 +HspinNG;2 +HspinNG;3; (4.56)
where
HspinNG;1 =

4Js
0
k2 +Z

sy1;k
s
1;k; (4.57)
HspinNG;2 =

4Jds
0
k2 +Z + 4
 
X

sy2;k
s
2;k; (4.58)
HspinNG;3 =

4Jds
0
k2 +Z + 4
 
X

sy3;k
s
3;k +

4Js
0
k2 +Z

sy4;k
s
4;k  SAS
h
sy3;k
s
4;k + 
sy
4;k
s
3;k
i
:
(4.59)
We rst analyze the dispersion relation and the coherence length of s1;k. From (4.57), we
have
Es1(k) =
4Js
0
k2 +Z; (4.60)
s1 = 2lB
r
Js
Z
: (4.61)
The coherence length diverges in the limit Z ! 0. This mode is a pure spin wave since it
describes the uctuation of Sx and Sy as in (4.46). Indeed, the energy (4.60) as well as the
coherence length (4.61) depend only on the Zeeman gap Z and the intralayer stiness Js.
We next analyze those of s2;k,
Es2(k) =
4Jds
0
k2 +Z + 4
 
X ; (4.62)
s2 = 2lB
s
Jds
Z + 4
 
X
: (4.63)
They depend not only Z but also on the exchange Coulomb energy 
 
X and the interlayer
stiness originating in the interlayer Coulomb interaction. This mode is a R-spin wave since
it describes the uctuation of Rxx and Ryx. From (4.60) and (4.62) we see that, in the one
body picture, s1 and 
s
2 have the same energy gap Z. Indeed they are described in terms of
1 and 2, having the same energy gap Z [Fig. 4.5 (a)].
We nally analyze those of s3;k and 
s
4;k, which are coupled. Hamiltonian (4.59) can be
written in the matrix form,
HspinNG;3 =
 
s3;k
s4;k
!y 
Ak  SAS
 SAS Bk
! 
s3;k
s4;k
!
; (4.64)
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where
Ak =
4Jds
0
k2 +Z + 4
 
X ; Bk =
4Js
0
k2 +Z: (4.65)
Hamiltonian (4.64) can be diagonalized as
HspinNG;3 =
 
~s3;k
~s4;k
!y 
E ~
s
3 0
0 E ~
s
4
! 
~s3;k
~s4;k
!
; (4.66)
where
E ~
s
3 =
1
2

Ak +Bk +
q
(Ak  Bk)2 + 42SAS

; E~
s
4 =
1
2

Ak +Bk  
q
(Ak  Bk)2 + 42SAS

;
(4.67)
and the annihilation operator ~si;k (i = 3; 4) given by the form
~s3;k =
p
C2k + 4
2
SAS + Ck

3;k   2SAS4;kr
2

C2k + 4
2
SAS + Ck
p
C2k + 4
2
SAS
 ;
~s4;k =
p
C2k + 4
2
SAS   Ck

3;k + 2SAS4;kr
2

C2k + 4
2
SAS   Ck
p
C2k + 4
2
SAS
 ; (4.68)
with Ck = Ak  Bk. The annihilation operators (4.68) satisfy the commutation relationsh
~si;k; ~
sy
j;k0
i
= ij(k   k0); (4.69)
with i; j = 3; 4. We obtain the dispersions for the modes ~si;k (i = 3; 4) from (4.65) and (4.67).
By taking the limit k! 0 in (4.67), we have two gaps
E
~s3
k=0 = Z + 2
 
X +

4( X)
2 +2SAS
 1
2 ; E
~s4
k=0 = Z + 2
 
X  

4( X)
2 +2SAS
 1
2 : (4.70)
The gapless condition (E
~s4
k=0 = 0) implies
Z(Z + 4
 
X) 2SAS = 0; (4.71)
which holds only along the boundary of the spin and CAF phases: See (4.17) in Ref. [104]. In
the interior of the spin phase we have Z(Z + 4
 
X) 2SAS > 0, as implies that there arise
no gapless modes from ~s3 and ~
s
4. From (4.70), in the one body picture, ~
s
3 and ~
s
4 have the
energy gap ZSAS, respectively. Indeed they are described in terms of 3 and 4 [Fig. 4.5
(a)]. These excitation modes are R-spin waves coupled to the layer degree of freedom. There
emerge four complex NG modes, one of which describing the spin wave (s1), and the other
three the R-spin waves (s2; 
s
3; 
s
4).
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4.4 NG Modes in the Pseudospin Phase
For the pseudospin phase,  is identied with the imbalanced parameter 0, as we have dis-
cussed in section 4.1 with (4.17). In this section, instead of  we express the eective Hamil-
tonian, the dispersions, and the coherence length in terms of 0, since it is a physical variable.
From (4.32), by setting  = 1 we have
U =
1p
2
0BBB@
p
1 + 0  
p
1  0 0 0
0 0  p1 + 0  
p
1  0p
1  0
p
1 + 0 0 0
0 0  p1  0
p
1 + 0
1CCCA ; (4.72)
and
n =
0BBB@
nB"
nA"
 nB#
nA#
1CCCA = Uy
0BBB@
nf"
nf#
nb"
nb#
1CCCA = Uyn; (4.73)
where
nB =
1p
2
(
p
1  0nb +
p
1 + 0n
f); nA =
1p
2
(
p
1 + 0n
b  p1  0nf); (4.74)
with  ="; #. The lowest-energy one-body electron state is the up-spin bonding state, and the
second lowest energy state is the down-spin bonding state. They are lled up at  = 2. The
perturbative excitations i are as illustrated in Fig. 4.5 (b).
We go on to derive the eective Hamiltonian governing these NG modes. From (4.31), (4.32),
and (4.35), the isospin densities are given in terms of ~i(x) and ~#i(x) as
Px = 0~2 +
q
1  20
 
1 
4X
i=1
~2i +
~#2i
2
!
; Pz =  
q
1  20~2 + 0
 
1 
4X
i=1
~2i +
~#2i
2
!
;
Sx =  

~1~4 + ~#1 ~#4

; Sy = ~1 ~#3   ~3 ~#1; Sz = ~3~4 + ~#3 ~#4;
Rzy = ~#1; Py = ~#2; Rxy = ~#3; Ryy = ~4;
Rxx =  
q
1  20

~2~3 + ~#2 ~#3

+ 0~3; Rxz =  0

~2~3 + ~#2 ~#3

 
q
1  20~3;
Ryx =
q
1  20

~2 ~#4   ~4 ~#2

  0 ~#4; Ryz = 0

~2 ~#4   ~4 ~#2

+
q
1  20 ~#4;
Rzx =  
q
1  20

~1~2 + ~#1 ~#2

+ 0~1; Rzz =  0

~1~2 + ~#1 ~#2

 
q
1  20~1 (4.75)
Now, we substitute the isospin densities (4.75) into the eective Hamiltonian (4.42). In this
way we derive the eective Hamiltonian of the NG modes in terms of the canonical sets of ~i
and ~#i (or with i and #i).
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In the momentum space it reads
Hppin = Hppin0 +HppinNG ; (4.76)
Hppin0 =
0
2

cap
2
0   (SAS
q
1  20 +bias0)

; (4.77)Z
d2kHppinNG =
Z
d2kHppinNG;1 +
Z
d2kHppinNG;2 +
Z
d2kHppinNG;3; (4.78)
where
HppinNG;1 = Apky1;k1;k +Bpk #y1;k #1;k; (4.79)
HppinNG;2 = Cpky2;k2;k +Bpk #y2;k #2;k; (4.80)
HppinNG;3 = (~P pk )yMp ~P pk ; (4.81)
with i;k, and #i;k given by (4.51) and
Apk =
2J01
0
k2 +
SAS
2
p
1  20
  2 X(1  20); Bpk =
2Jds
0
k2 +
SAS
2
p
1  20
;
Cpk =
2J01
0
k2 +
SAS
2
p
1  20
+ cap(1  20); J01 = (1  20)Js + 20Jds ;
~P pk =
0BBB@
#4
#3
3
4
1CCCA ; Mp =
0BBB@
Apk  Z=2 0 0
 Z=2 Bpk 0 0
0 0 Apk  Z=2
0 0  Z=2 Bpk
1CCCA : (4.82)
It can be veried that the Hamiltonian (4.77) matches with the energy in the pseudospin phase
(4.18)0=2.
We rst analyze the dispersions and the coherence lengths from (4.80), since it describes the
pseudospin wave. It is diagonalized as,
Hppin2;NG =
Z
d2kEp2 
py
2;k
p
2;k (4.83)
with
Ep2;k = 2
q
BpkC
p
k; (4.84)
p2;k =
1p
2
 
Cpk
Bpk
 1
4
2;k + i

Bpk
Cpk
 1
4
#2;k
!
; (4.85)
where p2;k satisfy the commutation relationh
p2;k; 
py
2;k0
i
= (k   k0): (4.86)
Since the ground state is a squeezed coherent state due to the capacitance energy cap, it is
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more convenient [59] to use the dispersion and the coherence lengths of 2 and #2 separately.
The dispersion relations are given by
E2k =
2J01
0
k2 +
SAS
2
p
1  20
+ cap(1  20); E
#2
k =
2Jds
0
k2 +
SAS
2
p
1  20
; (4.87)
and their coherence lengths are
2 = 2lB
vuut J01
SASp
1 20
+ 2cap(1  20)
; 
#2 = 2lB
s
Jds
p
1  20
SAS
: (4.88)
The similar analysis can be adopted for (4.79), diagonalized as,
Hppin1;NG =
Z
d2kEp1 
py
1;k
p
1;k (4.89)
with
Ep1 = 2
q
BpkA
p
k; (4.90)
p1;k =
1p
2
 
Apk
Bpk
 1
4
1;k + i

Bpk
Apk
 1
4
#1;k
!
; (4.91)
where p1;k satisfy the commutation relationh
p1;k; 
py
1;k0
i
= (k   k0): (4.92)
The dispersion relations of the canonical sets of 1 and #1 are given by
E1k =
2J01
0
k2 +
SAS
2
p
1  20
  2 X(1  20); E
#1
k =
2Jds
0
k2 +
SAS
2
p
1  20
: (4.93)
Their coherence lengths are
1 = 2lB
vuut J01
SASp
1 20
  4 X(1  20)
; 
#1 = 2lB
s
Jds
p
1  20
SAS
: (4.94)
It appears that 1 is ill-dened for SAS ! 0 in (4.94). This is not the case due to the relation
(4.96) in the pseudospin phase, which we mention later. We see that from (4.84) and (4.90),
in the one body picture, p1 and 
p
2 have the same energy gap SAS. They are described in
terms of 1 and 2, having the same energy gap SAS [Fig. 4.5 (b)].
Finally, making an analysis of the Hamiltonian (4.81) as in the case of the spin phase, we
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obtain the condition for the existence of a gapless mode,
SASp
1  20
"
SASp
1  20
  4 X(1  20)
#
 2Z = 0: (4.95)
It occurs along the pseudospin-canted boundary: See (5.3) and (5.4) in Ref.[104]. Inside the
pseudospin phase, since we have
SASp
1  20
"
SASp
1  20
  4 X(1  20)
#
 2Z > 0; (4.96)
there are no gapless modes.
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We derive the eective Hamiltonian of the NG modes in terms of the canonical sets of i and
#i. This can be done by substituting (4.40) and (4.39) into the Hamiltonian (4.42). We rst
derive the Hamiltonian, without taking any limits. Since the expression becomes too extensive,
we introduce the notation
c  cos ; s  sin ; c  cos  ; s  sin  ; c  cos ; s  sin :
(4.97)
to express the formula of the eective Hamiltonian in a simple way.
Working in the momentum space, the eective Hamiltonian reads,
Hc =
Z
d2kHc =
Z
d2kHc1 +
Z
d2kHc2; (4.98)
where
HCAF = HCAF0 +HCAFNG ; (4.99)
HCAF0 =
0
2
 
cap(P0z )2   2 X
 X
a
(S0a)2 + (R0az)2
!
  (ZS0z +SASP0x +biasP0z )
!
;
(4.100)
HCAF1;NG =
 
2
0
J1 k
2 +
0c
 1

2
!
#y1;k #1;k +
 
2
0
(c2Js + s
2

J1 )k
2 +
M   4(s2c2 + c2) X
2
!
y1;k1;k;
(4.101)
HCAF2;NG = ~QcykMc2 ~Qck; (4.102)
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with
J1 = c
2
Js + s
2
J
d
s ; M = 4c
2

 
X +0c
 1

;
~Qck =
0BBBBBBBB@
#2;k
#4;k
#3;k
2;k
4;k
3;k
1CCCCCCCCA
; Mc2 =
0BBBBBBBB@
Ac cc  ec 0 0 0
cc Cc  f c 0 0 0
 ec  f c F c 0 0 0
0 0 0 Bc ac bc
0 0 0 ac Dc dc
0 0 0 bc dc Ec
1CCCCCCCCA
: (4.103)
The Matrix elements in (4.103) are given by
Ac =
2k2
0
h
c2J

3 + s
2

Jds
i
+
M
2
  2s2c2 X ; Bc =
2k2
0
h
c2J

3 + s
2
J

1
i
+
0
2c
+
c2 
2
;
Cc =
2k2
0
J1 +
M
2
  2c2  X ; Dc =
2k2
0
h
c2

s2J

3 + c
2
J

1

+ s2J

1
i
+
0
2c
+
c2s
2


2
;
Ec =
2k2
0
h
s2

c2J

3 + s
2
J

1

+ c2J

3
i
+
M
2
+ s2s
2

c2cap   2(c2s2 + c2)s2 X ;
F c =
2k2
0
Jds +
M
2
; (4.104)
and
ac =
2k2
0
cc2J

2 +
s2c
4
; b
c =  2k
2
0
ss2J

2 + L+
SAS
40
cs2 ;
cc =
2k2
0
cJ

2 + s2c
 
X ;
dc =  s2s2
4

2k2
0

J1 + J
d
s   J3   Js

+ s2 (2
 
X   cap)

  N
2
;
ec =  L
2
; f c =
N
2
; (4.105)
with
J3 = c
2
J
d
s + s
2
Js; J

1 = c
2

Js + s
2

Jds ; J

2 =
s2
2
(Jds   Js); J3 = c2Jds + s2Js;
L =  s2
2

ss2(2
 
X   cap) + c
SAS
0


;  = 4c
2

 
X + 2s
2
cap;
N =
s2s2s
2

2
(2 X   cap) +
SAS
0
(ccs
2

 +Z); (4.106)
where we denote s2 = sin 2, s2 = sin 2 , and s2 = sin 2. We see that Hamiltonian
(4.100) matches with the energy in the CAF phase (4.20)0=2.
It can be veried that the eective Hamiltonian (4.101) and (4.102) reproduce the eective
Hamiltonian in the spin phase (4.56), by taking the limit ;  ! 0. On the other hand, we
reproduce the eective Hamiltonian in the pseudospin phase (4.78), by taking the limit ! 1,
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in (4.101) and (4.102).
The eective Hamiltonian in the CAF phase is too complicated to make further analysis.
We take the limit SAS ! 0 to examine if some simplied formulas are obtained. In particular
we would like to seek for gapless modes. Such gapless modes will play an important role to
drive the interlayer coherence in the CAF phase. In this limit we have
cos  =
SAS
Z
; sin  = 
s
1 

SAS
Z
2
; cos  = cos ; sin  = sin ;
2 = j0j: (4.107)
From (4.13) and (4.107) the classical ground state reads
S0z = 1  j0j; P0z = 0; R0xx = sgn(0)R0yy; R0yy =  
p
j0j(1  j0j); (4.108)
and all others being zero. We see that the above order parameters match with (4.26). We
assume 0 > 0 for deniteness. The transformation (4.32) has a simple expression,
Uy =
0BBB@
1 0 0 0
0
p
1  j0j
pj0j 0
0  pj0j p1  j0j 0
0 0 0 1
1CCCA ; (4.109)
We nd n = Uyn is of the form (nf"; nSf#b"; n
A
f#b"; n
b#)t, by setting
nSf#b" = (
p
1  j0jnf# +
p
j0jnb"); nAf#b" = ( 
p
j0jnf# +
p
1  j0jnb"): (4.110)
Consequently, the ground state is such that jnf"i and jnAf#b"i are lled up: The NG modes
1 and 3 describe an excitation from the state jnf"i to jnSf#b"i and jnb#i, respectively, while
the NG modes 2 and 4 describe an excitation from the state jnAf#b"i to jnb#i and jnSf#b"i,
respectively. A similar analysis can be done for 0 < 0, jnb"i and jnSf"b#i are lled up, where
nSf"b# = (
p
1  j0jnf" +
p
j0jnb#); nAf#b" = ( 
p
j0jnf" +
p
1  j0jnb#): (4.111)
and the gapless mode 4 describes an excitation from the state jnSf"b#i to jnAf"b#i.
By using (4.107) into (4.101) and (4.102) with (4.103), (4.104), (4.105), and (4.106) we have
the Hamiltonian
H =
4X
i=1
Z
d2kEi
cy
i;k
c
i;k; (4.112)
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Fig. 4.6 Dispersion relations (4.113) for the four NG modes Ei. The sample parameters
are lB = d  231A, 0  3:15  10 5A 2, and 0 = 0:3572. Inset: Dispersion relations
near k = 0. It is clear that E4(k) is linear.
together with the dispersion relations
E1 = E2 =
4k2
0
J1 +Z; E3 =
4k2
0
Jds + 2Z + 8 cos
2 
 
X ;
E4 = jkj
s
8Jds
0

2k2
0
(cos2 2Jds + sin
2 2Js) + 2 sin
2 2(
 
D    X)

; (4.113)
where ci;k (i = 1; 2; 3; 4) are the annihilation operators
c1;k =
#1;k   i1;kp
2
; c2;k =
#2;k   i2;kp
2
; c3;k =
0
4
 1
2
(3;k + i#3;k) ;
c4;k =
0
4
 1
2
 
4
#4
 1
4
4;k + i

#4
4
 1
4
#4;k
!
; (4.114)
with
#4 =
2k2
0
Jds ; 
4 =
2k2
0
(cos2 2J
d
s + sin
2 2Js) + 2 sin
2 2(
 
D    X): (4.115)
The annihilation operators i;k satisfy the commutation relation,h
ci;k; 
cy
j;k0
i
= ij(k   k0); (4.116)
with i; j = 1; 2; 3; 4. We show graphically the dispersion relations (4.113) in Fig. 4.6.
We summarize the NGmodes in the CAF phase in the limit SAS ! 0. It is to be emphasized
that there emerges one gapless mode, c4;k, reecting the realization of the exact and its
spontaneous breaking of the U(1) symmetry, which is a part of the SU(4) rotational symmetry,
as in  = 1. Furthermore, it has the linear dispersion relation as in (4.113), and leads to a
superuidity associated with this gapless mode. All other modes are gapped.
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4.6 CAF phase in SAS ! 0 up to O(3SAS)
We focus solely on the gapless mode c4 ( or 4 ) by neglecting all other gapped modes, and
derive the eective Hamiltonian for 4 up to O(3SAS). We assume 0 > 0 for the simplicity.
The two CP3 elds to be used in perturbation theory are given by n = Uyn with (4.32) and
(4.35), or
n1 =
0BBB@
1
0
0
0
1CCCA ; n2 =
0BBB@
0
4
1  12 j4j2
0
1CCCA ; (4.117)
Using (4.14) we can exactly solve  as
2 =
2SAS
2 +2Z(1  2)
2SAS
4 + 20
2
Z(1  2)
20 : (4.118)
Note that in the limit SAS ! 0 we obtain  ! 1 which is in accord with our previous
calculations. Substituting (4.118) into (4.7) we nd
2Z =
2SAS
4 + 20
2
Z(1  2)
2(2   20)
+ 4 X
20   4
3
p
2SAS
2 +2Z(1  2)p
2   20
: (4.119)
The relation (4.119) determines the value of 2 as a function of Z, SAS and 0. Substituting
this value into (4.118) we obtain 2 as a function of Z, SAS, 0. We have thus summarized
our problem into a single equation (4.119). When SAS is exactly zero, (4.119) yields the
relation 2 = j0j. Therefore, for weak tunnelings we search for the solution of the form
2 = j0j+ 2SAS +O(4SAS); (4.120)
where we expect  to be a constant. In order to nd the value of  we use (4.120) and expand
the relevant combinations in powers of 2SAS. In particular, for the rst and the second terms
of (4.119) we nd
2SAS
4 + 20
2
Z(1  2)
2(2   20)
= 2Z

1 +
(1  2Z)2SAS
(1  j0j)2Z
  (2  j0j)j0j(1  j0j)
2
SAS

+O(4SAS);
4 X
20   4
3
p
2SAS
2 +2Z(1  2)p
2   20
=  8
 
XZ
j0j 
2
SAS +O(4SAS): (4.121)
Substituting these into (4.119) we obtain
2Z = 
2
Z

1 +
(1  2Z)2SAS
(1  j0j)2Z
  (2  j0j)j0j(1  j0j)
2
SAS

  8
 
XZ
j0j 
2
SAS +O(4SAS): (4.122)
The lowest terms 0SAS disappear automatically. Requiring the 
2
SAS-terms to vanish we
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obtain
 =
1
Z
j0j
2(Z + 4
 
X(1  j0j))
; (4.123)
and for 2 we summarize as
2 = j0j

1 +
Z
2(Z + 4
 
X(1  j0j))
2SAS
2Z

+O(4SAS): (4.124)
Using this in (4.118) we come to
2 = 1  
2
SAS
2Z
+O(4SAS): (4.125)
Finally, using (4.124) and (4.125) in (4.33) and (4.8) we nd
sin2  = j0j

1 +
Z + 8
 
X(1  j0j))
2(Z + 4
 
X(1  j0j))
2SAS
2Z

+O(4SAS) (4.126)
bias = sgn(0)Z

1 +
4 X + 8(
 
D    X)j0j
Z
  1
2
2SAS
2Z

+O(4SAS): (4.127)
Then by using (4.124), (4.125), (4.126), (4.127) with (2.141), we obtain the eective Hamilto-
nian for the gapless mode 4 (4 and #4),
H = J#4
2
(r#4)2 + J4
2
(r4)2 + 40( D    X)j0j

1  j0j   1
2
2SAS
2Z

; (4.128)
with
J#4 = 2

Jds + J
 
s
2SAS
2Z

; J4 = 2

Jds + 8J
 
s j0j(1  j0j) + J s (1  4j0j)
2SAS
2Z

:
(4.129)
Taking 2SAS = 0, we reproduce the previously calculated expression (4.112) and (4.113).
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Chapter 5
Entangled Spin-Pseudospin
Phase Coherence and Spin
Josephson Supercurrent at CAF
Phase
The standard Hall resistance is given by RfHall =
2
RK = RK at  = 2. On the other hand,
it is experimentally found [74, 75, 76] that RfHall = RK at  = 2. It seems that the interlayer
phase coherence together with the supercurrent does not develop at  = 2. Note that the
experiments [74, 75, 76] were performed at the balance point 0 = 0. As we now demonstrate,
the entangled spin-pseudospin phase coherence develops only at the imbalance point 0 6= 0
in the CAF phase. Furthermore, the spin Josephson current carries only the spins in the
counterow geometry.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.1, we study the interlayer phase coherence
in the CAF phase. It is the entangled spin-pseudospin phase coherence. We then study
the Josephson supercurrent due to the development of the entangled spin-pseudospin phase
coherence. In section 5.2, we show the detailed derivation of the electric current density owing
in the bilayer systems based on the Landau-Level Projection Formalism given in the subsection
2.2.4. In section 5.3, we study the quantum Hall eect in the presence of the entangled spin-
pseudospin phase coherence, the eect from the Josephson supercurrent to the Hall resistivity
in the counterow and drag geometries in the CAF phase. Finally, in section 5.4, we study the
spin Josephson current in the counterow geometry in the CAF phase. We note that when
we study the physics of the CAF phase, the limit SAS ! 0 is taken. The description of this
chapter is based on [109, 110].
5.1 Entangled Spin-Pseudospin Phase Coherence
In this chapter we analyzed the phenomena generated by the linear dispersing NG mode in the
CAF phase at SAS ! 0. We wish to derive the eective Hamiltonian for the nonperturbative
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analysis of the phase eld #(x) so as to describe the interlayer phase coherence in the CAF
phase. For this purpose, it is necessary to start with the parameterization of the Grassmannian
eld valid for arbitral value of #(x): We make an ansatz,
n2 =
0BBB@
0
 e+i#(x)p(x)p
1  (x)
0
1CCCA = ei0#(x)
0BBB@
0
 e+i(1 0)#(x)p(x)
e i0#(x)
p
1  (x)
0
1CCCA : (5.1)
We expand it around #(x) = 0 and (x) = 0 by setting (x)  (x)  0. Up to the linear
orders in #(x) and (x), it is straightforward to show that
e+i(1 0)#(x)
p
(x) =
p
0  
p
1  04(x);
e i0#(x)
p
1  (x) = p1  0 +p04(x); (5.2)
where we have set
4(x) =   (x)  0
2
p
0(1  0)
  i#(x)
p
0(1  0): (5.3)
By requiring the commutation relation (4.37), we nd
0
2
[(x); #(y)] = i(x  y) (5.4)
We have shown that the CP3 eld (5.1) is reduced to n2 in (4.117) in the linear order of the
perturbation elds, apart from the U(1) factor e i0#(x). We may drop it o the parameteri-
zation since the CP3 eld is dened up to such a U(1) factor. Indeed, such a factor does not
contribute to the isospin elds.
Here we parameterize the CP3 elds as
n1 =
0BBB@
n1;f"
n1;f#
n1;b"
n1;b#
1CCCA =
0BBB@
1
0
0
0
1CCCA ; n2 =
0BBB@
n2;f"
n2;f#
n2;b"
n2;b#
1CCCA =
0BBB@
0
 e+i#(x)=2p(x)
e i#(x)=2
p
1  (x)
0
1CCCA ; (5.5)
for (x) > 0, and
n1 =
0BBB@
n1;f"
n1;f#
n1;b"
n1;b#
1CCCA
0BBB@
0
0
1
0
1CCCA ; n2 =
0BBB@
n2;f"
n2;f#
n2;b"
n2;b#
1CCCA =
0BBB@
e+i#(x)=2
p
1 + (x)
0
0
e i#(x)=2
p (x)
1CCCA : (5.6)
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for (x) < 0. The isospin density elds are expressed in terms of (x) and #(x),
Sz(x) = 1  j(x)j; Pz(x) = (x);
Ryy(x) = sgn(0)Rxx(x) =  
p
j(x)j(1  j(x)j) cos#(x);
Ryx(x) =  sgn(0)Rxy(x) =  
p
j(x)j(1  j(x)j) sin#(x); (5.7)
with all others being zero. The ground-state expectation values are h(x)i = 0, h#(x)i = 0,
with which the order parameters (4.26), or
S0z = 1  j0j; P0z = 0; R0xx = sgn(0)R0yy; R0yy =  
p
j0j(1  j0j); (5.8)
are reproduced from (5.7).
It is notable that the uctuations of the phase eld #(x) aect both spin and pseudospin
components of the R-spin. Indeed, from the two CP3 elds (5.5) and (5.6), we see that the
phase eld #(x) appears in the two components of the CP3 eld where both the spin and
pseudospin are opposite; for 0 > 0, #(x) appears in components  = f # and b ", while for
0 < 0, in components  = f " and b #. This is very dierent from the spin wave in the
monolayer QH system or the pseudospin wave in the bilayer QH system at  = 1, since for
example in  = 1 bilayer systems, from (3.26) we see that the phase eld #(x) appears in the
two component having the same spin (up spin) but dierent pseudospin. Hence we call it the
entangled spin-pseudospin phase eld #(x).
By substituting (5.7) into (2.141), apart from irrelevant constant terms the resulting eective
Hamiltonian is
He = J#
2
(r#)2 + J
2
(r)2 + =1cap (   0)2; (5.9)
where we have used
bias = sgn(0)

Z + 4
 
X + 2
=1
cap j0j

; (5.10)
J = 4Js +
(2j0j   1)2
j0j(1  j0j)J
d
s ; J# = 4J
d
s j0j(1  j0j): (5.11)
When we require the equal-time commutation relation,
0
2
[(x); #(y)] = i(x  y); (5.12)
the Hamiltonian (5.9) is second quantized, and it has the linear dispersion relation,
Ek = jkj
s
2J#
0

2J
0
k2 + 2=1cap

: (5.13)
This agrees with E4 in Eq. (4.113). It reects the UTz0(1) spontaneous symmetry breaking
which can be easily seen by adopting the similar discussion given in section 3.3 (see also the
discussion in chapter 6). It should be emphasized that the eective Hamiltonian (5.9) is valid
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in all orders of the phase eld #(x). It may be regarded as a classical Hamiltonian as well,
where (5.12) should be replaced with the corresponding Poisson bracket.
The eective Hamiltonian (5.9) for #(x) and (x) reminds us of the one that governs the
Josephson eect at  = 1. The main dierence is the absence of the tunneling term, as implies
that there exists no Josephson tunneling. We have shown that the eective Hamiltonian is
correct up to O(3SAS) as SAS ! 0. Nevertheless, the Josephson supercurrent is present
within the layer.
By using the Hamiltonian (5.9) and the commutation relation (5.12), we obtain the equations
of motion,
~@t#(x) =
2J
0
r2(x)  2=1cap ((x)  0); (5.14)
~@t(x) =  2J#
0
r2#(x): (5.15)
We now study the electric Josephson supercurrent carried by the gapless mode #(x) in the
CAF phase, where the further analysis goes in parallel with that given at  = 1:
The electron densities for each layer are given by 
f(b)
e =  e0 (1 (x)) =2, and by taking
the time derivative with (5.15), we obtain the continuity equation for each layer, reading
@t
f
e =  @tbe =
eJ#
~
r2#(x): (5.16)
Therefore, we identify the current J f(b)i owing in each layer as the Josephson supercurrent
J Josi (x)+constant, and we have
J Josi (x)   
eJ#
~
@i#(x): (5.17)
From (5.8), we see that in the CAF phase at SAS ! 0, which is realized for 0 < j0j < 1,
although the in-plane component of the spin in the front (back) layer S f(b)x;y vanishes, the R-
spins Rxx and Ryy are polarized. Since the NG mode # is the uctuation mode of these R-spins
as we see from Eq. (5.7), the Josephson supercurrent ows in the CAF phase at SAS ! 0,
even though S f(b)x;y are zero.
Once again, we note that we call the current (5.17), which is carried by the interlayer phase
eld as \ Josephson supercurrent". This is because this current is induced to decrease the
phase dierence, just like the dc-Josephson eect in the superconductivity.
It is intriguing that the Josephson supercurrent does not ow in the balanced system since
J# = 0 at 0 = 0 from Eq. (5.11).
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Fig. 5.1 The schematic illustration of the mechanism of the QH current in monolayer
system. (a) When the current Jin is injected to the system, electrons in the sample move
not only in the x direction but also in the y direction. At the beginning, electrons have
both x and y-component velocity due to the Lorentz force. The electric current ows
both in the x and y directions, Jx;Jy 6= 0. Electrons gather along the edge of the sample
where as holes gather along the opposite side of the edge. (b) When the system is in
the steady state, the Lorentz force is matching with the force derived by the electric eld
in the y direction (the Hall electric eld EHally ). Therefore, in the bulk of the sample,
electrons are only owing in the x direction. Furthermore, since xx (or Rxx) is zero, the
electric eld in the x direction is zero, and as a result, the electric current in the bulk
is owing in the x direction without dissipation. This is the QH current. The voltage is
consumed not in the bulk, but at the electrode enclosed by the red dotted line.
5.2 Quantum Hall Currents and Josephson
Supercurrents at  = 2
5.2.1 Overview of Quantum Hall Currents and Josephson Supercur-
rents
To seek what kind of electric currents are owing in the bilayer QH system, we analyze \the
ground state of the bilayer QH state in the presence of the electric current", through the
equations of motion for classical density elds such as the expectation values of the density
and SU(4) isospin elds (or the imbalanced density and interlayer phase) in the ground state.
Here we note that, we are not treating the electric current and the corresponding Hall electric
eld as perturbations to the \ground state of the bilayer QH systems without the electric
current". The ground state of the QH systems with the electric current and the one without
the electric current, which was discussed in chapter 3 and 4, must be clearly distinguished.
Especially at  = 1, when we consider the static solutions  = 0 and @t# = 0, and retaining
up to the linear order in  and # in Eq. (3.31), the interlayer phase eld # satises the sine-
Gordon equation
@2x#(x) =
 
0SAS
2
p
1  20Jds
!
#(x): (5.18)
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It has the trivial solution #(x) = 0 and sine-Gordon soliton solutions. It follows from (3.38)
that there is no current owing in the system for #(x) = 0, while there is a current owing in
the system for @x#(x) 6= 0: Any nontrivial solution for (5.18) describes a topological state and
cannot be connected perturbatively from the \ground state solution # = 0 of the QH systems
without the electric current".
By taking account of this fact, we can consider that at  = 2 bilayer QH systems, the \ground
state of the QH systems without the electric current" cannot be continuously connected to the
\ground state of the bilayer QH state in the presence of the electric current".
We seek for the ground state with the electric current by solving the semiclassical equations
of motion for the classical elds, which contains the information of the ground state of the QH
systems.
We rst review the essence of QH eect and present the overview of what kind of the electric
currents owing in both monolayer and bilayer systems. The detailed mathematical derivation
of electric currents owing in the QH systems is shown in the next subsection.
Let us rst start considering the monolayer QH current in the Hall bar geometry. The
electric current is injected to the system along the x direction. Since the magnetic eld is
applied to the system, the electrons in the sample ow into both the x and y directions due to
the Lorentz force. As a result, some electrons gathered along the edge of the sample parallel
to the x direction, as shown in Fig. 5.1 (a). As time goes by, the QH system is in the steady
state. In such a situation, the force  eEHally due to electric eld (the Hall electric eld EHally )
in the y direction created by the electrons gathering in the edge, matching with the Lorentz
force, and as a result, we have
Jy = 0: (5.19)
In the steady state, the electric current density does not ow into the y direction as schemat-
ically illustrated in Fig. 5.1 (b). We call Eq. (5.19) the geometrical condition for the Hall bar
geometry. The creation of the electric eld is expressed by the electric eld Hamiltonian
HE = ec
Z
d2qe ql
2
B=4A0(q)^( q); (5.20)
where cA0(x; z) is the scalar potential corresponding to the Hall electric eld, and e
 ql2B=4 the
Landau-level form factor for the lowest Landau level. The electric eld Hamiltonian has the
two-dimensional form since the electron density has the form (x; z) = (x)(z   z0) in the
real space. Here we consider that the QH system is located at z = z0.
The relation between the electric current density and the electric eld is given in terms of
conductivity tensor as
Jx = xxEx + xyEy; Jy = yxEx + yyEy; (5.21)
where yy = xx and xy =  yx. Since xx = 0 (or Rxx = 0) and xy 6= 0 in the QH state,
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from the geometrical condition (5.19), we have
EHallx = 0: (5.22)
The quantum Hall current is given by
Jx = 
RK
EHally ; (5.23)
which is derived in subsection 5.2.2. Thus, when we applied the current into the x direction
Jx = Jin, the Hall electric eld is determined as EHally = JinRK=: The Hall current ows into
the x direction without dissipation. One might ask that there must be voltage consumption
since the electric current is applied to the sample. In the QH system, the applied voltage is
consumed at the electrode and not at the bulk, as represented by the red dotted lines in Fig.
5.1 (b).
We next consider the case where the current J ()in ( = f; b) is injected into the x direction
of the bilayer sample in the Hall bar geometry. Similarly to the monolayer QH systems, in the
steady state, the Hall electric eld Efy and E
b
y is created so that the Hall current ows into
the x direction. It is described by the Hamiltonian
HE = ec
Z
d2qe ql
2
B=4
 
Af0(q)^
f( q) +Ab0(q)^b( q)

; (5.24)
where the scalar potential cA0(x; z) satises
@icA0(x; z) = Ei(x; z);

i = x; y; z; jzj < d
2

(5.25)
cAf0(x) = cA0 (x; z = d=2) ; cA
b
0(x) = cA0 (x; z =  d=2) ; (5.26)
@icA0

x; z =
d
2

= Efi(x); @icA0

x; z =  d
2

= Ebi (x): (i = x; y) (5.27)
For each layer the geometrical condition (5.19) is satised. It is represented as
J ()y = 0; (5.28)
with  =f,b, and subsequently, we have
E()Hallx = 0; (5.29)
due to the QH eect yy = 

xx = 0 (or R

xx = 0).
We discuss the Hall current in each layer. It is driven by the electric elds Efy and E
b
y ,
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respectively, and ow into the x direction. They are given by
J (f)Hallx =
e2l2B
~
f0E
(f)Hall
y =

2RK
(1 + 0)E
fHall
y ;
J (b)Hallx =
e2l2B
~
b0E
(b)Hall
y =

2RK
(1  0)EbHally ; (5.30)
and J (f)Hally = J (b)Hally = 0: Here we set the electron densities f0 = (1 + 0)0=2 and b0 =
(1   0)0=2, since at very low temperature, the excitation for the imbalanced parameter
(x) = (x)   0 is suppressed. This is because the energy gap of (x) ( =1cap ) is large
enough compared to the thermal energy, so that we may set (x) = 0.
When the interlayer phase coherence is developed, the NG mode as an interlayer phase eld
also becomes the carrier of the electric current as the electric Josephson supercurrent, as we
have discussed in section 3.4. In the ground state without the current, the interlayer phase
eld is homogeneous #(x) = #0. On the other hand, in the ground state with the current, the
interlayer phase dierence is created due to the applied current in the QH systems, and the
Josephson supercurrent (5.17) is driven.
The x-component of the total in plane current is the sum of the standard QH current (5.30)
and the Josephson supercurrent (5.17)*1,
J fx(x) =

RK
f0
0
E(f)Hally + J Josx ; J bx (x) =

RK
b0
0
E(b)Hally   J Josx : (5.31)
On the other hand, from the condition (5.28), for the y component we have
0 = J (f)y =  

RK
f0
0
 0 + J Josy ; 0 = J (b)y =  

RK
b0
0
 0  J Josy ; (5.32)
and hence,
@y#(x) = 0: (5.33)
Eq. (5.33) implies that the interlayer phase dierence is created along the direction perpen-
dicular to the one of the electric eld. This is physically natural, because the Josephson
supercurrent is current owing without dissipation and does not ow into the direction where
the dissipation occurs.
From now on, we omit the word "Hall" from the electric eld E
()Hall
y . When the total
current Jin is applied to the bilayer systems, the electric eld Ef(b)y and the derivative of the
interlayer phase eld @x#(x) are determined dynamically, satisfying (5.31). In other words,
there are three dynamical variables, the Hall electric eld E
f(b)
y and the derivative of the
interlayer phase eld @x#(x). When the interlayer coherence is negligible in the QH systems,
then we have two equations, which are (5.30), and the two dynamical variables E
f(b)
y are
determined by them. On the other hand, when the interlayer coherence exists, we need one
*1 We derive these formulas for the currents from the noncommutative quantum theory in subsection 5.2.3.
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more equation besides (5.31) so as to determine the dynamics of the QH systems. Here we
require the condition
Efy = E
b
y  Ey; (5.34)
when the interlayer coherence is developed as in the case of  = 1 (see Eq. (3.44)).
By using the relation (5.34), we can rewrite the basic formulas for the current as
J fx(x) =
f
RK
Ey + J Josx ; J bx (x) =
b
RK
Ey   J Josx ;
f =

2RK
(1 + 0); b =

2RK
(1  0): (5.35)
We note that the current formulas (5.35) become invalid when d=lB becomes large and the
bilayer QH state is broken. Based on (5.35), we analyze the Hall resistance in each layer, for
various geometries, the standard, the counterow, and the drag geometries as shown in Fig.
1.6.
5.2.2 Electric Currents in Monolayer QH Systems
In this and next subsection, we show the detailed derivation of the electric currents owing in
the QH systems based on the Landau-Level Projection Formalism given in subsection 2.2.4.
We start from the analysis of the monolayer systems to see clearly the essence of the argument.
The electric current is constructed from the continuity equation,
d^e(x)
dt
=  @iJ^i(x); (5.36)
where ^e(x) =  e^(x) denotes the electric charge density. The Heisenberg equation of motion
for the bare operators reads,
i~
^(x)
dt
= [^(x);H]: (5.37)
Here the total Hamiltonian H consists of the Coulomb term, the Zeeman term and the electric
eld term, H = HC +HZ +HE, where each term is given by
HC = 
Z
d2qVD^( q)^(q); (5.38)
HZ =  2ZS^z(0) (5.39)
HE = ec
Z
d2qe 
q2l2B
4 A0( q)^(q): (5.40)
Here A0(x) is the scalar potential and related to the electric eld by Ei(x) = ec@iA0(x). What
is observed in the experiments is the classic current Ji(x) = hJ^i(x)i. Therefore, we analyze
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the classical equation of motion for the classical electron density,
 @iJi(x) =  e ^
cl(x)
dt
=  e[^cl(x); Hcl]PB =  e
Z
d2k
2
eikx^cl(k)

;
Z
d2k0Hcl(k0)

PB
:
(5.41)
Here the total classical Hamiltonian is given by Hcl = HclC +H
cl
Z +H
cl
E ,
HclC = H
cl
D +H
cl
X ; (5.42)
HclD = 
Z
d2qVD(q)^
cl( q)^cl(q); (5.43)
HclX =  
Z
d2q

VX(q)S^
cl
a ( q)S^cla (q) +
1
4
VX(q)^
cl( q)^cl(q)

; (5.44)
HclZ =  2ZS^clz (0); (5.45)
HclE = ec
Z
d2qe 
q2l2B
4 A0( q)^cl(q): (5.46)
In order to obtain the formula for Ji(x), we calculate the Poisson bracket in the right hand side
of Eq. (5.41) by using the following Poisson bracket for the classical bare density operators,

^cl(p); ^cl(q)

PB
=
1
~
^cl(p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

; (5.47)h
^cl(p); S^cla (q)
i
PB
=
1
~
S^cla (p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

; (5.48)h
S^cla (p); S^clb (q)
i
PB
=
1
2~
abcS^c(p+ q) cos

l2B
p ^ q
2

+
1
4~
ab^
cl(p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

:
(5.49)
They are obtained from W1(2) algebra (B.37)-(B.39), replacing the left hand side by the
Poisson bracket and dividing the right hand side by i~:
We can easily verify from (5.45) and (5.48) that there is no contribution from the Zeeman
term to Eq. (5.41). We then calculate the Poisson bracket between ^cl and Coulomb term.
The Poisson brackets with the direct and exchange term are

^cl(p); HclD

PB
=
2
~
Z
d2qVD(q)

^cl(q); ^cl(k   q)	 sinl2B k ^ q2

; (5.50)

^cl(p); HclX

PB
=   1
2~
Z
d2qVX(k)^
cl( q); ^cl(k + q) sin

l2B
k ^ q
2

  2
~
Z
d2qVX(q)S^cla ( q)S^cla (k + q) sin

l2B
k ^ q
2

: (5.51)
The Poisson bracket from the direct term vanishes if we use the incompressibility condition
^cl(p) = 20
2(p): (5.52)
On the other hand, the rst term of the Poisson bracket from the exchange term, vanishes
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from the incompressibility condition (5.52). For the second term, we treat it as follows: We
make a derivative expansion of the potential VX(q) and take the nontrivial lowest order term.
Then by using the following formula, which holds for two arbitrary functions,Z
d2qf( q)g(k + q) sin (k ^ q) =  
Z
d2qf(k + q)g( q) sin (k ^ q) ; (5.53)
the second term in (5.51) becomesZ
d2qVX(q)S^cla ( q)S^cla (k + q) sin

l2B
k ^ q
2

 VX(0)
Z
d2qS^cla ( q)S^cla (k + q) sin

l2B
k ^ q
2

= 0: (5.54)
There is also no contribution from HclX . Finally the Poisson bracket with the electric-eld term
HclE is

^cl(p); HclE

PB
=
ec
~
Z
d2qe 
q2l2B
4 A0(q)^(k   q) sin

l2B
k ^ q
2

: (5.55)
By expanding sin
 
l2B(k ^ q)=2

in the above equation as,
sin

l2B
k ^ q
2

=
ijkiqj
2
l2B  
1
3!

ijkiqj
2
l2B
3
+    ; (5.56)
and using (5.41) with retaining only the nontrivial lowest order term, the classical electric
current in the momentum space becomes
Ji(k) = ie
2l2Bc
2~
Z
d2qe 
k2l2B
4 kiqjA0(q)^(k   q): (5.57)
By using the relation between the electric eld and the vector potential A0(q), qjcA0(q) =
 2iEj(q) and the incompressibility condition (5.52), the electric current Ji(x) becomes
Ji(x) = e
2l2B
~
ij0Ej(x) = 
e2
2~
ijEj(x): (5.58)
In the actual systems, it is considered that the homogeneous current is owing in the sample.
Hence, by setting Ex = 0; Ey = E =const., we obtain the Hall current formula (2.60), or
J Hallx = 
e2
2~
Ey; J Hally = 0: (5.59)
Consequently, the total electric current consists solely of the Hall current, which is the contri-
bution from the electric-eld term. The Coulomb and Zeeman terms do not contribute to the
electric current.
At the end of this subsection, we summarize that (i) in our calculation of electric currents,
the total lling factor  is limited to integer values, concretely 1 or 2. We have derived the
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semi-classical equation of motion for the electric current (5.41) in the monolayer systems. In
this equation, the expectation values of the electric currents are taken by the states (2.129)
with (2.130), or
ji = eiW j0i; j0i =
Y
n

cy(n)
(n) j0i: (5.60)
They describe the states where  (= 1; 2) Landau levels are completely lled by electrons
both in monolayer and bilayer systems. In our theory we use the states (5.60) to describe
the  = 1 or 2 \quantum Hall states" in monolayer or bilayer systems. (ii) The impurity
potential, which is responsible for the creation of the Hall plateau, is not included in this
calculation. Even if the impurity potential is included, the Hall resistivity in (5.59) will not
be changed. If the extended states could be constructed in a consistent way with the quantum
theory [59, 101, 102, 103, 134], it would be possible to derive the Hall current corresponding
to (5.59) generating Hall plateau.
5.2.3 Electric currents in Bilayer QH Systems
We extend the previous discussions to the bilayer QH systems. In this case we analyze the
electric current owing in the front and back layers. The basic equations are the continuity
equations in each layer read [59, 78, 79]
d^
cl()
e (x)
dt
=  @iJ i (x) (5.61)
where ^
cl()
e (x) with  =f,b is given by
^cl(f) =  e

1
2
^cl + P^ clz

; ^cl(b) =  e

1
2
^cl   P^ clz

; (5.62)
and Jz(x) denoting the tunneling current. The classical equations of motion for the electron
densities in each layer read,
d^
cl()
e (x)
dt
=  e[^cl();Hcl]PB =  e
Z
d2k
2
eikx^cl()(k)

;
Z
d2k0Hcl(k0)

PB
; (5.63)
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where the total classical Hamiltonian is given by Hcl = HclD +H
cl
X +H
cl
Z +H
cl
T +H
cl
bias +H
cl
E ,
with each term having the form
HclD = 
Z
d2qV +D ^
cl( q)^cl(q) + 4
Z
d2qV  D P^clz ( q)P^clz (q); (5.64)
HclX =  

2
Z
d2qV dX
h
S^cla ( q)S^cla (q) + P^cla ( q)P^cla (q) + R^clab( q)R^clab(q)
i
  
Z
d2qV  X
h
S^cla ( q)S^cla (q) + P^clz ( q)P^clz (q) + R^claz( q)R^claz(q)
i
;
HclZ =  2ZS^clz (0) (5.65)
HclT =  2SASP^ clx (0); (5.66)
Hclbias =  
Z
d2pbias( p)P^z(p); (5.67)
HclE = ec
Z
d2qe 
q2l2B
4
h
Af0( q)^cl(f)(q) +Ab0( q)^cl(b)(q)
i
: (5.68)
Here we treat the bias term so that the bias voltage bias has spatial dependence since it could
depend on the coordinate when the current is injected to the system.*2
In the bilayer QH systems, not only the spin but also the pseudospin and R-spin become
the dynamical variables. Therefore we need to consider the W1 algebra not only for the spin,
but also for the pseudospin and R-spin. In order to obtain the formula for the current in each
layer, we need to evaluate the Poisson brackets among the total Hamiltonian, the total bare
electron density, and the z component of the bare pseudospin operator. The Poisson brackets
to be used in the following calculations areh
^cl(p); S^cla (q)
i
PB
=
1
~
S^a(p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

;h
^cl(p); P^ cla (q)
i
PB
=
1
~
P^a(p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

;h
^cl(p); R^clab(q)
i
PB
=
1
~
R^ab(p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

;h
P^z(k); S^a(k
0)
i
PB
=
1
2~
R^az(k + k
0) sin

l2B
k ^ k0
2

;h
P^z(k); P^a(k
0)
i
PB
=
1
2~
zab cos

l2B
k ^ k0
2

P^b(k + k
0) +
1
4~
za sin

l2B
k ^ k0
2

^(k + k0);h
P^z(k); R^ab(k
0)
i
PB
=
1
2~
zbc cos

l2B
k ^ k0
2

R^ac(k + k
0) +
1
2~
zb sin

l2B
k ^ k0
2

S^a(k + k
0):
(5.69)
*2 As we have seen in section 5.1, bias is determined by the Zeeman gap Z, tunneling gap SAS, the
Coulomb energy ( D ; 
 
X) and the ground expectation values 0 and #0 through the equations of motion
for (x) and #(x) in the ground state. Both the ground state expectation value of (x) and #(x) are
spatially homogeneous when the current is not injected into the system. When the current is injected, the
ground state expectation value of (x) is still spatially homogeneous (h(x)i = 0) to a good accuracy,
since the gap is large compared to the thermal energy. On the other hand, the ground state expectation
value of #(x) could depend on space, because the interlayer phase eld #(x) is gapless.
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We also use the formulas
sin

1
2
l2Bk ^ k0

' 1
2
l2Bk ^ k0; cos

1
2
l2Bk ^ k0

' 1; (5.70)
while setting VD(k) = VD(0) and the derivative expansion for the exchange potential V

X (k)
in the nontrivial lowest order.
By using the basic Poisson bracket (5.69), we see that there is no contribution to Eq. (5.63)
from the Zeeman. Subsequently, from the conditions
^cl(p) = 2cl0 (p); P^z(p) = 00(p): (5.71)
or equivalently,
^f(b)cl(p) = 2
f(b)cl
0 (p); (5.72)
there is also no contribution to Eq. (5.63) from the direct Coulomb term and the bias terms.
The rst equation in (5.71) indicates the incompressibility condition of the bilayer QH systems
while the second equation in (5.71) is equivalent to (x) = 0: The solution (x) = 0 is
adopted, because from (5.9) we see that the interlayer phase eld # is gapless, while the
imbalanced-density eld  has the gap, which is in the order of =1cap . It is large compared to
the thermal energy. Therefore the excitation of (x) is considered to be suppressed.
We next evaluate the contribution from the exchange Coulomb term HclX . We note that the
Poisson bracket between the density and the exchange Coulomb term, [^cl;HclX ]PB, is zero due
to (5.72) and (5.53). On the other hand, for the Poisson bracket with P^ clz , we haveh
P^ clz (k);H
cl
X
i
PB
=  zbc
2~
Z
d2k0V dX(k
0) cos

l2B
k ^ k0
2
h
P^ clb ( k0)P^ clc (k + k0) + R^clab( k0)R^clac(k + k0)
i
:
(5.73)
In Eq. (5.73), we have only retained the terms which contributes to the Poisson bracketh
P^ clz (k);H
cl
X
i
PB
: Then by using the derivative expansion (2.137) for V dX(k
0) and the formula
(5.70) for cos
 
l2B(k ^ k0)=2

in the above equation, we obtain
J Jos(f)i (x) =  J Jos(b)i (x) =  
2eJds
~
zbc
 
@iPclb (x)  Pclc (x) + @iRclab(x)  Rclac(x)

; (5.74)
We re-express the current (5.74) by using the parametrization (5.7), or
Sclz (x) = 1  j(x)j; Pclz (x) = (x);
Rclyy(x) = sgn(0)Rclxx(x) =  
p
j(x)j(1  j(x)j) cos#(x);
Rclyx(x) =  sgn(0)Rclxy(x) =  
p
j(x)j(1  j(x)j) sin#(x); (5.75)
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and all other components being zero*3. In the ground state without the current, the interlayer
phase eld is homogeneous #(x) = #0, and the current (5.74) does not ow in this situation. On
the other hand, the ground state with the current, the interlayer phase dierence is considered
to be created, and as a result, the inplane current (5.74) is driven, which is expressed in terms
of the interlayer phase eld
J Josi (x) = J Jos(f)i (x) =  J Jos(b)i (x) =  
eJ#
~
@i#(x): (5.76)
It is the Josephson inplane current, which has exactly the same formula as (5.17). The Joseph-
son inplane current ows in order to diminish the energy of the system since it becomes higher
than the ground state, where the interlayer phase eld is homogeneous, due to the kinetic
energy  Jds (@i#(x))2, as well as the inhomogeneity of the interlayer phase eld. We can
see clearly from Eq. (5.74) that the interlayer phase coherence and the associated Josephson
current is driven by the interlayer exchange Coulomb interaction.
Finally, the contribution from the electric-eld term HE is
[^cl()(k);HclE ]PB =
ec
~
Z
d2qe 
ql2B
4 A0 (q)^
cl()(k   q) sin

1
2
l2Bk ^ q

; (5.77)
which has the similar form as the monolayer one. By imposing the condition (5.72), we obtain
in each layer,
J (E)i (x) =
e2l2B
~
ijE

j 

0 =

RK
ijE

j
0
0
: (5.78)
It is the standard formula for the Hall current in the bilayer systems. Here we assumed that
the electric eld Ej is spatially homogeneous.
Taking all together with the condition (5.34), the total in-plane current is given by the sum
of the Josephson in-plane current and the Hall current,
J fi (x) =  
eJ#
~
@i#(x) +
e2l2B
~
ijE
f
j
f
0; (5.79)
J bi (x) =
eJ#
~
@i#(x) +
e2l2B
~
ijE
b
j 
b
0 ; (5.80)
which match to the basic formulas for the current (5.35), when the current is owing in the x
direction.
In this thesis we have neglected the tunneling current, since we have focused on the limit
SAS ! 0. When SAS is nite, it gives the Josephson tunneling current. For the detailed
discussion about the Josephson tunneling current, see e.g. [79].
We note that SAS ! 0 does not imply hPx;yi = 0: In other words, the expectation value
hPx;yi becoming nite does not mean the frequency of the tunneling process from one layer
to the other layer, but it just means that both the x and y components of the pseudospin are
*3 We note that by using the (3.27) with (5.74), we obtain the total in-plane current for  = 1
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polarized. This can be easily understood from the following fact. When both the x and y
components of the real spin have nite expectation values, it does not mean that there is a
spin ip-op process occurring, but just describing that both the x and y components of the
real spin are polarized. Indeed, in the ground state at  = 1 with 0 = 0, the pseudospin Px
is spontaneously polarized in the limit SAS ! 0, while the tunneling process does not occur.
We note once again that the integer QH eect in the bilayer is realized by the two-dimensional
electrons possessing the pseudospin degree of freedom, because electrons in the front and back
layers are indistinguishable. The bilayer system as a whole system exhibits the QH eect as if
it were the monolayer system. It is not equivalent to two independent QH monolayer systems.
The \total" lling factor of the bilayer QH system  = 20l
2
B with 0 the \total" electron
density, takes the integer values.
Although electrons in the front and back layers are indistinguishable, the average densities
f0 and 
b
0 are physical observables. They contribute to the Hall currents as in (5.78). Conse-
quently, for layer  (=f,b), the Hall resistivity Rxy is given in terms of the total lling factor
 and the imbalance parameter 0 as
Rf,bxy =
RK
f,b
; f,b =
(1 0)
2
: (5.81)
For example, at  = 2 with 0 = 0; we have
Rfxy = R
b
xy = RK; (5.82)
while at  = 1 with 0 = 0; we have
Rfxy = R
b
xy = 2RK: (5.83)
The lling factors f,b are the function of 0 and does not necessary take integer values. In
other words, it does not mean that when the system is realizing the integer  bilayer QH eect,
both Hall conductivities in the front and back layers always take integer values in the unit of
RK.
By looking at the experimental results shown in the top part of Fig. 1.2, we can see that
both the Hall conductivities in the front and back layers do not take integer values in the
unit of RK. As wee see, when the total lling factor of the bilayer system becomes one
(see the region indicated as T = 1 with the black arrow), the Hall resistivity in one of the
layers becomes 2RK, which mathces with Eq. (5.83). What is remarkable is that even the
lling factor of each layer takes 1=2   with  a real number, the plateau is created. This
phenomenon cannot be understand when we think that the bilayer QH system is composed
of two independent monolayer QH systems. Indeed the lling factor 1/2 monolayer QH eect
has not been observed experimentally. This result is obviously inconsistent with the statement
such that both the Hall conductivities in the front and back layers take integer values in the
unit of RK in the bilayer QH system. In this case, the plateau is created because the systems
is showing the  = 1 bilayer QH eect. These experimental facts support the correctness of
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the formula for the Hall current for each layer (5.78). Furthermore the experimental results
Fig. 2.8 show clearly that the bilayer QH eects are realized by electrons with the pseudospin
degree of freedom as if it were the monolayer QH eects. This is because the Hall resistivity
RK= of the bilayer system remains invariant under the change of the imbalance parameter
0. The plateau is created under the change of 0 for  = 1  and 2 . In such situations,
the imbalance parameter is changed by the bias voltage with the total lling factor  being
xed.
Although the calculations including the impurity potential is beyond the scope of our analy-
sis, we may expect that the QH eects in the presence of the interlayer phase coherence in the
CAF phase, which are analyzed based on the current formulas (5.79) and (5.80), are realized
even if there are impurities. When the interlayer phase coherence is realized by the interlayer
exchange Coulomb interaction between electrons in the extended states, then we may expect
that the Josephson supercurrent (5.76) is induced with its present form remained unchanged.
With the same reason the spin Josephson supercurrent is expected to be realized even if there
are impurities. Indeed at  = 1, the theoretical results of the Hall resistance in Eqs. (3.46),
(3.47), and (3.48), match with the experimental results Figs. 1.2-1.5, where the plateaus are
formed.
In the monolayer case, there is no contribution to the current from the exchange term HclX
as we have discussed before. On the other hand, in the bilayer systems, the contribution from
the exchange term HclX arises from the interlayer exchange potential V
d
X in the bilayer systems.
Indeed, the Josephson supercurrent has Jds dependency, carried by the interlayer phase eld
#(x): The development of the interlayer phase coherence and the associated Josephson super-
current are among the most peculiar phenomena in the bilayer QH systems, in contrast to the
monolayer systems.
5.3 Quantum Hall Eects in the CAF phase
We consider the case where the current Jin is applied into the x direction and the system
being homogeneous in the y direction. By applying the same argument given in section 3.4,
we show the anomalous Hall resistance behavior aected by the phase coherence in the CAF
phase. The total current for each layer is
J fx(x) =

RK
f0
0
Ey + J Josx ; J bx (x) =

RK
b0
0
Ey   J Josx ; (5.84)
which are given by the sum of the Hall current and the Josephson current. Here we have used
the condition (5.34).
We analyze the behavior of Hall resistance in the standard, counterow and drag geometries
without tunneling by using (5.84).
First for the standard geometry, by using (5.84) with the condition J fx = J bx = Jin, we have
RfHall 
EfyJ fx
 = RbHall 
EbyJ bx
 = RK: (5.85)
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The Josephson supercurrent ows as
J Josx =  0Jin; (5.86)
in the imbalanced conguration.
For the counterow geometry, with the same argument given in 3.4 we have
RfHall 
EfyJ fx
 = 0; RbHall 
EbyJ bx
 = 0; (5.87)
and therefore, implying that all the input current is the Josephson supercurrent,
J Josx = Jin; (5.88)
with generating an inhomogeneous phase eld #(x) =  (~=eJ#)Jinx.
In the drag geometry, we have Jin = J fx = (=RK)Ey, or
RfHall 
EfyJ fx
 = RK = 12RK at  = 2: (5.89)
In this case, the input current is partially carried by the Josephson supercurrent
J Josx =
1
2
(1  0)Jin: (5.90)
In conclusion, we predict the anomalous Hall resistance (5.87) and (5.89) in the CAF phase at
 = 2 in the counterow and drag geometries due to Kellogg et al. and Tutuc et al [74, 75, 76],
in imbalanced conguration (0 6= 0).
5.4 Spin Josephson Supercurrent in the CAF phase
An intriguing feature of the CAF phase is that the phase eld #(x) describes the entangled
spin-pseudospin coherence according to the basic formula (5.7).
The spin density in each layer is dened as spin (x)  s y , where s = 12~ for  = f "; b "
and s =   12~ for  = f #; b #. By using the formula0BBB@
f"(x)
f#(x)
b"(x)
b#(x)
1CCCA = 14
0BBB@
1 1 1 1
1  1 1  1
1 1  1  1
1  1  1 1
1CCCA
0BBB@
0
2Sz(x)
2Pz(x)
2Rzz(x)
1CCCA ; (5.91)
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R R
R Rspin current spin current
Fig. 5.2 Schematic illustration of the spin supercurrent owing along the x-axis in the
counterow geometry. (a) All spins are polarized into the positive z axis due to the
Zeeman eect at 0 = 0. No spin current ows. (b) All electrons belong to the front layer
at 0 = 1. No spin current ows. (c) In the CAF phase for 0 > 0, some up-spin electrons
are moved from the back layer to the front layer by ipping spins. There appears a NG
mode associated with this charge-spin transfer. The interlayer phase dierence #(x) is
created by feeding a charge current Jin to the front layer, which also drives the spin
current. Electrons ow in each layer as indicated by the dotted horizontal arrows, and
the spin current ows as indicated by the solid horizontal arrow. (d) In the CAF phase for
0 < 0, similar phenomena occur but the direction of the spin current becomes opposite.
This picture is taken from[110].
up to O((   0)2), we have Sz = 1  j(x)j, and we obtain
@t
spin
b" = @t
spin
f# =
J#
4
[1 + sgn(0)]@
2
x#(x); (5.92)
@t
spin
f" = @t
spin
b# =  
J#
4
[1  sgn(0)]@2x#(x): (5.93)
From the continuity equation for the spin density, @t
spin
 (x) =  @xJ spin (x), for each , we
have
J spinb" (x) = J spinf# (x) =  
J#
2
@x#(x); for 0 > 0; (5.94)
J spinf" (x) = J spinb# (x) =
J#
2
@x#(x); for 0 < 0: (5.95)
The spin current J spin (x) ows in order to decrease the inhomogeneity of the phase dierence
#(x) along the the x-axis.
In the counterow experiment, the total charge current along the x-axis is zero, J fx(x) +
J bx (x) = 0. Consequently, the input current generates a pure spin current along the x-axis,
J spinx = J spinf" + J spinf# + J spinb" + J spinb# = sgn(0)
~
e
Jin: (5.96)
This current is dissipationless since the dispersion relation is linear. It is appropriate to call it
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a spin Josephson supercurrent. It should be noted that the spin current ows in the opposite
directions for 0 > 0 and 0 < 0, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Comment is in order: The
spin current only ows within the sample, since spins are scattered in the resistor R and spin
directions become random outside the sample.
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System QH current Josephson supercurrent Spin Josephson supercurrent
Spin phase ( = 2) Yes No No
Pseudospin phase ( = 2) Yes No No
CAF phase ( = 2) Yes Yes Yes
Bilayer  = 1 Yes Yes No
Monolayer Integer  Yes No No
Table. 5.1 The currents owing in various QH systems are shown. We denote \Yes" when
the corresponding current exist in the system, where as \No" when the corresponding
current does not exist.
System Standard Counterow Drag
Spin phase ( = 2) Rfxy = R
b
xy = RK R
f
xy = R
b
xy = RK R
f
xy = R
b
xy = RK
Pseudospin phase ( = 2) Rfxy =
RK
f
, Rfxy =
RK
b
Rfxy =
RK
f
, Rfxy =
RK
b
Rfxy =
RK
f
, Rfxy =
RK
b
CAF phase ( = 2) Rfxy = R
b
xy = RK R
f
xy = R
b
xy = 0 R
f
xy = R
b
xy = RK=2
Bilayer  = 1 Rfxy = R
b
xy = 2RK R
f
xy = R
b
xy = 0 R
f
xy = R
b
xy = RK
Table. 5.2 The values of Hall resistivity for bilayer systems in dierent are summarized.
Here we dened the Hall resistivity of the layer  (= f,b) as Rxy  jEy =J x j so that the
Hall resistivity becomes positive. Here we have dened f = (1+0)=2; b = (1 0)=2
with  the total lling factor.
5.5 Summary
At the end of this chapter, we summarize the types of currents owing and the value of Hall
resistivity in the  = 2 bilayer QH systems for each phase, comparing with the ones in the
 = 1 bilayer QH systems and integer monolayer QH systems in Table 5.1 and 5.2.
In the integer monolayer QH systems and the spin and pseudospin phases in the  = 2
bilayer QH systems, the gapless NG mode does not emerge, and hence, the interlayer phase
coherence is not created. Only the Hall current (for spin phase 0 = 0, while for pseudospin
phase 0  j0j  1) is owing. Thus, neither the Josephson supercurrent nor spin Josephson
supercurrent ow and the Hall resistivity does not depend on the geometry of current injection
shown in Fig. 1.6. On the other hand, in the CAF phase with the interlayer phase coherence,
both the Hall current and Josephson supercurrent are owing. The total current is given by the
sum of the Hall current and Josephson supercurrent. The Hall resistivity show various values
by changing the geometry such as the counterow geometry or drag geometry. Although the
interlayer phase coherence emerges both in the CAF phase and the  = 1 bilayer systems, the
spin Josephson supercurrent only ows in the CAF phase. This is because only the electron
with up spin component becomes the carrier of the Josephson supercurrent, while electrons
with both up and down spin components become the carriers of the Josephson supercurrent,
reecting the emergence of the entangled spin-pseudospin phase coherence. The creation of
spin Josephson supercurrent plainly reects the emergence of \entangled spin-pseudospin phase
coherence phenomena" in the bilayer QH systems.
At the end of this section, we make a comparison between our theory and the exciton-
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condensate description. It is possible that the spin Josephson supercurrent shown in Fig. 5.2
is the excitonic supercurrent, which may be realized by creating the exciton condensate from
the spin phase. However, the mechanism of the creation of the exciton condensate and the wave
function corresponding to (3.51) in the CAF phase is unclear. Indeed, the study of the QH
eects in the CAF phase due to the exciton-condensate description has not been done yet. At
this stage, it is dicult to make the quantitative comparison between the exciton-condensate
description and our theory.
On the other hand, the eective theory of the NG mode with linear dispersion enables us
to describe quantitatively and clearly the creation of the interlayer phase coherence and the
associated QH eects in the CAF phase, as done for  = 1 in chapter 3 or in Refs. [78, 79].
Concretely, we have rst analyzed the dispersion relations for NG modes in all three phases.
We have found that one linear mode emerges in the CAF phase at SAS ! 0; describing the
realization of the interlayer phase coherence in the CAF phase, the entangled spin-pseudospin
phase coherence. Then by constructing the eective theory of this NG mode in terms of
the elds  and #, we have calculated the values of the Josephson supercurrents given by
(5.88) and (5.90), the Hall current for each layer, and the Hall resistance for each layer in
various geometry. Quantitatively, we obtain the values of the Hall resistances in the front
and back layers in the drag geometry, Rfxy = R
b
xy = RK=2. In this way, we can also make a
comparison between the interlayer phase coherence and the associated QH eects in the CAF
phase and that at  = 1: It enables us to understand uniformly the physics of interlayer phase
coherence in the integer bilayer QH systems. Moreover, the eective theory based on the NG
mode is also valid from the experimental points of view, since the existence of the NG mode
has been studied experimentally by measuring the nuclear spin relaxation with the RD-NMR
[105, 106, 107, 125].
Consequently, we have derived the new phenomena in the CAF phase, the entangled spin-
pseudospin phase coherence, the QH eects in the presence of the entangled spin-pseudospin
phase coherence shown in Table 5.2, and the spin Josephson supercurrent. All these phenomena
are realized at 0 6= 0 (0 < j0j < 1), and therefore, have not been observed yet from the
experimental results shown in Figs. 1.2-1.4, which are results at 0 = 0:
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Summary and Conclusion
In this thesis we have investigated the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) spectrum and the Josephson
supercurrent in  = 1; 2 bilayer quantum Hall (QH) systems in order to study the entangled
spin-pseudospin phenomena in the bilayer QH systems.
After the introduction in chapter 1, we have summarized the QH eect in both monolayer
and bilayer systems in chapter 2, and the Landau-level projection formalism and derivation of
SU(4) eective Hamiltonian.
In chapter 3, we have presented the eective Hamiltonian for the NG modes and their
spectrum; the dispersion relations and coherence length for  = 1. Then we investigated
the interlayer phase coherence, the associated Josephson current, and its eect on the Hall
resistivity in counterow and drag geometries.
For  = 1, the ground state is the bonding state with up-spin and six NG modes emerge. We
have derived the eective Hamiltonian, the dispersion relations and coherence length for the
NG modes with both the Grassmaniann formalism and the SU(4) nonlinear representation.
We have seen that the pseudospin wave shows the linear dispersion in the limit SAS ! 0.
We then have studied the interlayer coherence induced by the above pseudospin wave with
the Grassmannian formalism, since it shows a clear physical picture of the spontaneous de-
velopment of an interlayer phase coherence. It is to be emphasized that the Grassmannian
formalism enables us to analyze the nonperturbative phase coherent phenomena such as the
Josephson supercurrent. It has been argued [59] that the interlayer coherence is due to the
Bose-Einstein condensation of composite bosons, which are single electrons bound to magnetic
ux quanta. Such composite bosons are described by the complex projective (CP3) elds
which are directly related to the Grassmannian eld in this thesis. For  = 1, the interlayer
phase coherence is developed spontaneously due to the UT0z (1) symmetry breaking . It is
described in terms of the density dierence eld (x) and its conjugate eld #(x). Driven by
the Josephson supercurrent, the Hall resistivity show the anomalous behavior; the Hall resis-
tivity vanishes in the counterow geometry, whereas in the drag geometry, the Hall resistivity
becomes RfHall = RK 6= RK=2. This is dierent from the one in the standard geometry. Our
theoretical results were consistent with the experimental ones obtained in [74, 75, 76, 77].
In chapter 4, we have presented the eective Hamiltonian, the dispersion relations and coher-
ence length for the NG modes in all the three phases; the spin phase, the pseudospin phase, and
the CAF phase, for  = 2. Then in chapter 5, we investigated the entangled spin-pseudospin
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phase coherence, the associated Josephson current, and its eect on the Hall resistivity in the
canted antiferromagnetic (CAF) phase. Moreover, we have shown that Josephson supercurrent
carries solely spins without dissipation ows in the counterow geometry.
In the spin phase, the spins in both layers are pointing to the positive z axis by the Zeeman
eect, whereas the pseudospins are polarized in the pseudospin phase. In the CAF phase,
not only the spin and pseudospin but also the R-spins become polarized. Thus, the spins are
canted coherently, and the spins in each layer make the ferromagnetic correlations while the
spins between the layers make the antiferromagnetic correlations, described by Eq. (4.21).
This phase is the most interesting in  = 2 bilayer QH systems. We have next analyzed the
SU(4) symmetry breaking pattern, the eective Hamiltonian for the accociated NG modes,
the dispersions, and coherence lengths for all three phases. In the spin phase, there emerge
four complex NG modes, one spin wave and three R-spin wave, while one pseudospin wave and
three R-spin wave emerge in the pseudospin wave, and all of them are gapped. As we have seen
in chapter 3, the interlayer phase coherence and the Josephson eect are the most intriguing
phenomena in the  = 1 bilayer QH systems. They are enhanced in the limit SAS ! 0.
Then it is natural to seek for similar phenomena in the  = 2 bilayer QH systems. We may
naively expect them to occur in the pseudospin phase. However, we have shown that almost
all electrons are moved to one of the layers in the above limit. This is not the case in the
CAF phase, where the electron densities can be controlled arbitrarily in both layers. In the
CAF phase we have investigated the dispersion relations and the coherence length in the limit
SAS ! 0. We have found one coherent mode whose coherence length diverges. Furthermore
it has the linear dispersion relation, so that it would be responsible to the interlayer phase
coherence.
We have then presented an eective theory describing the interlayer coherence in the CAF
phase at  = 2. It is the entangled spin-pseudospin phase coherence, and is governed by the NG
mode #(x), describing the R-spin according to the formula (5.7). Moreover, as mentioned in
section 5.1, the entangled spin-pseudospin phase coherence reects the spin UTz0(1) symmetry
breaking in the following way. In chapter 5, we have taken the expectation value of the
interlayer phase eld to be zero. Suppose that the interlayer phase eld takes nite ground
state-expectation value h#(x)i = #0, for (x) > 0, we obtain from (5.7),
S0z = 1  j0j; P0z = 0; R0xx = R0yy =  
p
j0j(1  j0j) cos#0;
R0yx =  R0xy =  
p
j0j(1  j0j) sin#0; (6.1)
while from (4.13), the SU(4) order parameters in SAS ! 0 are
S0z = 1  j0j; P0z = 0; R0xx = R0yy =  
p
j0j(1  j0j) cos!;
R0yx =  R0xy =  
p
j0j(1  j0j) sin!: (6.2)
Thus, we can identify the angle #0 with !; describing the orientation angle for in-plane spin
component. On the other hand the Hamiltonian (2.141) is invariant under the spin transfor-
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θ0 
δθ 
y
x
(a) Front layer
Sa
f
=S(cosθ0,sinθ0)
θ0 
δθ 
y
x
Sa
b
=-S(cosθ0,sinθ0)
(b) Back layer
Fig. 6.1 The schematic illustration of the in-plane spin component in the CAF phase
in terms of #0, corresponding to Fig. 4.3 . We can identify h#(x)i = sgn(0)#0 as a
orientation angle !, and the NG mode #(x) describes the uctuation of the orientation
angle. It reects the U(1) spin rotational symmetry breaking generated by Tz0.
mation exp( iTz0!), implying that the ground state does not depend on the orientation of in-
plane spin component. Consequently, we can interpret the uctuation mode #(x) = #(x) #0
as the uctuation of in-plane spin orientation angle. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6.1, the NG
mode #(x) and the associated entangled spin-pseudospin phase coherence reect the UTz0(1)
rotational symmetry breaking. The similar analysis can be done for (x) < 0, by identifying
h#(x)i with  !:
Recently, the nuclear spin relaxation in  = 2 bilayer QH systems using the resistivity
-detected nuclear magnetic resonance has been experimentaly studied [107, 125]. In this ex-
periment, the nuclear spin relaxation in the CAF phase shows the fastest relaxation rate,
compared to the ones in other two phases. Since the NG mode in the CAF phase has linear
dispersion, there is a possibility that nuclear spins may couple to the NG mode in the CAF
phase, although nuclear spin has low-Larmor frequency in the order of MHz per Tesla. In fact,
this NG mode describing the uctuation of in-plane spin component may couple to nuclear
spins through the ip-op interaction of s-wave type hyperne interaction A(I+S  +I S ),
where A; I; and S denote the hyperne coupling, the nuclear spin, and the electron spin,
respectively. Such a coupling would drive the nuclear spin relaxation. Thus, we may consider
such nuclear spin relaxation as a hall mark for the existence of NG mode.
We have predicted the anomalous Hall resistivity in the counterow and drag experiments in
the CAF phase. We have shown that they exhibit precisely the same behavior as the ones for
 = 1. The dierence between them is that the supercurrent ows both in the balanced and
imbalanced systems at  = 1 but only in imbalanced systems in the CAF phase. Furthermore,
the spin Josephson supercurrent appears in the CAF phase in the counterow geometry, but
not for  = 1. In other words, the net spin current is nonzero for the CAF phase, while it
is zero for  = 1. This is due to the fact that the spins are canted coherently and making
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antiferromagnetic correlations between the two layers at  = 2, while the spin is actually frozen
and therefore all of the spins are pointing to the positive z axis in both layers at  = 1 in the
limit SAS ! 0.
In this thesis we analyzed the interlayer coherence and the associated Josephson supercurrent
in the Hall bar geometry. Related to this works, recently, there are research for the detection of
the interlayer phase coherence and supercurrent in the bilayer QH systems using the Corbino
genometry, which has been proposed theoretically [135] and has been conducted experimentally
[69, 136, 137, 138, 139]. Theory of bilayer QH systems in the Corbino geometry would be one
of the next steps to generalize the works presented in this thesis.
In conclusion, we showed that the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena are realized in the
CAF phase. It is triggered by the NG mode as a SU(4) R-spin wave. The most interesting
phenomenon is the emergence of the spin Josephson supercurrent, where spins are transported
without dissipation. We hope that our predictions on the spin Josephson supercurrent can be
tested experimentally in the future. As we have seen, physics of entangled spin-pseudospin
is extremely rich and shows intriguing phenomena due to the coupling (or entangling) of the
spin and pseudospin degrees of freedom. Entangled spin-pseudospin behaves as a new degree
of freedom, which is totally dierent from spin or pseudospin.
Throughout this thesis, we have studied the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena driven by
the symmetry breaking and the associated NG mode. It may be very interesting to analyze the
the entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena from the topological points of view, for instance, the
entangled spin-pseudospin phenomena induced by the skyrmions and the associated transport
phenomena. We expect that our investigation can be extended to other many-body systems
possessing spin and pseudospin, such as graphene, magnets, ultracold atomic systems, quantum
spin Hall systems, and so on. Furthermore, we expect that the entangled spin-pseudospin
phenomena can be applied to establish new type of engineering and quantum computation,
which may be called spin-pseudospintronics.
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Appendix A
A.1 Physical Quantities in Quantum Hall Systems
In this appendix we list the basic physical quantities and their numerical quantities in QH
systems [54, 57, 58, 59]. We adopt the MKSA unit. The physical constants used in this thesis
are
elementary charge : e = 1:60217657 10 19 [C];
the background dielectric constant : 0  8:8542 10 12

C2=N m2 ;
Plank's constant : ~ = 1:05457 10 34[J  sec];
Boltzmann constant : kB = 1:3806 10 23 [J=K] ;
Eective mass of electron in GaAs : M ' 0:067 9:10930291 10 31[kg]: (A.1)
In the QH systems, the magnetic eld is applied in the order of Tesla. The physical quantities
are described by the units of magnetic length and associated Coulomb energy. They are given
by
lB =
r
~
eB?
 257p
B?(T)
[A]; (A.2)
E0C  50:5
p
B?(T) [K]: (A.3)
In the QH systems, we take E0C and lB as the energy and length unit, respectively. The
physical quantities having the dimension of energy or length is described based on E0C or lB:
For instance, the numerical constant X is given by (B.52), or
X =
1
2
r

2
E0C  31:6
p
B?(T) [K]; (A.4)
and correspondingly, the spin stiness is
Js =
1
16
p
2
E0C  1:26
p
B?(T) [K]: (A.5)
The magnetic length and the associated Coulomb energy can also be expressed in terms of
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the lling factor  as
lB =
r

20
[A]; (A.6)
E0C =
e2
4
r
20

[K]; (A.7)
where 0 = n 1015[m 2] is the total electron density of the system. By combining (A.2) and
(A.6), we obtain
B? =
h0
e
: (A.8)
In order to realize the lling factor  QH state with the total electron density xed by 0
experimentally, we applied constant magnetic eld B? following (A.8).
The basic quantities of energy due to the magnetic eld are the cyclotron (or the energy gap
between two Landau levels) and Zeeman energy,
~!c =
~eB?
M
 20:0B?(T) [K]; Z  jgBB?j  0:296B(T) [K]; (A.9)
where g   0:44 is the g-factor in a GaAs semiconductor, and B  9:274 10 24 [J/T] the
Bohr magneton. Since the g-factor in a GaAs semiconductor is very small compared to that in
the vacuum (= 2), the Zeeman energy in a GaAs semiconductor is extensively small compared
to the cyclotron energy, Z  ~!c=66:
In the bilayer QH systems, besides the Zeeman energy, the tunneling energy also arises,
which is the energy gap between symmetric and antisymmetric state. The typical values are
SAS  1  10 [K]: (A.10)
It is comparable with the Zeeman energy. There exist bilayer QH samples having enormously
small tunneling gap, for example, SAS  0:1mK [74].
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A.2 Wave Functions for the Landau Levels in the
Symmetric Gauge
In this section, we construct the wave function for the Landau state (2.37) by taking the gauge
potential so called the symmetric gauge [54, 57, 58, 59, 61]. In this gauge, the vector potential
is described as
Ax =
B?y
2
; Ay =  B?x
2
; (A.11)
and correspondingly, the covariant momentum and the guiding center in the symmetric gauge
(A.11) are described as
x =  i~ @
@x
+
~
2l2B
y; y =  i~ @
@y
  ~
2l2B
x; (A.12)
X =
x
2
  il2B
@
@y
; Y =
y
2
+ il2B
@
@x
: (A.13)
Here we consider the case where the constant magnetic eld is only applied in the z direction.
Then the z component of the angular-momentum is conserved, [HK; Lz] = 0, and therefore, it
is convenient to take a gauge potential so that the Landau site n in (2.37) can be identied
with the magnetic quantum number. To see this explicitly, we rewrite the angular-momentum
operator Lz in terms of the harmonic oscillator operators b and b
y in (2.35), which becomes
Lz = xpy   ypx = eB?
2
(X2 + Y 2)  1
2eB?
(P 2x + P
2
y ) = (b
yb  aya)~; (A.14)
From (A.14), we see that the diagonalizing Lz is equivalent to diagonalizing bothHK ( aya)
and X2 + Y 2( byb). The state jN;ni can be identied as a simultaneous eigenfunctions for
HK and Lz. By operating the angular-momentum (A.14) to the state (2.37), we obtain
LzjN;ni = (byb  aya)~jN;ni = (n N)~jN;ni: (A.15)
We see that the state jN;ni has the angular momentum (n  N)~, and b and by become the
raising and lowering operator for the angular momentum. We now construct the wave function
of the state jN;ni. To do this, it is convenient to express the coordinate of electrons in terms
of the complex number z, described as
z =
1
2lB
(x+ iy); z =
1
2lB
(x  iy): (A.16)
Simultaneously, the harmonic oscillator operators a; ay and b; by in (2.34) and (2.35), respec-
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tively, are described in terms of z and z as
a =   ip
2

z +
@
@z

; ay =
ip
2

z   @
@z

; (A.17)
b =
1p
2

z +
@
@z

; by =
1p
2

z   @
@z

: (A.18)
We rst consider the wave functions for the lowest Landau level state j0; 0i, and write it as
hxj0; 0i = sym0;0 (x). Since the lowest Landau level state j0; 0i satises the condition aj0; 0i =
bj0; 0i = 0, we have
hxjaj0; 0i = a(x)hxj0; 0i =   ip
2

z +
@
@z

sym0;0 (x) = 0;
hxjbj0; 0i = b(x)hxj0; 0i = 1p
2

z +
@
@z

sym0;0 (x) = 0; (A.19)
The solution for Eq. (A.19) becomes
sym0;0 (x) =
1p
2l2B
e jzj
2
=
1p
2l2B
exp

  r
2
4l2B

: (A.20)
Subsequently, the wave function for the state j0; ni can be easily obtained from sym0;0 (x) as
sym0;n (x) = hxj0; ni =
r
1
n!
(by)nsym0;0 (x) =
s
2n
2l2Bn!
zne jzj
2
; (A.21)
and obeys the orthonormality condition
h0; nj0;mi =
Z
d2xh0; njxihxj0;mi =
Z
d2xsym0;n (x)
sym
0;m(x) = nm: (A.22)
From (A.21), the probability of electron in the state j0; ni is
jsym0;n (x)j2 =
2n
2l2Bn!
jzj2ne 2jzj2 / r2nexp

  r
2
2l2B

; (A.23)
and we see that it becomes maximum at r = rn =
p
2nlB . The electrons in the state j0; ni
makes cyclotron motion with the radius lB , where the center coordinate is on the circumference
with radius rn =
p
2nlB . The Landau site in the symmetric gauge is represented by the ring,
and the nth circle corresponds to the state j0; ni, having the momentum n~.
For  = 1, the construction of Ne (= N)-body wave function is straightforward. It is given
by the Slater determinant in terms of the one-body wave function (A.21), reading
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Ne(x1; : : : ;xNe) =

1(x1) 1(x2)    1(xNe)
2(x1) 2(x2)    2(xNe)
...
...
. . .
...
Ne(x1) Ne(x2)    Ne(xNe)

= A
Y
i>j
(zi   zj)e 
PNe
i=1 jzij2 ;
(A.24)
where A is the normalization constant. With a same argument, the wave function for a general
Landau level state jN;ni is
symN;n(x) = hxjN;ni =
r
1
N !n!
(ay)N (by)nsym0;0 (x); (A.25)
with using (A.17) and (A.18) for a; ay and b; by, respectively.
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A.3 Group SU(4)
Group SU(4) consists of 4  4 unitary matrices satisfying the condition detU = 1; where U
denotes an arbitrary element of SU(4). It is generated by 15 Hermitian and traceless matrices.
One of the representation for SU(4) generators is given by the following matrices a [59, 129],
1 =
0BBB@
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ; 2 =
0BBB@
0  i 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ; 3 =
0BBB@
1 0 0 1
0  1 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
1CCCA ;
4 =
0BBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ; 5 =
0BBB@
0 0  i 0
0 0 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ; 6 =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ;
7 =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0  i 0
0 i 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ; 8 = 1p3
0BBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0  2 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ; 9 =
0BBB@
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1CCCA ;
10 =
0BBB@
0 0 0 i
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 i 0 0 0
1CCCA ; 11 =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1CCCA ; 12 =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0 0 0
0  i 0 0
1CCCA ;
13 =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
1CCCA ; 14 =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0  i 0
1CCCA ; 15 = 1p6
0BBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0  3
1CCCA : (A.26)
This representation, however, is not convenient for the study of bilayer QH physics, because
it is not clear how the operators generated by (A.26) is related to spin or pseudospin operators.
Since we describe the electron in the bilayer systems with the four-component electron eld
as, 	 = ( f";  f#;  b";  b#), we choose the SU(4) generators, where the spin operators are
generated by
 spina =
 
a 0
0 a
!
; (A.27)
where a = x; y; z and a the Pauli matrices. The generators (A.27) satisfy the SUspin(2)
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algebra. On the other hand, generators for pseudospin operators are given by
ppinx =
 
0 12
12 0
!
; ppiny =
 
0  i12
i12 0
!
;
ppinz =
 
12 0
0  12
!
; (A.28)
where 12 is the unit matrix in two dimensions. (A.28) satises the SUppin(2) algebra. Nine
remaining matrices are given by the products of the spin and pseudospin generators:
 spina 
ppin
x =
 
0 a
a 0
!
;  spina 
ppin
y =
 
0  ia
ia 0
!
;
 spina 
ppin
z =
 
a 0
0  a
!
: (A.29)
They generate the R-spin operators. We see that (A.27)-(A.29) are constructed so that
SUspin(2) SUppin(2) is embedded into SU(4). Their explicit forms are given by
 spinx =
0BBB@
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
1CCCA ;  spiny =
0BBB@
0  i 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0  i
0 0 i 0
1CCCA ;  spinz =
0BBB@
1 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0  1
1CCCA ;
ppinx =
0BBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1CCCA ; ppiny =
0BBB@
0 0  i 0
0 0 0  i
i 0 0 0
0 i 0 0
1CCCA ; ppinz =
0BBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0  1 0
0 0 0  1
1CCCA ;
 spinx 
ppin
x =
0BBB@
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
1CCCA ;  spinx ppiny =
0BBB@
0 0 0  i
0 0  i 0
0 i 0 0
i 0 0 0
1CCCA ;  spinx ppinz =
0BBB@
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0  1
0 0  1 0
1CCCA ;
 spiny 
ppin
x =
0BBB@
0 0 0  i
0 0 i 0
0  i 0 0
i 0 0 0
1CCCA ;  spiny ppiny =
0BBB@
0 0 0  1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
 1 0 0 0
1CCCA ;  spiny ppinz =
0BBB@
0  i 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0  i 0
1CCCA ;
 spinz 
ppin
x =
0BBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0  1
1 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
1CCCA ;  spinz ppiny =
0BBB@
0 0  i 0
0 0 0 i
i 0 0 0
0  i 0 0
1CCCA ;  spinx ppiny =
0BBB@
1 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
0 0  1 0
0 0 0 1
1CCCA :
(A.30)
The matrices or (A.27)-(A.29) or (A.30) are the another representation for the SU(4) genera-
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tors, and the relation between (A.26) and (A.30) are given by
 spinx = 1 + 13; 
spin
y = 2   14;  spinz = 3  
1p
3
8 +
p
6
3
15;
ppinx = 4 + 11; 
ppin
y = 5   12; ppinz =
2p
3
8 +
2p
6
15;
 spinx 
ppin
x = 9 + 6; 
spin
x 
ppin
y = 7   10;  spinx ppinz = 1   13;
 spiny 
ppin
x =  (7 + 10);  spiny ppiny = 9   6;  spiny ppinz = 2 + 14;
 spinz 
ppin
x = 4   11;  spinz ppiny = 5 + 12;  spinz ppinz =
2p
3
8 +
2p
6
15: (A.31)
We denote the generators (A.27)-(A.29) as Ta0  12 spina , T0a  12ppina , Tab  12 spina ppinb .
They satisfy the normalization condition
Tr(TT) = ; (A.32)
and the commutation relations
[T ; T] = if;;00T00 ; (A.33)
where f;;00 are the SU(4) structure constants in the basis (A.27)-(A.29). Greek indices
run over 0; x; y; z. Writing (A.33) explicitly, we have
[Ta; Tb] = iabcTc0; [Ta; Tb] = iabcT0c; (A.34)
where abc is the SU(2) structure constant, and a; b; c = x; y; z:
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B.1 Quantum Theory in Noncommutative Geometry
When the high magnetic eld is applied to the QH systems, the cyclotron energy becomes
large enough to prohibit the excitations across the Landau levels. Electrons are conned in a
single Landau level; such a situation is constructed by the Landau-level projection formalism.
The electrons are described by the Landau sites, associated with the guiding center (X;Y ),
representing the noncommutativity [X;Y ] =  il2B. Then the physics of QH eect is described
by the quantum theory in this noncommutative geometry. It reveals the essence of the QH
states and enables us to study the low energy excitation modes such as NG modes in the
QH systems. In this appendix, we present the noncommutative quantum theory based on
[59, 101, 102, 103, 134]. Based on this quantum theory, we present the detailed discussion
for the Landau-level projection formalism. We also show the detailed discussion for the pro-
jected Coulomb Hamiltonian and the classical Coulomb Hamiltonian, which yields the eective
Hamiltonian for the NG modes (2.141).
B.1.1 Basic Formalisms
In order to construct a noncommutative quantum theory based on commutation relation
[X;Y ] =  il2B ; (B.1)
and describe a c-number function f(x), with x = X + R, by this theory, we introduce the
quantity, which has an one to one corresponds to a function f(x) in the noncommutative plane
(B.1). Such an operator is called the Weyl operator W [f ], given by
f(x))W [f ] = 1
(2)2
Z
d2qd2xe iq(x X)f(x) =
1
2
Z
d2qeiqXf(q): (B.2)
The function f(x) is called the symbol of W [f ] in this theory. Its inversion formula is given
by
f(q) = l2B
1X
n=0
hnje iqXW [f ]jni: (B.3)
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A simple example for the Weyl operator W [f ], which we use later, is the Weyl operator for
the plane wave eipx. By using (B.2) with f(x) = eipx, we obtain
W [eipx] = eipX : (B.4)
The Weyl symbol for the plane wave (B.4) forms dierent algebraic structure from the one in
the ordinary geometry. The plane wave in the ordinary geometry satisfy
eipxeiqx = ei(p+q)x: (B.5)
On the other hand, the Weyl symbol for the plane wave has the algebraic structure,
eipXeiqX = ei(p+q)Xexp

i
2
l2Bp ^ q

; (B.6)
where we have used the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula
eA^eB^ = e[A^;B^]eB^eA^ = e
[A^;B^]
2 eA^+B^ ; (B.7)
which holds when the commutator between A and B is the c-number.
The additional phase factor exp[(i=2)l2Bp ^ q] arises in the noncommutative geometry. We
can interpret its physical meaning as follows. Plane wave eipx is the generator of the trans-
lational group. In the ordinary geometry, the trivial transformation, 1 = eipxeiqxe iqxe ipx,
represents that it is the translation going back to the original position. However, in the non-
commutative geometry, we have
eipXeiqXe iqXe ipX = exp

i
2
l2Bp ^ q

6= 1: (B.8)
Therefore the phase factor exp[(i=2)l2Bp ^ q] is the Aharonov-Bohm phase.
Weyl operator W [f ] can also be represented in a matrix form. By using the completeness
condition (2.90), or X
n
jnihnj = 1: (B.9)
Weyl operator W [f ] is expressed as
W [f ] =
X
mn
fmnjmihnj; (B.10)
fmn = hmjW [f ]jni = 1
2
Z
d2qhmjeiqX jnif(q): (B.11)
Corresponding to (B.3), the inversion formula for W [f ] in a matrix representation is given by
f(q) = l2B
X
n
hnje iqXW [f ]jni = l2B
X
mn
hnje iqX jmifmn: (B.12)
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The Weyl operator for the derivative @if is obtained from the denition (B.2), the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdor formula (B.7), and (B.1):
W [@if ] =
1
i(2lB)2
ij
Z
d2q

Xj ; e
iqX

f(q) =
1
il2B
ij [Xj ;W [f ]] : (B.13)
We also list the two formulas,
Tr
 
eipX
  1X
n=0
hnjeipX jni = 2
l2B
(p); (B.14)Z
d2phmje ipX jnihijeipX jji = 2
l2B
nimj ; (B.15)
which are used later on.
We now consider the Weyl operator for the density in the second-quantized form. The
corresponding classical density is given by [134]
cl(x; r) = (x  r); (B.16)
where x denotes the position of the particle and r the coordinate of the plane. Substituting
the above equation to (B.2), we have
W [cl(x; r)] =
1
(2)2
Z
d2qd2xe iq(x X)(x  r) = 1
2
Z
d2qeiq(r X): (B.17)
Then from (B.17), we obtain the Weyl operator for the density in the second-quantized form,
FT(r) =
1
(2)2
Z
d2qd2xd2ye iqr y(x)hyjeiqX jxi (y): (B.18)
It can be easily veried that in the ordinary commutative plane [X;Y ] = 0, we obtain the
ordinary formula for the density operator FT(r)!  y(r) (r):
The electron eld operator  (x) can be expressed in terms of the Landau site jN;ni as [59]
 (x) =
X
N;n
hxjN;nicN (n) =
X
N;n
N;n(x)cN (n); (B.19)
where cN (n) is the annihilation operator for electron in the Landau site jN;ni, satisfying the
anti-commutation relation
fcN (n); cyM (m)g = NMnm: (B.20)
Here we neglect the internal degrees of freedom for the electrons for the sake of simplicity.
Substituting (B.19) into (B.18), and setting FT(r) = ^(r), we obtain the Weyl operator for
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the density in the second-quantized form,
^(r) =
1
(2)2
Z
d2qe iqr
" X
NMnm
hM;mjeiqX jN;niNM (n;m)
#
; (B.21)
where NM (n;m) = c
y
M (m)cN (n); and its Fourier transformation given by
^(q) =
1
2
X
NMnm
hM;mje iqX jN;niNM (n;m): (B.22)
B.1.2 Landau Level Projection Formalism
In order to construct the electron eld operator projected to the Nth Landau-level, we x the
Landau-level index in (B.19). Then we obtain
 N (x) =
X
n
hxjN;nicN (n) =
X
n
N;n(x)cN (n): (B.23)
We next construct the density and SU(4) isospin operators projected to the Nth Landau level,
since the physical operators in the QH systems are expressed in terms of them. At rst, we
neglect the internal degrees of freedom for electrons, such as spin or pseudospin degrees of
freedom for the sake of simplicity, and construct the projected density operator. From (B.23),
the projected density operator to the Nth Landau level is,
N (x) = 	
y
N (x)	N (x) =
X
mn
hN;mjxihxjN;nicyN (m)cN (n); (B.24)
and its Fourier transformation given by
N (q) =
1
2
Z
d2xe iqx
 X
mn
hN;mjxihxjN;nicyN (m)cN (n)
!
=
1
2
X
mn
hN je iqRjNihmje iqX jnicyN (m)cN (n) = FN (q)^N (q); (B.25)
where we have
^(q) =
1
2
X
mn
hmje iqX jnicyN (m)cN (n) =
1
2
X
mn
hmje iqX jni(n;m); (B.26)
FN (q) = hN je iqRjNi = LN

l2Bq
2
2

e 
l2Bq
2
4 ; (n;m) = cyN (m)cN (n); (B.27)
The bare density (B.26) satises the algebra
[^(p); ^(q)] =
i

^(p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

; (B.28)
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which can be derived from the algebra
[(m;n); (i; j)] = mj(i; n)  in(m; j); (B.29)
and the algebra (B.6). Eq. (B.28) is isomorphic to the W1 algebra [128, 132, 133]. We discuss
the role of the bare density later on. By comparing with (B.22), we see that the bare density
(B.26) is the Weyl operator for the density operator.
We now take into account the internal degrees of freedom for electrons, and consider SU(N)
theory; N= 2 corresponds to monolayer QH systems with spins or spinless bilayer QH systems,
while N= 4 corresponds to bilayer QH systems with spins. We call the N internal degrees of
freedom of the electrons as the SU(N) isospin. The electron eld operator in the Nth Landau
level with N components is given by (2.93), or
	N;(x) =
X
n
hxjN;nicN;(n); (B.30)
with  the isospin index. The creation and annihilation operators cN;(n) and c
y
N;(n) satisfy
the anti-commutation relation
fcN;(n); cN;(m)g = nm : (B.31)
From (B.30) the projected density and isospin density operator into the Nth Landau level are
N (x) = 	
y
N;(x)	N;(x); IN;a(x) = 	
y
N;(x)

a
2


	N;(x); (B.32)
where a denote the SU(N) generators. Correspondingly, we obtain the bare density and the
bare isospin density
^(q) =
1
2
X
mn
hnje iqX jmi(m;n); I^a(q) = 1
2
X
mn
hnje iqX jmiIa(m;n); (B.33)
where
(m;n) = cyN;(n)cN;(m); Ia(m;n) = c
y
N;(n)

a
2


cN;(m): (B.34)
By using (B.6) and the anticommutation relation (B.31), we obtain
[(m;n); (i; j)] = mj(i; n)  in(m; j);
[(m;n); Ia(i; j)] = mjIa(i; n)  inia(m; j);
[Ia(m;n); Ib(i; j)] =
i
2
fabc [mjIc(i; n) + inIc(m; j)] +
1
2
dabc [mjIc(i; n)  inIc(m; j)]
+
1
2N
ab [mj(i; n)  in(m; j)] (B.35)
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and simultaneously,
[^(p); ^(q)] =
i

^(p+ q) sin

l2B
2
p ^ q

;h
^(p); I^a(q)
i
=
i

I^a(p+ q) sin

l2B
2
p ^ q

;h
I^a(p); I^b(q)
i
=
i
2
fabcI^c(p+ q) cos

l2B
2
p ^ q

+
i
2
dabcI^c(p+ q) sin

l2B
2
p ^ q

+
i
2N
ab^(p+ q) sin

l2B
2
p ^ q

; (B.36)
with fabc and dabc the structure constants for SU(N) algebra. The algebra (B.36) is the
W1(N) algebra [102, 103, 134]. For example in the case of monolayer QH system (N= 2),
(B.36) becomes
[^(p); ^(q)] =
i

^(p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

; (B.37)h
^(p); S^a(q)
i
=
i

S^a(p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

; (B.38)h
S^a(p); S^
cl
b (q)
i
=
i
2
abcS^c(p+ q) cos

l2B
p ^ q
2

+
i
4
ab^(p+ q) sin

l2B
p ^ q
2

: (B.39)
The projected density and the isospin operators are obtained by performing the Fourier
transformation of bare operators (B.33) with the Landau-level form factor FN (q) multiplied.
In the real space, the projected density in the lowest-Landau level is expressed by the bare
density as [102]
(x) = el
2
B
r2
4 ^(x) =
1
l2B
Z
d2ye
  jx yj2
l2
B ^(y); (B.40)
representing that the projected density, which is the physical quantity, is unlocalized object
characterized by the magnetic length lB , whereas the bare density is the localized one. How-
ever, for the lowest Landau level N = 0 in the low energy limit q ! 0, we have F0(q) ! 1.
Therefore, the projected density and isospin operators can be identied with the bare density
and isospin operators. It is convenient to use the bare density and isospin operators, rather
than the projected density and isospin operators, since they are localized quantities, so that
mathematical operations such as the derivative and the integral become well-dened. Thus,
instead of the projected operators, which are the actual physical quantities, we treat the bare
quantities.
At the end of this subsection, we comment on the incompressibility condition for the ground
state. It implies the homogeneity of the density with some of the Landau levels being lled.
In the noncommutative quantum theory, it is expressed as [104]
(n;m)jgi =
X

cy(m)c(n)jgi = nmjgi; (B.41)
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or, in the momentum space, with usage of (B.14), we have
^(q)jgi = 20(q)jgi: (B.42)
B.1.3 Projected Coulomb Interaction in the Lowest-Landau Level
We rst discuss in the case of monolayer QH systems. In the following argument, we omit
the index 0 in the operators. The projected Coulomb interaction in the lowest-Landau level is
given by (2.112), or
HC = 
Z
d2qV (q) (F0( q)^( q)) (F0(q)^(q)) = 
Z
d2qVD(q)^( q)^(q); (B.43)
where
VD(q)  V e0 (q) = V (q)F0( q)F0(q) =
e2
4jqje
  l
2
Bq
2
2 : (B.44)
By using the expression (B.33) for the density operator ^(q) in (B.43), the Coulomb Hamil-
tonian is also expressed in the Landau-site representation,
HC =
X
mnij
Vmnij
X

cy(m)c(n)c
y
 (i)c (j) =
X
mnij
Vmnij(n;m)(j; i); (B.45)
where
Vmnij =
1
4
Z
d2kVD(k)hmjeiXkjnihije iXkjji: (B.46)
The above integral satises the relation Vmnij = Vijmn = Vnmji; and also has the properties
Vmnij = Vnnjjmn; Vmnij = Vjnnjmj ; (B.47)
due to the angular momentum conservation. Here Vnnjj and Vjnnj are
Vnnjj =
1
4
Z
d2kVD(k)hnjeiXkjnihjje iXkjji; (B.48)
Vnjjn =
1
4
Z
d2kVD(k)hnjeiXkjjihjje iXkjni: (B.49)
The integrals (B.48) and (B.49) are the direct and exchange integrals in terms of the Landau
site jni, respectively. From (B.14), (B.48), and (B.49), we obtain the numerical constants
D 
X
j
Vnnjj =
1
4l2B
Z
d2xVD(x) =
1
2l2B
VD(q = 0); (B.50)
X 
X
j
Vnjjn =
1
4
Z
d2kVD(k) =
1
4l2B
VX(q = 0); (B.51)
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where VX(q) is the exchange potential dened later by (B.78). In particular, (B.51) for the
lowest-Landau level becomes
X =
1
4
Z
d2kV (k)e 
k2l2B
2 =
1
2
r

2
E0C: (B.52)
The projected Coulomb Hamiltonian in the bilayer QH systems is given by (2.117), or
HC = 
Z
d2qV +D (q)^( q)^(q) + 4
Z
d2qV  D (q)P^z( q)P^z(q); (B.53)
where
V D (q) =
e2
8jqj

1 e jqjd

e 
1
2 l
2
Bq
2
: (B.54)
In the Landau-site representation (B.53) becomes
HC =
X
mnij

V +mnij(n;m)(j; i) + 4V
 
mnijPz(n;m)Pz(j; i)

: (B.55)
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B.1.4 Classical Coulomb Hamiltonian
In this subsection, we derive the classical Coulomb Hamiltonian in the QH systems. Conse-
quently, it has the form [101]
hjHCji = HclD +HclX : (B.56)
Here HclD is the one obtained by replacing the bare density operator in (B.43) with their
expectation values,
HclD = 
Z
d2qVD(q)^
cl( q)^cl(q); (B.57)
as well as for the Hamiltonian in the Landau-site representation, we have
HclD =
X
mnij
Vmnij
cl(n;m)cl(j; i): (B.58)
We call HclD the direct-interaction form. On the other hand, H
cl
X is the peculiar one in the
quantum theory due to the exchange integral. We call this the exchange-interaction form.
Formula (B.56) holds for bilayer systems too, although the formulas of HclD and H
cl
X become
complicated compared to those in the monolayer systems. The state ji in (B.56) is given by
(2.129), or
ji = eiW j0i; (B.59)
where
j0i =
Y
n

cy(n)
(n) j0i: (B.60)
In the following discussion, we prove the formula (B.56) following the procedure given in
[102, 103].
In order to calculate the expectation value of the Coulomb Hamiltonian by the state (B.60),
we have to calculate two and four-body averages for annihilation and creation operator c(m)
and cy(m). For doing this, it is convenient to introduce the the multi-index M  (;m),
where M = 1; 2; : : : ; NN; by combining the isospin index ( = 1; 2; : : : ; N) and the Landau-
site index (m = 0; 1; : : : ; N 1). By using the above multi-index M , we rst rewrite the state
(B.60) as
j0i =
NNX
M=1
h
cyM
iM j0i: (B.61)
Here we analyze a system with a nite number of Landau sites (m = 0; 1; : : : ; N 1) and take
the limit N ! 1 at the end. In the limit N ! 1, the algebra U(NN) becomes identical
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to the W1(N) algebra. From (B.59), we have to consider the electron eld operators in the
Landau site c(n) rotated by the W1(N) algebra. This treatment becomes much simpler in
the limit N !1, since we can discuss in terms of the unitary transformation U(NN). The
electron eld operators c(n) and c
y
(n) rotate under the U(NN) algebra as
e iW cMeiW = UMM 0cM 0 ; e iW c
y
Me
iW = cyM 0U
y
M 0M ; (B.62)
where U is an element of U(NN). By using the properties (B.62), for two-body average, we
have
hjcyMcN ji = UyKMUNLh0jcyKcLj0i = KUNKUyKM ; (B.63)
where we have used h0jcyKcLj0i = KKL: By using the relation 2K = K , the two-body
average (B.63) can be rewritten as
hjcyMcN ji = hjcyMcK jihjcyKcN ji; (B.64)
or, by using both the isospin and the Landau-site index, (B.64) is expressed as
hjcy(m)c(k)jihjcy(k)c(n)ji = hjcy(m)c(n)ji: (B.65)
We next calculate the four-body averages by applying the similar analysis as in the case of
two-body average. We obtain
hjcyMcyScT cN ji = UyKMUyISUTJUNLh0jcyKcyIcJcLj0i
= JLU
y
KMU
y
ISUTJUNL(IJKL   ILKJ); (B.66)
where the the formula h0jcyKcyIcJcLj0i = JL(IJKL   ILKJ) was used in the above
equation. Then by using (B.63) and (B.66), we obtain
hjcyMcyScT cN ji = hjcyMcN jihjcyScT ji   hjcyMcT jihjcyScN ji; (B.67)
and subsequently, we have
hjcy(m)cy (i)c (j)c(n)ji = hjcy(m)c(n)jihjcy (i)c (j)ji
  hjcy(m)c (j)jihjcy (i)c(n)ji: (B.68)
The rst term in the right hand side of Eq. (B.68) gives the direct term, whereas the second
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term gives the exchange term. From (B.68), we obtain
cl(n;m)cl(j; i) =
X
;
hj  cy(m)cy (i)c (j)c(n) + nicy(m)c (i) ji
=
X
;
 hjcy(m)c(n)jihjcy (i)c (j)ji   hjcy(m)c (j)jihjcy (i)c(n)ji+ nicl(j;m);
(B.69)
and by multiplying
P
mnij Vmnij to the (B.69) from the left side, with using the formula
cy(m)c(n) =

N
(n;m) + (a)Ia(n;m); (B.70)
we nally obtain the decomposition formula in monolayer QH systems,
HclC  hjHCji = HclD +HclX ; (B.71)
with
HclD =
X
mnij
Vmnij
cl(n;m)cl(j; i); (B.72)
HclX =  2
X
mnij
Vmnij

Icla (j;m)I
cl
a (n; i) +
1
2N
cl(j;m)cl(n; i)

: (B.73)
Here the constant term XNe has been neglected, coming from the term ni
cl(j;m) in (B.69).
In the momentum space we have
HclD = 
Z
d2qVD(q)^
cl( q)^cl(q); (B.74)
HclX =  
Z
d2kVX(k)

I^cla ( k)I^cla (k) +
1
2N
^cl( k)^cl(k)

; (B.75)
where we have used the inversion formulas for (n;m) and Ia(n;m) and the formula [59],
(n;m) = l2B
Z
d2qhnjeiqX jmi^(q); Ia(n;m) = l2B
Z
d2qhnjeiqX jmiI^a(q); (B.76)X
n
hnje ikXeipXeikXeiqX jni = 2
l2B
(p+ q)exp
 
il2Bp ^ k

: (B.77)
Here the exchange potential VX is given by,
VX(q) =
l2B

Z
d2ke il
2
Bp^kVD(k) VX(x) =
1
2
Z
d2peipxVX(p): (B.78)
In the lowest-Landau level, (B.78) has the form
VX(q) =
e2
p
2lB
4
I0

l2Bp
2
4

e 
l2Bp
2
4 ; VX(x) = 2V (x)e
  x2
2l2
B : (B.79)
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With a similar analysis given for the monolayer systems, the decomposition formula in the
bilayer QH systems can also be obtained. For H+C , by taking exactly the same procedure that
we did in the monolayer systems, we obtain
H+clD =
X
mnij
V +mnij
cl(n;m)cl(j; i);
H+clX =  2
X
mnij
V +mnij
"
15X
a=1
Icla (j;m)I
cl
a (n; i) +
1
8
cl(j;m)cl(n; i)
#
: (B.80)
For H C , we have to calculate the expectation value of 4Pz(n;m)Pz(j; i) in order to obtain the
classical Hamiltonian. By using (B.67), (B.70), and the relations between the SU(4) generators
(A.31), it is calculated as
hj4Pz(n;m)Pz(j; i)ji =
X

 
ppinz


 
ppinz


hjcy(m)c(n)cy(i)c(j)ji
= 4P clz (n;m)P
cl
z (j; i)  2
15X
a;b
MabI
cl
a (j;m)I
cl
b (n; i) 
1
4
cl(j;m)cl(n; i) + cl(j;m)ni; (B.81)
where Mab is given by
Mab =
1
2
Tr (a
p
z b
p
z ) = aab; (B.82)
and 1;2;3;8;13;14;15 = +1 or 4;5;6;7;9;10;11;12 =  1: We neglect the contribution from the
term cl(j;m)ni in (B.81), leading to the numerical constant XNe: Then by multiplyingP
mnij Vmnij to the (B.81) from the left side, we obtain the direct and exchange form of H
 
C ,
H clD = 4
X
mnij
V  mnijP
cl
z (n;m)P
cl
z (j; i)
H clX =  2
X
mnij
V  mnij
"
15X
a=1
aI
cl
a (j;m)I
cl
a (n; i) +
1
8
cl(j;m)cl(n; i)
#
: (B.83)
Consequently, from (B.80) and (B.83), the direct and exchange form in the bilayer systems
become,
HclD =
X
mnij

V +mnij
cl(n;m)cl(j; i) + 4V  mnijP
cl
z (n;m)P
cl
z (j; i)

; (B.84)
HclX =  
X
mnij
V dmnij

Scla (j;m)S
cl
a (n; i) + P
cl
a (j;m)P
cl
a (n; i) +R
cl
ab(j;m)R
cl
ab(n; i)

  2
X
mnij
V  mnij

Scla (j;m)S
cl
a (n; i) + P
cl
z (j;m)P
cl
z (n; i) +R
cl
az(j;m)R
cl
az(n; i)

  1
4
X
mnij
Vmnij
cl(j;m)cl(n; i); (B.85)
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where Vmnij = V
+
mnij+V
 
mnij and V
d
mnij = V
+
mnij V  mnij . We have expressed the Hamiltonian
HclX by Sa, Pa and Rab, instead of Ia. In the momentum space, (B.84) and (B.85) become
HclD = 
Z
d2qV +D (q)^
cl( q)^cl(q) + 4
Z
d2qV  D (q)P^
cl
z ( q)P^ clz (q); (B.86)
HclX =  

2
Z
d2pV dX(p)[S^
cl
a ( p)S^cla (p) + P^ cla ( p)P^ cla (p) + R^clab( p)R^clab(p)]
  
Z
d2pV  X (p)[S^
cl
a ( p)S^cla (p) + P^ clz ( p)P^ clz (p) + R^claz( p)R^claz(p)]
  
8
Z
d2pVX(p)^
cl( p)^cl(p): (B.87)
Here the direct potential V D and exchange potential V

X are given by (2.118) and (2.127),
respectively, or
V D (q) =
e2
8jqj

1 e jqjd

e 
1
2 l
2
Bq
2
; (B.88)
V X (p) =
p
2e2`B
8
I0(`
2
Bp
2=4)e `
2
Bp
2=4  e
2`2B
4
Z 1
0
dke 
1
2 `
2
Bk
2 kdJ0(`2B jpjk); (B.89)
with VX = V
+
X + V
 
X and V
d
X = V
+
X   V  X :
As we have shown in subsection 2.2.4, by making the derivative expansion for the exchange
Coulomb Hamiltonian (B.87), we obtain the basic Hamiltonian for the NG modes (2.141).
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Appendix C
C.1 Eective Theories for Nambu Goldstone Modes in
SU(4) Nonlinear Representation
In this appendix we show another systematic method for the analysis for the eective theory
for the NG modes besides the Grassmannian formalism based on [108]. This method was
originally developed in particle and nuclear physics [130, 131].
Most general excitations around the classical ground state are described by the operator
I(x) = I(x)
24exp
0@iX

T
1A35
00

I000 ; (C.1)
where I000 is the SU(4) order parameter which characterizes the ground state structure, T
are the matrices of the broken SU(4) generators in the adjoint representation of SU(4), each
of which is a 15 15 matrix. The greek indices run over 0; x; y; z. The phase eld (x) are
the NG modes associated with the broken generators, and the coecient I(x) is the amplitude
function corresponding to the \sigma" eld in the linear sigma model. Since we are only
interested in an eective low energy theory of the NG modes, we set I(x) = 1. Then we may
identify
Sa = Ia0; Pa = I0a; Rab = Iab; (C.2)
and express various physical variables in terms of the NG modes (x).
We expand the formula (C.1) in ,
I(x) = I0 + I(1) (x) + I(2) (x) +    ; (C.3)
where I(n) (x) is the nth order term in the NG mode . Up to the second order, they are
I(1) (x) =  f;;00I000 ; (C.4)
I(2) (x) =
1
2!
f;;0000f0000;00;00I0 ; (C.5)
where f;;00 are the structure constant of SU(4),
(T)
00
 = if;;00 ; (C.6)
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about which we explain in Appendix A Eq. (A.33).
The key observation is that the rst order term I(1) (x) contains all information about the
symmetry breaking pattern and the associated NG modes, yielding their kinematic terms. On
the other hand, the second order term I(2) (x) provides them with gaps. We apply the basic
formula (C.1) to obtain the eective theories for the NG modes in  = 1 and all three phases
in  = 2 bilayer QH systems.
C.1.1  = 1 Bilayer QH Systems
We rst analyze the  = 1 bilayer QH systems. The order parameters are given by (3.4), or
I0 =
1
2

z0 +
q
1  20(0x + zx) + 0(0z + zz)

: (C.7)
We rotate this vector around the 0y axis so that only three components become nonzero. We
can show that
Ir(0)  [V0(0)]
00
 I(0)00 =
1
2
(z0 + 0x + zx) ; (C.8)
by choosing the rotation as
V0(0) = exp(i0T0y); (C.9)
with cos 0 =
p
1  20 and sin 0 =  0.
Let us relate the variables in the rotated system to the original variables in the formula
(C.1). The SU(4) isospin operator after the rotation is given by
Ir(x) = [V0(0)]
00
 I00(x); (C.10)
with the use of (C.9). We substitute (C.1) into this formula to nd
Ir(x) =
"
exp
 
i
6X
a=1
aTa
!#00

Ir(0)00 ; (C.11)
where Ta are the broken generators given by
T1 =
Tx0 + Txx
2
; T2 =  Ty0 + Tyx
2
; T3 =
T0y + Tzy
2
;
T4 =
T0z + Tzz
2
; T5 =
Txy   Tyz
2
; T6 =
Txz + Tyy
2
; (C.12)
and (C.8) was used.
We go on to express the original SU(4) isospins in terms of these NG modes. The rst step
is to convert the relation (C.10) to express the original elds in terms of those in the rotated
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system. Explicitly we have
Ix = cos 0Irx + sin 0Irz;
Iz =   sin 0Irx + cos 0Irz;
Ia0 = Ira0; Iy = Iry: (C.13)
The second step is to expand (C.11) in terms of a,
2Ira0 =

2 +
1
2
(35 + 46) ; 1 +
1
2
(36   45) ; 1  1
2
 
21 + 
2
2 + 
2
5 + 
2
6

;
2Ir0a =

prx(s; p; r); 2  
1
2
(26   15); prz(s;p; r)

;
2Irxa =

rrxx(s; p; r); 6 +
1
2
(31   42); rrxz(s; p; r)

;
2Irya =

rryx(s; p; r); 5  
1
2
(23 + 14); r
r
yz(s; p; r)

;
2Irza =

rrzx(s;p; r); 4 +
1
2
(26   15); rzz(s;p; r)

; (C.14)
with
prx(s; p; r) = 1 
1
2
 
23 + 
2
4 + 
5
2 + 
6
2

; prz(s; p; r) = 3 +
1
2
(25 + 16);
rrxx(s; p; r) = 2  
1
2
(35 + 46) ; r
r
yx(s; p; r) = 1  
1
2
(36   45) ;
rrxz(s;p; r) = 5 +
1
2
(23 + 14) ; r
r
yz(s; p; r) = 6  
1
2
(24   13) ;
rrzx(s;p; r) = 1 
1
2
 
12 + 
2
2 + 
5
2 + 
6
2

; rrzz(s; p; r) = 3  
1
2
(25 + 16): (C.15)
The SU(4) isospin density elds Ir satisfy the SU(4) algebraic relationsIra(x; t); Irb(y; t) = iabc 1 Ir0c(x; t)(x  y); (C.16)
from which we obtain the canonical commutation relations for the NG modes,
0
2
[2(x; t); 1(y; t)] = i(x  y); 0
2
[2a 1(x; t); 2a(y; t)] = i(x  y); (C.17)
with a = 2; 3.
By using a replacement
1 ! #s; 2 ! s; 3 ! p;
4 ! #p; 5 ! r 6 ! #r; (C.18)
in (C.14) with using (C.13), we obtain (3.16).
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C.1.2 Spin Phase
We analyze the spin phase in  = 2 bilayer QH system. Setting  = 0 in the order parameters
(4.13), we obtain
I0 = z0: (C.19)
With the use of this, it is straighforward to calculate the rst order term I(1) (x) in (C.4),
I(1)x =  y; I(1)y = x: (C.20)
There are eight elds y and x with  = 0; x; y and z, which are the NG modes. Since they
emerge in eight directions, x and y, the broken generators are Tx, and Ty, implying that
the unbroken generators are Tz0, (T0a + Tza)=2 and (T0a   Tza)=2.
We require (C.1) to satisfy the SU(4) algebraic relation
[Ia(x; t); Ib(y; t)] = iabc 1 Ic0(x; t)(x  y); (C.21)
so that the eld I describes the SU(4) isospin. From (C.21), we obtain the equal-time
commutation relations for the NG modes,
[~x(x; t); ~y(y; t)] = i(x  y); (C.22)
with ~ = 
1=2
 . Equivalently, we may construct a Lagrangian formalism so that (C.22) is
the canonical commutation relation.
It follows from (C.2) and (C.20) that the eight NG modes are explicitly given by
Sx =  y0; Sy = x0; Rxa =  ya; Rya = xa; (C.23)
and the other SU(4) isospins are described in terms of these eight NG elds as
I0y = xzyx + yxxz   yzxx   xxyz
2
+O(3);
I0z = xxyy + yyxx   xyyx   yxxy
2
+O(3);
Izx =  yxy0 + y0yx + xxx0 + x0xx
2
+O(3);
Izy =  yyy0 + y0yy + xyx0 + x0xy
2
+O(3);
Izz =  yzy0 + y0yz + xzx0 + x0xz
2
+O(3);
I0x = xyyz + yzxy   yyxz   xzyy
2
+O(3);
Iz0 = 1 
X
=0;x;y;z
(x)
2 + (y)
2
2
+O(3): (C.24)
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By using a replacement
x0 ! ~#1; y0 !  ~1; xx ! ~#2; yx !  ~2;
yy !  ~#3; xy !  ~3; xz ! ~#4; yz !  ~4; (C.25)
in (C.23) and (C.24), we see that Eq. (4.46) is reproduced.
C.1.3 Pseudospin Phase
We next analyze the pseudospin phase. Setting  = 1 in the order parameters (4.13), we
obtain
I0 =
p
1  20x + 0z: (C.26)
In order to determine the symmetry breaking pattern, we rotate this vector around the 0y axis
as we have done in the analysis for  = 1, so that only one component becomes nonzero. We
can show that
Ip(0)  [V()]
00
 I(0)00 = 0x; (C.27)
by choosing
V() = exp(iT0y); (C.28)
with cos  =
p
1  2 and sin  =  .
In the rotated basis the order parameter has a single nonzero component just as (C.19) in
the case of the spin phase. Therefore the further analysis goes in parallel with that given in
the previous analysis. Namely, there are eight NG elds,
Ip(1)y =  pz; Ip(1)z = py: (C.29)
The unbroken generators are T0x, (Ta0 + Tax)=2, and (Ta0   Tax)=2.
We relate the variables in the rotated system to the original variables in the formula (C.1).
The SU(4) isospin operator after the rotation is given by
Ip(x) = [V()]
00
 I00(x); (C.30)
with the use of (C.28). We substitute (C.1) into this formula to nd
Ip(x) =
24exp
0@iX

pT
1A35
00

Ip(0)00 ; (C.31)
with (C.27), where p is dened by
p = [V()]
00
 00 ; (C.32)
Ip(0) = [V()]
00
 I000 ; (C.33)
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while Ip(0) has been used by (C.27). Here, we have used the formula of the SU(N) group,X
b
Tb
0
b =
X
b
Tb [expiaAd(Ta)]
c
b c = exp [iaTa] bTbexp [ iaTa] ; (C.34)
where b is an arbitrary adjoint vector with a; b; c = 1; : : : ;dim SU(N), and exp [iaTa] is the
element of SU(N). Here we have N= 4 and b corresponds to  .
The SU(4) isospin density elds Ip satisfy the SU(4) algebraic relationsh
Ipa(x; t); Ipb(y; t)
i
= iabc
 1
 Ip0c(x; t)(x  y); (C.35)
from which we obtain the canonical commutation relations for the NG modes,

~py(x; t); ~
p
z(y; t)

= i(x  y); (C.36)
with ~p = 
1=2
 
p
 .
By applying the same argument given in the analysis for  = 1, the SU(4) isospins are
expressed in terms of p as
Ix = cos Ipx + sin Ipz;
Iz =   sin Ipx + cos Ipz;
Ia0 = Ipa0; Iy = Ipy: (C.37)
where Ip are given by
Ipy =  pz +O(2); Ipz = py +O(2);
Ipx0 =
pzz
p
yy + 
p
yy
p
zz   pzypyz   pyzpzy
2
+O(3);
Ipy0 =
pzy
p
xz + 
p
xz
p
zy   pzzpxy   pxypzz
2
+O(3);
Ipz0 =
pxy
p
yz + 
p
yz
p
xy   pyypxz   pxzpyy
2
+O(3);
Ipxx =  
pxz
p
0z + 
p
0z
p
xz + 
p
xy
p
0y + 
p
0y
p
xy
2
+O(3);
Ipyx =  
pyz
p
0z + 
p
0z
p
yz + 
p
yy
p
0y + 
p
0y
p
yy
2
+O(3);
Ipzx =  
pzz
p
0z + 
p
0z
p
zz + 
p
zy
p
0y + 
p
0y
p
zy
2
+O(3);
Ip0x = 1 
X
=0;x;y;z
(py)
2 + (pz)
2
2
+O(3): (C.38)
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Using the following replacement
pzz !  ~#1; pzy !  ~1; p0z !  ~#2; p0y !  ~2;
pxz !  ~#3; pxy !  ~3; pyy ! ~#4; pyz !  ~4; (C.39)
in (C.38) with using (C.2), we obtain (4.75).
C.1.4 CAF Phase
Finally we analyze the CAF phase. This phase is characterized by the order parameters (4.13),
which we may rewrite as
I(0) = ccz0 + ss
 
c0x   s0z

+ scsxx   csyy + sccxz; (C.40)
where
c  cos  =
p
1  2; s  sin  = ;
c  cos  =
p
1  2; s  sin  =  ;
c  cos  =
Z
p
1  2
0
p
1  2; s  sin  =
SAS
0
: (C.41)
The order parameter I(0) is quite complicated. Nevertheless, the problem is just to nd an
appropriate rotation in the SU(4) space so that the order parameter has only a single nonzero
component after the rotation.
There are two ways. One is by choosing the rotational transformation as
Us; = exp[iTyz]exp[iTxy]V(); (C.42)
with V given by (C.28), and we obtain
Isc(0) 

Us;
00

I(0)00 = z0: (C.43)
In this rotated basis, the further analysis goes in parallel with that given in the spin phase.
Another choice of the rotational transformation is given by
Up; = exp
h
i

   
2

Tyz
i
exp
h
i

   
2

Txy
i
V();
= exp
h
 i
2
Tyz
i
exp
h
 i
2
Txy
i
Us; ; (C.44)
obtaining
Ipc(0) 
h
Up;
i00

I(0)00 = 0x: (C.45)
In this rotated basis, the further analysis goes in parallel with that given in the pseudospin
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phase. We call the rotated basis of the SU(4) group given by (C.42), the s-coordinate, and the
rotated basis given by (C.44), the p-coordinate. They give the identical results.
We make an analysis by employing the s-coordinate. Namely, we dene the SU(4) isospin
operator in the s-coordinate by
Isc(x) =

Us;
00

I00(x)
=
24exp
0@iX

scT
1A35
00

Isc(0)00 ;
(C.46)
where
sc =

Us;
00

00 (C.47)
with (C.1) and (C.34).
The eight NG elds are,
Isc(1)x =  scy; Isc(1)y = scx: (C.48)
Here we remark how the NG modes in the CAF phase are transformed into those in
spin/pseudospin phase at the phase boundary. On one hand, the eld sc shifts smoothly
to the eld (C.23), by the inverse transformation of (C.42), or by taking the limit ;  ! 0, as
sc !  ; (C.49)
so that subscript of sc perfectly matches with  for each  in the spin phase. On the
other hand, sc shifts smoothly to (C.32), by the inverse transformation of
exp(iTyz)exp(iTxy), or taking the limit ! 1 as
scx0 !  pzz; scy0 ! pzy;
scxx !  p0z; scyx ! p0y;
scxz ! pyy; scyz ! pyz;
scxy ! pxy; scyy ! pxz; (C.50)
for the elds in the pseudopin phase.
We require (C.46) to satisfy the SU(4) algebraic relation,
Iscx(x; t); Iscy(y; t) = i 1 Iscz0(x; t)(x  y); (C.51)
from which we obtain the canonical commutation relation,

~scx(x; t); ~
sc
y(y; t)

= i(x  y); (C.52)
with ~sc = 
1=2
 
sc
 .
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We express the rotated isospin elds Isc in terms of the eight NG elds sc up to the second
order,
Iscx =  scy +O(2); Iscy = scx +O(2);
Isc0y =
scxz
sc
yx + 
sc
yx
sc
xz   scyzscxx   scxxscyz
2
+O(3);
Isc0z =
scxx
sc
yy + 
sc
yy
sc
xx   scxyscyx   scyxscxy
2
+O(3);
Isczx =  
scyx
sc
y0 + 
sc
y0
sc
yx + 
sc
xx
sc
x0 + 
sc
x0
sc
xx
2
+O(3);
Isczy =  
scyy
sc
y0 + 
sc
y0
sc
yy + 
sc
xy
sc
x0 + 
sc
x0
sc
xy
2
+O(3);
Isczz =  
scyz
sc
y0 + 
sc
y0
sc
yz + 
sc
xz
sc
x0 + 
sc
x0
sc
xz
2
+O(3);
Isc0x =
scxy
sc
yz + 
sc
yz
sc
xy   scyyscxz   scxzscyy
2
+O(3);
Iscz0 = 1 
X
=0;x;y;z
(scx)
2 + (scy)
2
2
+O(3): (C.53)
We next give the relation between the original isospin eld I and the rotated eld Isc in
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the s-coordinate of the CAF phase. It is given by
I0x = cos  cos  cos Isc0x + cos  sin Isc0z   sin  sin Iscxx + sin  cos  cos Iscxz
  cos  cos  sin Iscyy + sin  cos  sin Iscz0;
I0y = cos Isc0y + sin Iscyx;
I0z =   cos  sin  cos Isc0x + cos  cos Isc0z   sin  cos Iscxx   sin  sin  cos Iscxz
+ cos  sin  sin Iscyy   sin  sin  sin Iscz0;
Ix0 = cos Iscx0 + sin Isczz;
Ixx =   sin  sin  cos Isc0x + sin  cos Isc0z + cos  cos Iscxx + cos  sin  cos Iscxz
+ sin  sin  sin Iscyy + cos  sin  sin Iscz0;
Ixy = Iscxy;
Ixz =   sin  cos  cos Isc0x   sin  sin Isc0z   cos  sin Iscxx + cos  cos  cos Iscxz
+ sin  cos  sin Iscyy + cos  cos  sin Iscz0;
Iy0 = cos Iscy0   sin Isczy;
Iyx =   cos  sin Isc0y + cos  cos Iscyx + sin Iscyz;
Iyy = cos  sin Isc0x + sin  sin Iscxz + cos  cos Iscyy   sin  cos Iscz0;
Iyz = sin  sin Isc0y   sin  cos Iscyx + cos Iscyz;
Iz0 = sin  sin Isc0x   cos  sin Iscxz + sin  cos Iscyy + cos  cos Iscz0;
Izx =   sin  sin Iscx0 + cos Isczx + sin  cos Isczz;
Izy = sin Iscy0 + cos Isczy;
Izz =   cos  sin Iscx0   sin Isczx + cos  cos Isczz; (C.54)
with (C.41).
By using the correspondence
scx0 ! ~#1; scy0 !  ~1; scxx ! ~#2; scyx !  ~2;
scyy !  ~#3; scxy !  ~3; scxz ! ~#4; scyz !  ~4; (C.55)
with (C.54), we reproduce (4.39).
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